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Who says you can't

your old routing
switcher?

pro-bel, The Solutions Company,
has the answer to your expansion dilemmas. It

doesn't matter whose routing switcher you have,
or even whether you use several different ones.

Old Audio I
Router .1\

Old RS422
Router

Old Video
Router

"Tie Lim.

Old Video AES/EBU Digita
Router Audio Matrix

on o er
Protocol Converter

"Tie Line" Serial Digital
Video Matrix

Our vast experience in systems engineering and interfaces enables us to create a

system for your facility that extends the life of your existing hardware. You can then
expand or add only the matrices you need such as serial digital video, AES digital audio,
analog video, analog audio, or RS422 data, and control it all with the sophisticated and
user friendly Pro -Bel control system. Our unique "tie line" software automatically
facilitates digital to analog, and analog to digital path seeking in the system. You can
even use your old control panels or add state-of-the-art touch screen control. Call us
for more details or a system evaluation and quotation.

pro-bel
4480 North Shallowford Rd. Telephone: (404) 396-1971
Dunwoody, GA 30338-6410 Fax: (404) 396-0595

 Atlanta  San Francisco  Boston  Orlando and growing!
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The Odetics TCS90 - The Only Cart Machine
Designed with Your Future in Mind

With the TCS90, Odetics Broadcast gives new meaning to
the word versatility. Featuring a unique ability to handle
multiple cassette sizes and virtually all available broadcast
formats, the TCS90 provides incomparable flexibility plus
an open window to the future.

Field Changes Made Simple
Don't waste time second-guessing future tape deck format
changes. The TCS90's simple straight -forward design makes
field upgrades easy and affordable. You can take advantage of
technology upgrades as they become available.

Mix cassette sizes to match your needs
Odetics put its award -winning electromechanical expertise
to work and developed a system that makes handling dual -
sized cassettes simple and foolproof. With a capacity of 150
carts, there is enough on-line access for a full day of
programming plus twelve to twenty-four hours of spots and

Director of Sales
Bill Keegan

(714) 774-2200

promos, depending upon your format. And, with Odetics
Multicut Software, the TCS90 can store several hundred
spots on-line.

The Decision is Yours
Full compatibility with any news or station automation
system lets you make choices that make sense for your
station's needs. Built-in redundant hardware and software
features make choosing Odetics a decision you can be sure of.

Buy for the Long -Term
Because Odetics products are fully compatible with each
other, system obsolescence is never a concern. The TCS90
includes the same advanced features as the Odetics TCS2000
large library Cart Machine and all TCS2000 software and
hardware options and accessories. It's no wonder Odetics
Broadcast is the world -leader in large library automation
systems.

Odetics
Broadcast la) N ATAS

1515 South Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92802-2907 (800) 243-2001 or (714) 774-2200

Northeast
Ray Baldock

(201) 305-0549

Southeast
Emerson Ray

(813) 960-0853

West
Chuck Martin
8 1 8 ) 999-9796

North Central
Bill Boyd

(612) 894-2121

South Central
David Scally

(404) 917-9506
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AUDIO AND VIDEO
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS:
The integration of audio and video marks a
fundamental change in the way programs are
produced. It has only been in the last few years
that such powerful integration of audio with
video has been possible. This month's feature
coverage looks at some of the tools.
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The CMX Omni 1000E in use in an all -digital
suite at CBS Television City, Hollywood.
CMX, a division of Chyron Corporation, is
a member of the PESA Chyron Group.
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Stephanie Chiles.)
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One unique
feature ofour

new goosenecks
is a real switch.

Boasting impressive specs and
a sleek, slim design, our EGM
condenser goosenecks also come
with a handy, silent on/off switch
built right into their base.

Available in 12" and 19"
models, you can also choose
between QuickMount and Perma-
Mount versions, whichever suits
your client's needs. Each accepts

any 9-52V DC phantom power,
and indudes an XLR-3M connec-
tor and foam windscreen.

For more information or
to order direct, call
1-800-5M-0716.

The EGM series. The
only time they won't sound
great is when you don't want
to be heard at all.

The-QuitkMount
versions of

the EGM series.

TELEX.
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News

By Dawn Hightower,
senior associate editor

RTNDA, SBE, SMPTE,
NAB announce joint
exhibit

The Radio -Television News Directors
Association (RTNDA), the Society of Broad-
cast Engineers (SBE), the Society of Mo-
tion Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE) and the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB) have announced a
joint exhibit. It will be held Oct. 12-15,
1994, at the Los Angeles Convention Cen-
ter, Los Angeles.

Under the new agreement, the annual
conferences for RTNDA, SBE, SMPTE and
the NAB Radio Show will be conducted as
separate and independent events, which
will be scheduled concurrently. However,
the organizations will hold one combined
exhibition.

The agreement for a joint exhibition is
for eight years, and NAB will manage it.

1994 SMPTE
call for papers

The 1994 SMPTE Advanced Television
and Electronic Imaging Conference will
take place Feb. 4-5 at the downtown
Marriott, Chicago. A call for papers has
been announced. Subjects to be covered
include HDTV, multimedia applications,
integrated imaging, video compression,
image compositing, advanced digital for-
mats and electronic imaging.

Authors interested in presenting papers
must submit their name, company affilia-
tion, address, telephone number and a
500 -word synopsis to Marilyn Waldman at
SMPTE headquarters, 595 W. Hartsdale
Ave., White Plains, NY 10607; telephone
914-761-1100; fax 914-761-3115.

SMPTE engineering
committees on-line

The SMPTE Engineering Electronic Com-
munications (SEEC) system has opened as
a private area on CompuServe. SEEC offers
users access via computers to calendars
of SMPTE engineering meetings and other
activities. A general engineering commit-
tee bulletin board, library and message
sections are accessible only to individual
committees and their subcommittees.

The technology committee libraries will
hold drafts of SMPTE standards, recom-
mended practices and engineering guide-
lines, which can be downloaded by mem-
bers. Comments on these drafts can be

uploaded to the corresponding technol-
ogy committee message section, where
the comments can be read by the mem-
bers and considered for incorporation.

SEEC will not be visible or accessible to
regular CompuServe users. To access
SEEC, users must sign up with the engi-
neering department at SMPTE headquar-
ters. There are no extra charges for ac-
cessing SEEC. Normal CompuServe fea-
tures are available through the SEEC
menus.

The SEEC system, which is a supplement
to face-to-face engineering committee
meetings, will be available for viewing in
the registration area at the 135th SMPTE
Technical Conference and Equipment Ex-
hibit, Oct. 29 through Nov. 2 at the Los
Angeles Convention Center, Los Angeles.

During the conference, a number of engi-
neering committee meetings also will take
place. For further details, contact the engi-
neering department at SMPTE headquar-
ters, 595 W. Hartsdale Ave., White Plains,
NY 10607; telephone 914-761-1100; fax 914-
761-3115 or through CompuServe mail to
71362,23.

GIC to supply
digital compression to
PRIMESTAR

General Instrument Corporation (GIC)
has formed an agreement with PRIMESTAR
to provide the direct broadcast satellite
(DBS) service with GI's DigiCipher digital
compression technology. The agreement
will allow PRIMESTAR to expand its ser-
vice offerings to at least 70 channels by
mid -1994.

PRIMESTAR will exchange its current
analog system for DigiCipher digital equip-
ment and support system. Launched in
November 1990, PRIMESTAR delivers 24-
hour -a -day entertainment and information.

FM subcarrier study
group formed

The National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC), co -sponsored by the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters and the Elec-
tronic Industries Association, has formed
a study group to investigate high-speed
FM subcarrier technologies.

The NRSC is inviting individuals or com-
panies that have proven and tested
subcarrier technologies, which are com-
patible with the 57kHz RBDS subcarrier, to
participate in the activities.

Additionally, any individual or company
with a business interest in FM subcarrier
technology is invited to participate.
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Thanks to ULTRA -GAIN, the Z -ONE -C provides a TOTAL
GAIN OF 36 dB. This gives you 1 to 3 f-stops more sen-
sitivity than current professional CCD cameras and yet
provides low noise and high quality images. With this
added freedom, you can now shoot police activities,
weddings, factory interiors, and other "available
light" only events with new confidence.

If you are looking for superb low light performance,
outstanding video quality and advanced features such
as master gain customization , multiple scene files, a
three position detail switch and computer interface
capability, then the Z -ONE -C is for you.

Call today, for the name of the dealer
nearest you, and see how the
Z -ONE -C can take you out of the
dark ages.

incredible
1.5 lux

sensitivity
leaves those
other guys in
the DARK c

Job
o
0

4 -Scene files
Real-time auto white

CCD iris
Phantom Mic power

High resolution and
sensitivity with 2/3
inch, 400,000 pixel
CCD with micro -lens

High performace
750 TV lines of
resolution, 62 dB
S/N ratio and f8.0 at
2000 lux sensitivity

High Performance
600 TVL Viewfinder
with lateral, longitudinal
and rotation adjustments
plus a perpendicular
carrying position

700 Lines

750 Lines

CERTIFICATE No.
JMI-0062

ISO 9002/BS 5750Pt2
EN 29002

Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
New York (516) 921-7200 - Atlanta (404) 242-3636
Los Angeles (310) 328-6116 - Dallas (214) 891-6381
Chicago (708) 250-8050 - Canada (416) 299-5930
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Editorial

When pigs can fly

The impossible seldom happens, but I've witnessed an example. I'm talking about
the announcement that NAB, SBE, RTNDA and SMPTE have agreed to jointly sponsor
a fall exhibition. The four associations will share a common exhibition and hold
simultaneous conferences, beginning in Los Angeles, Oct. 12-15, 1994.

This an excellent idea, one that Broadcast Engineering
magazine proposed two years ago in December 1991. At
that time, I called for this industry's associations to join
forces and reduce the number of fall shows. I'm glad to see
someone was listening.

As our industry begins to climb from the depths of a
recession, it's exciting to see these organizations come
together for everyone's benefit. The exhibitors will profit
from higher attendance and potential new customers. Some
exhibitors will even be able to eliminate the costs of three
of the shows they used to attend.

Attendees will see new products, companies and technol-
will be exposed

to allied areas of the industry, and gain new knowledge and
a broader perspective. It's hard to see how anyone will lose
in this arrangement.

But the battle hasn't been won yet. Members of SBE,
RTNDA, SMPTE and the NAB should demand that their
organizations continue to operate the event in the best
interest of their members. It's easy to lose sight of the goal

of serving the members when focused only on the profits of the event. When that
happens, exhibitors get gouged and the attendees get cheated.

The leaders of each organization should be congratulated for their efforts. Un-
doubtedly, it must have been a difficult process. Thank you for putting your members
and exhibitors ahead of territorial and historic prejudices. Let's all hope the synergy
from the four groups will produce not only a better event, but also help stimulate our
industry to even higher growth.

It's sometimes said the impossible happens only when pigs learn to fly. What's that
I see overhead?

Brad Dick,
Editor
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PURE PROGRESS.

r'-fions Are D -1`"* From '°

FM stations around the world are finding more sophisti-

cated ways to keep their listeners from cruising the

dial. And OPTIMOD-FM 8200 has become 3 critical

part of their strategy. Why? Because the 8200 is a

technological breakthrough with bottom line impact.

It lets you create a distinct, powerful sound :hat

results in larger audiences, higher ratings and

improved profitability.

1);,7;+rti PR4,, Pnr+

Digital technology not only improves the quality of

the signal-it makes the OPTIMOD-FM 8200 more

programmable, more flexible
and more user-friendly. And it
can actually help keep capital
equipment costs down because

it allows stations to expand and upgrade the r system

©1993 AKG Acoustics. Inc Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics. Inc

AKG is a registered trademark of Akustische u Kino-Gerate Ges m b.H Aust-ia.

OPTIMOD FM

with software, rather than

expensive hardware.

A case in point: all cur-

rent 8200 owners will receive tfOUN

a new software upgrade free of charge.

Version 1.0's sonic and ooerational improvements

meet broadcasters' ongoing demands for superior audio

performance and increased control-like customized

bass response and automatic switching of presets

for dayparting.

ec

The OPTIMOD-FM 8200 is row the new industry stan-

cad for digital audio p-ocessors.

Call your dealer now fo- a hands-

on evaluation of the 8200. In a

market where stations ive and

die by the ratings, you can dominate the dial.

011016011

a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA

Phone: (1) 513/351-3500 Fax: (1 510/351-0500
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FCC studies AM
directional antenna
performance

By Harry C. Martin and Andrew S.
Kersting

TheFCC is inquiring into the policies and
rules concerning the performance verifi-
cation of AM directional antenna systems.
The agency will review the regulations
concerning AM directional antenna per-
formance verification; determine whether
the regulations are effective in controlling
interstation interference, particularly at
night; and consider adopting alternative
regulatory provisions made possible by
advances in antenna analysis methods and
instrumentation technology.

The inquiry will identify portions of the
rules with regard to AM directional arrays
that should be modified or deleted. The
goal is to form a set of rules to ensure that
array evaluations are done thoroughly and
accurately, and to the satisfaction of exist-
ing interference criteria. The FCC also
would like to eliminate redundant, out-
moded or unnecessary rules, as well as
rules that impose a burden on licensees.

Revised service and technical
rules for FM translator stations

The FCC has affirmed and clarified its FM
translator rules on ownership and finan-
cial support for translators, the definition
of "major change" in translator coverage
areas, maximum power output and inter-
ference criteria. The agency also adopted
minor amendments to its grandfathering
criteria and its rules dealing with the tech-
nical aspects of local program origination.

The FCC clarified that "other -area" trans-
lators, whose ownership and financial sup-
port relationships with a primary station
are temporarily "grandfathered," will not
be required to comply with the service
rules for the rest of the 3 -year period,
which will end June 1, 1994, if the transla-
tor changes its primary station. Waivers
barring financial support of translators by
distant stations will be considered after
June 1, 1994, if the translator can show it
will have to suspend operations if its dis-
tant -station support was discontinued.

The FCC also amended the grandfather-
ing provision concerning the technical
rules by specifying that FM translators
authorized prior to the effective date of
the rules must comply with the full scope
Martin and Kersting are attorneys with Reddy, Begley 8
Martin, Washington, DC.

FCC Update

of the technical requirements when they
implement a "major change" modification
or if they cause interference. FM transla-
tors seeking "minor changes" may contin-
ue to operate without complying with the
technical rules as long as they satisfy the
standards for actual interference. Transla-
tors proposing modifications that would
not change or increase the lmV/m cover-
age area by more than 10% are not subject
to the "major change" review process.

The FCC also added a provision to its
rules permitting acceptance of FM transla-
tor applications that are accompanied by
written agreements with all relevant TV
Channel 6 broadcast station licensees or
permittees.

Rules modified between FM
applications and rulemaking

The FCC has modified the rule that pro-
tects various types of FM applications from
conflicting rulemaking petitions. The rules
were amended so that applications for
new FM stations or major changes filed
during a filing window are protected from
rulemaking petitions at the close of the
filing window. FM applications are entitled
to cut-off protection from conflicting rule-
making petitions at the same time they
receive protection from other mutually
exclusive applications. Other FM applica-
tions are protected as of the date filed.

As a result of the rule change, a timely
counterproposal may be unacceptable if it
conflicts with a previously filed FM appli-
cation. The FCC will consider such coun-
terproposals if they are amended to pro-
tect the transmitter site of the previously
filed FM application within 15 days after
the application appears on public notice.
The proponent must demonstrate it did
not know of the pendency of the conflict-
ing FM application at the time it filed its
counterproposal.

FM channel and class modifications
permitted by application

The FCC has amended its rules to permit
FM licensees and permittees to request, by
application, upgrades on adjacent and co -
channels, modifications to adjacent chan-
nels of the same class, and downgrades to
adjacent channels.

Under the old rules, licensees and per-
mittees were required to request these
changes through a 2 -step process. The
new rules eliminate the rulemaking step in
circumstances where it would substantial-
ly duplicate the application process. Now
it permits a licensee or permittee to seek
modification by application alone. Appli-
cants who apply for a station modification
under the one-step process must specify a
site that complies with all application cri-
teria, and demonstrates the existence of
an available site that meets the allotment
standards.

Non -type approved aural STL/ICR
transmitters for backup service

The commission is proposing to allow
stations to use non -type approved trans-
mitters for aural STL/ICR service on a
backup basis for up to 720 hours per year.
The commission defined "backup" as the
"temporary use necessary to restore and
maintain regular service because the pri-
mary transmitter unit has failed or re-
quires servicing."

The use of non -approved equipment
would be restricted to situations where
there would be no impediment to new
aural auxiliary stations. Any licensee or
permittee desiring to use unapproved
equipment for more than 720 hours per
year would be required to obtain advance
commission approval.

Date line
On Oct. 1, 1993, annual ownership

reports (or ownership certifications)
are due for all radio and TV stations
licensed to communities in the follow-
ing states and territories: Alaska, Flor-
ida, Guam, Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri,
Oregon, Puerto Rico, Samoa, Virgin
Islands and Washington. TV stations
in the following states and territories
must file their renewals by Oct. 1,
1993: Alaska, Guam, Hawaii, Oregon,
Samoa and Washington. Iowa and
South Dakota LPTVs and TV transla-
tors also must file their renewals by
Oct. 1, 1993. In addition, issues/pro-
gram lists for the July -September quar-
ter must be placed in the public file of
all broadcast stations by Oct. 10,1993.
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EVER WONDER
WHAT HAPPENS

TO THE
OTHER LAYERS

WHEN YOU
HAVE TO CHANGE

THE 15TH?

Real-time disk recorders were rev-

olutionary when they were introduced.

They allowed you, for the first time,

to produce multilayered video without

picture degradation. And since then,

they've spawned a new generation of

non-linear real-time editing recorders

of great power.

Yet for the original task of multi -

layering, that first generation of disk

recorders is limited to very specific

applications. Most can hold only about

1 minute of program material, so they're

constrained to short elements, such as

commercials.

Worse, every layer you create

overwrites the previous one. So if your

clients change their minds about a par-

ticular move in layer 15, for example,

and you've already laid down layer 18,

you have to start again...from layer 1.

Starting where the disk stops.

Ampex takes a different approach

to multilayering. We looked at how you

actually want to work in a digital com-

ponent post -production environment.

And while we could have developed a

disk -based solution, we chose instead

to create a system that goes far beyond

disk technology.

The result is the Ampex DCT 700d

Tape Drive. It can hold 3 hours of pro-

gram material. Which means in multi -

layering applications every layer you

create can be saved intact. So if your

clients want to make a change in layer

15, you can do it effortlessly-typically

in less than a minute.

The DCT 700d gives

you all the creative free-

dom of a transparent

multilayering environment

combined with the speed,

flexibility, and efficiency

of a sophisticated editing

tape drive. So when the

drive is done with that

complex commercial, you

can put it to work editing that long

documentary. That just can't be done

with any other component system cur-

rently available, due to the limitations

of high cost, high maintenance, and

low editability.

In fact, the DCT 700d

is simply the best digi-

tal editing tape drive in

the world. We say that

because it is built on the

technical foundation of

the best analog editing

tape recorder ever made,

the Ampex VPR-3, and

the best video signal sys-

tem, the Ampex Zeus. VPR-3/Zeus

is the fastest, gentlest, most accurate,

most transparent system ever designed

for the analog environment-which
may explain why you'll see them in

almost every premier post -production

house in the world. It truly set the
analog recording standard. And now

the DCT 700d Tape Drive sets the

digital recording standard.

Not just a new product, a new

perspective.
The DCT 700d, however, is only

part of the story.

DCT from Ampex is actually

a system. A system conceived and

optimized for post production in the

digital component environment. And

the first complete digital component

system available from one manufac-

turer. In addition to the DCT 700d

drive, it includes new tape cartridges,

a new production switcher, new

computerized edit controllers, ADO®

digital special effects, and inter-

connect equipment.

It is a compact, sophisticated,

practical digital component system

that unlocks a whole new world of

creative-and competitive-possibilities.
It's not where you are, it's where

you're going.

DCT is the digital component

system from Ampex, the company

that has been creating video solutions

longer than anyone in the world.The

company that has been the leader in

applying technical innovation to

solve practical problems.

That's why DCT today is already

more than a generation ahead of any

other digital component system on the

market-or on the drawing board. So

while other people keep waiting for the

"next" millennium, you can seize all

the creative and competitive advantages

of this one now.

With DCT from Ampex.

AMPEX

I X T
Ampex Systems Corporation
401 Broadway, M.S. 3-23, Redwood City, CA 94063.3199

©1993 Ampex Systems Corporation
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Strictly HDTV

Single system compromise

By Curtis Chan

Several months ago, the FCC HDTV advi-
sory committee got its first official look at
the Grand Alliance's proposed system.
The committee dropped further consider-
ation of the four proposed systems to
concentrate on a single unified system. If
all goes well, a finished prototype may be
ready for testing by May 1994, with a pos-
sible recommendation submission by the
summer. As this goes to press, the commit-
tee will have decided if the alliance gets
the go ahead with the prototype.

In either case, the committee pressed
the alliance in the June 30 and July 1 meet-
ing to adopt a 1,080 active line screen, not
including the vertical blanking interval.
Also, the committee recommended using
1,920 pixels across the screen, because
the 1,080 x 1,920 screen would be compat-
ible with some of the proposed HDTV sys-
tems overseas. This move reduces anoth-
er obstacle in the development of an inter-
national standard.

What is left to do?
The committee also formed five working

groups: scanning format, data transporta-
tion, transmission, audio and one to as-
sess the impact on broadcasters and con-
sumers. The final dates for working group
submission was Aug. 31 for the audio and
data transport systems and Sept. 15 for
the scanning format group. Nov. 30 is the
target date for the over -the -air transmis-
sion group. Work on the compression is-
sue is to be submitted on Sept. 30.

When in doubt, compromise
During the transition toward the Grand

Alliance, the computer industry had been
lobbying aggressively for progressive scan.
The most significant compromise is the
alliance's commitment to develop a sys-
tem that incorporates both progressive
and interlaced scanning. The goal is to
address the interoperability of HDTV with
computers, telecommunications and oth-
er media formats, such as imaging, institu-
tional and defense. The compromise calls
for six scanning formats, one interlaced
and five progressive. The system will be
Chan is principal of Chan and Associates, a marketing
consulting service for audio, broadcast and post -
production, Fullerton, CA.

Strictly TV

able to provide 787.5 -line progressive scan
at 24fps, 30fps and 60fps, and progressive
1,050 line at 24fps and 30fps. Because the
6MHz bandwidth and current compres-
sion technology prohibit 60fps, 1,050 -line
progressive transmission, a 1,050 -line in-
terlace format will be supported initially.

Compromise raises doubts
Unfortunately, even the best of inten-

tions often result in debate. Initially, the
goal for every television was to be able to
receive both the progressive and inter-
laced formats, and to be able to convert
the format to whatever display mode ex-
ists in the particular receiver. The propos-
al also stated that transmission of film
material is to be in a progressive scan
format and that the alliance will work to-
ward eliminating interlaced scanning from
the transmission path in the future.

A finished prototype
may be ready for

testing by May 1994.

This compromise did not bode well with
some of the proponents. Jae Lim, M.1.T.'s
professor of electrical engineering and di-
rector of the institute's advanced TV re-
search program, is behind the Grand Alli-
ance, but did not agree with the scan for-
mat issue from a technical point -of -view.
He felt that interlaced scan abided by the
20-80 rule - 20% of the plan causes 80% of
the problem. He added that 1,050 interlace
format was a mistake and should be elim-
inated. Lim pointed out that the M.I.T./G.I.
contingency proposed five progressive
scan transmission formats. By adding in-
terlaced scan, all sets must accommodate
it, which is an added expense with no
apparent benefit. By eliminating interlace
scan, the cost of a set could drop two or
three hundred dollars, concluded Lim..

Apple Computer senior scientist, media
architecture, Michael Liebhold, also agreed
with Lim and said the progressive scan-
ning display is a step forward and an inter-
laced system is a step backward. He under-
stood broadcasters concern for the cost of

progressive, but the computer industry
suggestion is to go right for the progres-
sive display, which will take care of much
of the cost early on.

During the discussions, however, others
argued that the interlace option was the
fastest and cheapest way to get the system
off the ground.

G.I.'s vice president of HDTV business
development Dr. Robert Rast agreed that
the standard has to be 1,050 -line progres-
sive scan, but stated that it was not possi-
ble yet. For example, film could be sent at
1,050 progressive, but live video would
require switching to 787 lines at 60fps.

AT&T's vice president of video technol-
ogy and infrastructure Robert Graves con-
curred with Rast and said that the princi-
ple of the alliance is to move to all progres-
sive scanning with 1,000 lines. Currently,
progressive has the capacity of 787 lines.
We need 1,000 -line 60fps in a 6MHz TV
channel. One way to achieve this is to
include interlace scanning. Graves point-
ed out that some people think interlaced
with 1,050 lines gives better spatial resolu-
tion, but progressive gives better tempo-
ral resolution. He believes that 787 pro-
gressive is the answer. Rast concluded
that the scheme would give broadcasters
a choice for transmission.

In the end
At the conclusion of the meetings, three

issues appeared to be resolved: the use of
square pixels, decoupling of the transmis-
sion and display components of the ATV
system, and the packetization of the data
and header descriptors.

As you might have guessed, square pix-
els (computer imaging industry de facto
standard) provide a common image repre-
sentation that enhances interoperability
among all imaging systems. Decoupling is
supported through the use of a frame buff-
er in the receiver, which can then decode
any of the six proposed formats and pro-
cess the imagery for the best presentation
on an interlaced or progressive scan dis-
play. Finally, the identification of the trans-
mission format and the encoded data is
facilitated through the use of packet head-
ers and descriptors.
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EIA's multipath testing
for in -band DAB

By Robert D. Culver, P.E.

In 1992, the Electronics Industries Asso-
ciation (EIA) established its Digital Audio
Radio (DAR) subcommittee with the in-
tent of recommending a standard digital
radio broadcasting system to the FCC. The
testing process is under way, operating as
a joint project with the National Radio
Systems Committee (NRSC).

The EIA/NRSC testing of proposed DAB
formats will occur in multiple stages. The
first round will take place in a controlled
laboratory environment. For this simula-
tion, a representation of the channel con-
ditions likely to be encountered in the
frequency band(s) to be used is required,
primarily to characterize typical fading
characteristics caused by multipath. For
the testing of in -band FM formats, this
channel fading data is required for the VHF
band.

As a preliminary step to its format test-
ing, EIA undertook the development of
reliable and comprehensive VHF channel
characterization data through field mea-
surement. Pilot tests were carried out in
June at the ATV test site in Charlotte, NC.

The test's transmission system
The test signal used consists of a series

of 255 pulses generated repeatedly at a
rate of 2MHz. The high/low nature of the
255 pulses follows a random sequence, but
the sequence is the same everytime. There-
fore, the test signal is referred to as pseu-
do -random in nature. The pulse string is
long enough to allow more than 40dB of
level resolution, yet short enough to as-
sure identification and capture of one com-
plete string in a relatively short time.

The 2MHz pulse rate modulates a wide -
band (TV) transmitter with relatively sim-
ple QPSK modulation. The output is fil-
tered to a 4MHz-wide, Gaussian -distribut-
ed noise signal. The test signal is transmit-
ted with a center frequency of 85MHz, the
center of the TV Channel 6 authorization
for the ATV test being conducted by PBS in
Charlotte. The frequency's proximity to
the lower end of the FM band makes it
appropriate for in -band tests.

Culver is a consulting engineer at Lohnes and Culver,
Laurel, MD, and president of the Association of Federal
Communications Consulting Engineers (AFCCE).
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For the Charlotte tests, a 10kW average
ERP was used from a panel antenna at
143m (470 feet) above ground level (AGL).
This generated a circularly polarized sig-
nal over a half -circle area. For a subesquent
round of tests in Seattle, lower transmis-
sion power (7.6kW ERP) and a tighter an-
tenna pattern were used to protect a Chan-
nel 6 operation in Victoria, BC.

The Charlotte tests showed that inter-
ference to the test receiver was a signifi-
cant concern. Adjustments to the system
design were made to accommodate this
requirement in the Seattle tests.

Receiver system
The test signals are received by a spe-

cially built "reference" antenna that re-
ceives horizontally and vertically trans-
mitted components, but outputs them
separately and independently. The two
outputs are fed via low -gain, low -noise RF
amplifiers to the receiver. Each RF amp
can be turned on or off remotely by the
test computer. The system travels in a
minivan.The antenna is mounted on the
roof such that its center is approximately
3m above ground level.

To assure that samples are taken often
enough to accurately describe the channel
effects along a path and over area, the
measurement interval is set to 1/10 wave-
length or 0.35m. The sample interval is
controlled by a shaft encoder attached to
the drive train of the van. Data can be
collected at up to 88km/h (50mph), but
slower speeds make data collection easier
for the crew in the van. At easily identified
landmarks, the crew notes the location,
time and data file number being recorded.

The receiver digitizes the received test
signal's RF voltage to 8 -bit precision at
twice the transmitted pulse rate. Both the
horizontal and vertical polarized signals
are received and recorded. This is accom-
plished by the computer's switching of
power to the RF amplifiers. The short tran-
sition time between amplifiers limits the
distance between horizontal and vertical
samples to less than 0.01 wavelengths at
the maximum data -collection speed of
88km/h. Thus, the H and V samples are
collected at nearly the same location.

At each sample point, enough data is

collected so that three full 255 -pulse se-
ries are received. This ensures a high
probability of at least one full series be-
ing available for analysis. Including all
such overhead, about 6kbytes of data are
collected at each sample point. This
equates to 17Mbytes of data per kilome-
ter of test path.

Approximately 17Mbytes
of data is collected per
kilometer of test path.

Onboard the van is an RF spectrum ana-
lyzer, the output of which is continuously
recorded by a VCR. A microphone in the
van feeds the audio track of the VCR. It
allows verbal slating of landmarks to de-
scribe path positions. Van equipment is
powered by a 12VDC to 110VAC inverter.

Data analysis
With a fast 80486 -based PC, data analy-

sis requires more than 15 seconds per
sample point. This amounts to nearly 12
hours of PC -processing time per kilometer
of test path.
The data will yield the reflection time

and magnitude relative to the direct signal
with high precision. From that informa-
tion, the frequency response of the chan-
nel can be calculated to yield the RF fading
characteristics. It is anticipated that time -
delay, frequency fade -depth, width and
change, and recurrence with position will
each be well -determined. For comparison,
the spectrum analyzer video recordings
also will be available.

The spectrum analyzer is limited to ap-
proximately three updates per second, so
when the van is moving slowly, the chang-
ing character of the channel over its full
4MHz width can be easily seen. This visual
representation of the channel is a power-
ful demonstration tool for frequency -se-
lective multipath fading.

Final results of these tests will first be
used by the EIA/NRSC test labs for pro-
gramming simulation models of proposed
in -band formats. Test data also will be
made available to the industry at large
during the IEEE Broadcast Symposium in
September 1993 and thereafter.
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Management for Engineers

The thinking worker

Team problem -solving skills

By Judith E.A. Perkinson

II managers want to have successful prob-
lem -solving teams, then they must train
their employees in group problem -solving
skills. Unfortunately, teamwork and prob-
lem -solving skills are not commonplace
abilities in an engineering department.
Today, the smart manager does not ask
employees to function without the proper
training.

Problem -solving team training should
not be disregarded. Thousands of resourc-
es are available that can help you train
your staff. Many community colleges, con-
sulting firms and individual contractors
offer team building and group problem -
solving development. Ask around your sta-
tion. There may be someone already em-
ployed who has been through some type of
problem -solving training and can recom-
mend a resource. That person also may be
capable of doing the training for you.

The training program should teach the
basic skills needed for effective participa-
tion in problem -solving teams. These skills
should include:

1. Group handling skills
2. Communication skills
3. Brainstorming
4. Problem identification
5. Data collection
6. Data analysis
7. A structured problem -solving method

Training does not have be time consum-
ing or expensive. However, it needs to be
done, or the time and effort put into the
problem -solving process could easily be
wasted. Not only is this costly, but it also
is frustrating and can have a negative ef-
fect on the department's morale.

Develop the future
The thinking worker does not stop with

the development of problem -solving teams.
Thinking workers need to be able to use
these problem -solving skills when work-
ing independently. For decades, workforc-
es have been trained in technical skills
using equipment -based learning. This
method held to the idea that workers'

Perkinson is a senior member of the Calumet Group Inc.,
Hammond, IN

understanding needed to be limited to
their immediate responsibilities. Work was
compartmentalized and workers were
taught only what they needed to know to
complete the task at hand. It was up to the
manager to have the big picture. The result
has been described as putting arms and
legs on machines. The boss was the only
one allowed to think. The workers simply
fulfilled individual duties.

If managers want to
have successful prob-

lem -solving teams,
they need to train

employees in group
problem -solving skills.

This attitude is much too expensive to
continue in our current explosion of tech-
nology. In order to develop and maintain a
thinking workf orce, the approach to train-
ing technology must change. The answer
has been the development of "process-

based learning."

Understanding process -based
learning

Process -based learning divides the train-
ing curriculum into three critical areas,
and then uses these areas to construct the
learning experience. The three components
contribute to the worker's ability to under-
stand the entire process, to know why he
is doing what he is doing, and to be able to
respond when the process is not function-
ing as it should.

 Principles and theory.
Workers are introduced to the basic

principles and theory that make the pro-
cess work. The purpose is not to make
the person an expert in the design theo-
ry, but rather to allow the worker to see
what the entire process is designed to
accomplish and what body of knowledge
or understanding makes the process
work. This gives the worker a context in
which to function.

 Application.
This piece is the "how do we do it?"

aspect of the training. It is similar to more
traditional equipment -based training. This
not only explains the specific operations
in the job, but it also helps the worker
understand the kind of impact he has on
the process.

 Problem recognition, identification and
reaction.
Nothing is perfect. A thinking worker

must be able to respond when the process
is not functioning as it should. In order to
make this possible, the worker must be
able to recognize that something is not
right. Training should teach workers to
recognize the warning signs of a potential
problem.

Because many problems may be simi-
lar, employees must be able to identify
the real problem. To accomplish this,
training must teach the workers to sort,
analyze and identify. Finally, once the
problem is identified, the employee must
know how to react to the problem.

These three elements need to be imple-
mented into any skill -building program.
The process can begin with the next new
piece of equipment. Once incorporated
into your basic training approach, you will
see major changes in your employees'
ability to respond, troubleshoot and, most
of all, think.

The reward is thinking workers
The topics discussed in this series of

articles are not simple. For most people,
these techniques represent a change in
management style and function. These
changes will not work if you cling to an
autocratic style of management. If you are
tired of carrying so much responsibility,
and if you want to get the most from your
workforce, then give serious consideration
to the development of thinking workers. If
you are ready to adapt your management
style and open yourself to the possibility
of thinking workers, you will enjoy a par-
ticipative and more productive workforce.
It may not be easy, but it is well worth the
effort.
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ShibaSolcii Accuracy
Designing and producing superior test instruments that are the industry's measure for accuracy

Performance engineering is clearly seen
in ShibaSoku's CM205N Auto Setup Color
Monitor. It reproduces images with the highest
Color and Luminance Fidelity, but never adds
or masks even minor video defects.

Only True NTSC Monitor

Utilizing Test and Measurement expertise,
ONLY ShibaSoku manufactues monitors to
true NTSC specifications. The NTSC Decoder
uses 1 I Q Chroma Demodulation, tuned to
Human -Eye color perception, for richer, more
accurate Chroma saturation with less cross -
color noise. The 205 has excellent Luminance
Frequency response and uses a 0.28mm Dot
Pitch, 20" Precision In -Line Dot CRT, able to
display over 900 TV lines with Adjustment
Free Convergence, accurate to ±0.2mm.

Auto Setup-Plus

ShibaSoku's Auto Setup system provides
acute accuracy and longer -term color temper-
ature stability with impeccable chromaticity
reproduction, to ±0.002 points on the CIE xi y
scale - accurate as the best color analyzer.
Unlike other systems, the Optical Sensor and
CPU circuitry reduce measurement errors from
compensation adjustments and eliminate opti-
cal filters in the probe. Auto Setup operation
is executed with an internal CAL signal
generator. Five Color temperature memories
store Contrast and Brightness data, the R,G,B,
Gain and Bias levels. Manual Front panel
controls have Preset/UNCAL switches for two

separate settings without using Auto Setup.
High Voltage Beam current detection circuitry
ensures better Luminance stability plus higher
luminance performance (to 88fL).

Standard Features/Options

+ 3 Composite Video inputs
+ Component and RGB inputs
+ Y C input
+ DI Component Digital Option
4- D2, D3 Composite Digital Option
+ Auto Setup on any Input Signal
+ PAL Decoder Option
+ Dynamic Double Focus system

Wideband CCD Comb filter
+ 3 Line Comb filter
+ High Voltage Protection

HV Stand-by function (Saves CRT life)
+ Power supply monitoring & protection
4- Sync, Burst circuit monitoring
+ Automatic Degauss operation
+ Chroma Gain compensation circuit
+ Variable Aperture compensation
+ Color/ Mono Split Screen function
+ Independent Preset/UNCAL switches
+ Residual Subcarrier indication

H V Pulse Cross modes

Full Line of Companion Models

The Multi -standard CM206N (900 TV line
CRT) is capable of a combination of 3 decoders:
NTSC, PAL, SECAM, Dl, D2 and D3. Auto
Setup is optional in addition to the decoders.
Other Auto Setup models include: the 20"
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CM20IN, 14" CM141N, and Multi -standard
CM202 and CM I41, all 700 TV line CRTs.

Lasts Too Long

ShibaSoku's monitor design philosophy,
anchored in Test and Measurement precision,
is dedicated to giving video pros the means to
inspect a video signal for ANY flaws or errors.
There are many picture monitors, but only one
line of Reference Quality monitors offers years
of reliable, stable service. You get longer -term
stability, sharper focus and resolution, and
higher luminance control, which truly let you
see what you've been missing in your video
signal. Optimum ShibaSoku performance is
demanded by top professionals. In fact, some
users report having our monitors On-line for
over a Decade. It seems the only way to get a
new one into service is by engineering the
Advancements you need.

Find out more about the monitor that lets
you see what you need to see - circle the
reader service card number below.

Asaca/Shibasoku Corporation of America
12509 Beatrice St., Los Angeles, CA 90066

(310) 827-7144 FAX (310) 306-1382



Serial communications

Connecting one standard to another

By Rodney W. DeMay

This is the conclusion of the series on
serial communications. Parts 1 and 2 cov-
ered the basics of RS -232, RS -422 and RS -
485. Although software and cabling chang-
es are sometimes required, these stan-
dards make it possible to connect two
compatible devices. When all the devices
in a system follow the same standard,
these standards are sufficient.

Almost every PC and laptop computer
has an RS -232 serial port, as do modems
and serial printers. Most people know they
can connect their PC to a modem. But what
about the various control devices and ad-
dressable peripherals that use RS -422/
485? How can you communicate to these
devices using your PC's RS -232 port? To
connect an RS -232 device to an RS -422/
485 device, the electrical requirements
must be met for each device. The single
line (unbalanced) transmission of RS -232
signals must be converted to signals
transmitted on a pair of lines (balanced).
The opposite conversion is required for
the RS -422/485 signals.

Conversion
Several options exist for connecting these

different devices. First, some newer serial
ports can be configured as RS -232, RS -422/
485. Another is inserting a circuit between
RS -232 and RS -422/485 equipment. The cir-
cuit performs the conversion mentioned
earlier.

Several manufacturers make RS -232 to
RS -422/485 converters. A basic convert-
er consists of two transceivers. One trans-
ceiver converts RS -232 signals to TTL
signals and vice versa. The other trans-
ceiver handles the RS -422/485 side.

Driver control
An additional consideration that ap-

plies to RS -232 to RS -485 converters deals
with the enabling and disabling of the
driver on the RS -485 side of the converter.
As discussed last month, RS -485 drivers
must be disconnected from the transmis-
sion line when not transmitting. When
converting from RS -232 to RS -485, there
are basically two methods of controlling
the driver: RTS control andsend data (SD)

DeMay is an R&D engineer for B & B Electronics, Ottawa, IL.
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Figure 1 (left). Typical connections
used to adapt RS -232 and RS -422/485
signals. RTS control is used to enable/
disable the RS485 driver (if required).

Figure 2 (bottom). Connections for
adapting RS -232 to RS422/485 using SD
(send data) control of the RS -485 driver.
RT and CT determine time out of driver
enable signal.

control. RTS control is the most
common method. (See Figure
1.) When the RTS signal is ac-
tive, the driver is enabled. It's
important that the RTS signal is
active before data is sent. RTS
must remain active until all of
the data (including the final
stop bit) has been sent. When a
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TD (B)
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GRD

DRIVER ENABLE
AM,- +V

RT
RETRIGGERABLE
TIMING CIRCUIT

T CT

device is not sending data, the
driver must be disabled. Software controls
the timing by which the driver is enabled
and disabled. In addition, the receiver can
be disabled whenever the transmitter is
enabled to prevent data from being ech-
oed.

An RS -232 to RS -485 converter using SD
control to enable the driver contains a
timing circuit triggered by the data sig-
nal. The leading edge of the start bit
triggers the timing circuit, which enables
the driver for a short interval. Each addi-
tional data transition resets (extends)
the interval. If there are no transitions,
the circuit times out and disables the
driver. The duration of the time out is
critical. If it's too short, parts of each
character can be missed. If it's too long,
another driver may try to transmit data
and a collision will occur. The duration of
the time out is determined by an RC
network. (See Figure 2.) When setting the
time out, both data rate and turnaround
time of the system must be considered. A
commonly used value is the transmission
time of one character.

Other concerns
Several topics also require consideration,

but are beyond the scope of this article.
For example, voltage spikes and ground
loops can develop in communication lines
when equipment is located in different
buildings, industrial locations and other
harsh environments. Adding surge sup-
pressors and optical isolators can help
protect equipment from these conditions.
The cost of adding this protection is usual-
ly minimal, compared to the cost of replac-
ing or repairing the equipment incompat-
ibilities.

Several incapabilities can arise while
trying to connect to similar devices. Even
more complications can occur when con-
necting an RS -232 device to an RS -422/
485 device. With a little knowledge of the
basics of the three standards, you should
be able to work your way through these
problems.

4Formore information, circle (302)
on Reply Card.
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 BOGNER high and low power UHF TV antennas
 BOGN ER circular polarized UHF TV antennas
 3OGNER MMDS/ITFS'MDS arrtenr as
 DTV4 panel HDTV antennas
 bow- 8, high -power circular polarized FM antenr as
 STL microwave parabolic antennas
 FLEX'NELL coaxal cables, e. liptical waveguides,

and rigid transmission lines
 FLEX //ELL radiating cables
 Coaxial cable and elliptical waveguide R.F. connectors
 Installation accessories
 Pressurization e luipment
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Troubleshooting

Care and feeding of
coaxial transmission
lines
Multiple station systems

By Dean W. Sargent

Parts1-6 have discussed the general us-
age of rigid coax in a single station environ-
ment. This month, we will discuss multiple
station systems, which have their own
unique requirements. The average power
will be higher, so we will address another
parameter - peak power.

Peak power
Peak power in an FM system is the power

developed when all the individual station
powers are in phase. If the stations are all
operating at the same power, we can say:

Ppk = n2 * p
with n being the number of transmitters, p
being the power of each transmitter and
Ppk being the resultant peak power. If the
power of each station is different, the volt-
age in the line is calculated for each trans-
mitter by taking the square root of p*r,
where p is the transmitter power in watts
and r is the line impedance in ohms. Add
these voltages for all stations to get the
total in -phase voltage. To get the peak
power, square this voltage and divide by
the line impedance in ohms.

Peak power rating
The peak power rating of a transmission

line is limited by voltage breakdown be-
tween the inner and outer conductors.
Voltage breakdown is independent of fre-
quency, but varies with the pressure in the
line and type of atmosphere. This peak
power rating can be increased by increas-
ing the pressure in the line. An increase in
peak power of 1.9 times can be made by
increasing the pressure from OPSI to 1013S1,
and approximately 2.3 times by going to
15PSI. Do not go any further than neces-
sary, and never exceed 30PSI.

If you use pressurization to increase the
power rating of a transmission line, install
a monitoring and control system to drop
the transmitter powers to a safe level in
the event of a loss of pressure.

This rating is probably the most difficult
one for a manufacturer to specify because
you are dealing with a voltage gradient
that the line will withstand. This maximum
voltage gradient occurs at the inner con -

Sargent is president of D.W. Sargent Broadcast Service
Inc., Cherry Hill, NJ.

ductor surface in a coax line. Because break-
down is a variable phenomenon that oc-
curs at widely different values, depending
on dust or dirt particles, moisture and
scratches on the surface of the inner con-
ductor and dirty insulators, a calculation
of the breakdown gradient cannot be used.

Safety factor
The rating for peak power for the same

size cable from one manufacturer to anoth-
er can vary. The best option is to ask the
manufacturer what the safety factor is and
compare them. If the cable is heliax or
some other semiflex cable, the safety fac-
tor used by the manufacturer may get used
up when the cables are dressed (bent). In
the bending of the cable, the inner conduc-
tor can migrate away from center or the
outer conductor will "ripple" at the inside
of the bend. Remember that peak power
ratings, like average power ratings, must
be lowered for VSWR.

Some heliax-type cables use foam dielec-
tric instead of air. These cables have a
greater dielectric strength for similar siz-
es and may have a higher peak power
rating.This usually cannot be realized be-
cause the connectors used with the cable
have air spaces that get us back where we
started. Cables of the same size should be
rated the same for peak power, unless
special connectors are used that will han-
dle the same peak power as the cable.

The normal design criteria for multista-
tion antenna systems is to use a 2 -to -1
safety factor for all coax in the system. If
your calculations for peak power of all
transmitters calculates out to a peak pow-
er of 100kW, multiply it by 2 and pick a line
that can handle 200kW. This may be con-
servative, but you will not lose your line.

Sizing the cable
The selection of transmission line size

will be based on the peak power rating.
This will depend on the number of stations
in your system. You may get requests from
other stations to go on the system later
and if the cables are not sized large enough,
you will not be able to add to the system.

If you are using heliax-type cable, its
installation is extremely important. The
cable should be hoisted using cable grips

at intervals not to exceed what the manu-
facturer specifies. The hoisting cable also
should be attached so it is lifting only that
much cable. If it is not done correctly, the
cable will be stretched. The grips used to
hoist the cable should be used to support
the cable vertically. A good way to mount
the grips is by using a turnbuckle so each
section of the vertical run can be support-
ed, and the turnbuckle can be used to
adjust it. The cable should then be strapped
to the structure to prevent any lateral
movement. Do not tighten these wraps so
that they distort the cable or cut into the
covering. Also, do not use the wrap to
support the cable vertically, only laterally.

All semiflex coax cables have a minimum
bending radius, which is published in the
manufacturer's literature and must be ad-
hered to. The most likely place for the
bending radius to be exceeded is at the
base of the tower when it is being installed.

Extreme care must be exercised when
feeding the cable into the tower to take it
from horizontal to vertical. If the cable
gets kinked, the section must be removed
and the cable spliced together. Each man-
ufacturer makes splice connectors, or you
can install a flange connector on each piece
of cable and use an inner connector to
effect the repair.

If you are using rigid transmission line in
your system, the length of each section of
line must be 171/2 feet.This is to prevent a
high VSWR from developing at certain fre-
quencies in the FM band because of flange
build up. The length of each section also
should not be an even number of one-
fourth lambda at any frequency. If you
have other frequencies, calculate what
length is necessary and order accordingly.

Preparation keeps your system safe
The precautions discussed in Parts 1-6

apply to multistation systems and take on
more importance because of the elevated
powers. The more stations on a system,
the more opportunities for problems. A
well -designed transmission line system will
provide years of reliable service.

4 For more information on transmis-
sion lines, circle (303) on Reply
Card.
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Actual Photo From SuperWarti Effect

With SuperWarp': a new option
for the Abekas A51+ Digital Special
Effects System. Or try a burst. Slats.
An oil drop effect. Even dual -sided
page turns with one channel.

SuperWaif lets you create
sophisticated images that used to
require a high -end effects machine.
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And you get all the control and
flexibility that you need. So now you
can give your clients a spectacular
range of effects. At a price that won't
sink your budget.

Abekas
Codna, Cempe,

A DECADE OF DIGITAL

For Details: 415-369-5111  Atlanta 404-451-0637  Chicago 708-699-9400  Dallas 214-385-4544  Los Angeles 818-955-6446  New York 516-939-9000  San Francisco 415-369-6791
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Technology News

Video compression

By Curtis Chan

Almost every form of today's visual com-
munication media uses some type of com-
pression. It is crucial to such applications
as video teleconferencing, video tele-
phones and digital HDTV. Hoping to capi-
talize on these emerging markets, vendors
are developing dedicated and programma-
ble chip architectures.

Merging computers
and television

Video compression addresses the need
to encode and decode a full -frame video
image (approximately 1Mbyte) at standard
scan rates. Progress has been made in
several different areas, including the mul-
timedia PCs/Macs using CD-ROM technol-
ogy, the new generation of broadcast VTRs
and even telco distribution. Signal differ-
ences between video and computer imag-
es have led to a generation of scan convert-
ers and interfaces. However, as time goes
on, video and computer imaging technolo-
gies are growing closer.

The trend is well on its way with cable
and regional phone companies offering
video -on -demand in some markets. Con-
tinuing progress in video compression will
enable broader future applications. In ad-
dition, LANs will become major players in
the transmission of video, text and audio
as compression technology advances.

Multiple players,
multiple standards

Market potential for compression chip
sets is staggering. A year ago, only a hand-
ful of companies, including C -Cube Micro-
systems, LSI Logic, and Intel, had image -
compression ICs. Today, the list has more
than doubled with AT&T Microelectron-
ics, AMD, Integrated Information Technol-
ogy, IT and SGS-Thomson Microelectron-
ics among the players. Several Japanese
companies also have announced their in-
tentions to enter the market.

At present, the chips fall into three cat-
egories: JPEG, MPEG and P*64. P*64 is an
International Committee for Telephone and
Telegraph (CCITT) standard for video -

Chan is principal of Chan and Associates, a marketing
consulting service for audio broadcast and post -
production, Fullerton, CA.

based telecommunications.
These algorithms all use discrete co-

sine transformation (DCT), a DSP tech-
nique that compresses video at ratios
from 20:1 to 200:1, depending on the use
of either lossless or lossy compression.

JPEG was developed for capturing indi-
vidual still frames. It uses an intraframe
compression technique that treats each
image as a distinct entity. JPEG is a sym-
metrical algorithm (same amount of com-
puting power to compress and decom-
press) that eliminates spatial redundan-
cies, thus reducing image data at ratios up
to 50:1.

In contrast, MPEG was developed for
full -motion images and eliminates spatial
and temporal redundancies. MPEG1 uses
interframe compression and achieves up
to 50:1 reduction by storing only the differ-
ences between successive frames. MPEG1
also includes audio compression specifi-
cations for ratios to10:1. Unlike JPEG, MPEG
is asymmetrical, requiring more computa-
tional power to compress than to decom-
press. The results are impressive: A non -
compressed video image of 25Mbyte/s
(640x480/24bits/30fps) can be reduced to
approximately 550kbytes/s.

The third entrant in the game is CCITT's
H.261, more commonly known as P*64.
This algorithm provides fast processing
for demanding applications, such as video
telecommunications, for on -the -fly video
compression. Because such applications
are not usually motion intensive, limited
motion -search -and -estimation strategies
are used to achieve higher compression
ratios that range from 100:1 to more than
2,000:1.

Different strokes
Like standards, the implementation meth-

odologies and their respective beliefs also
vary. For example, C -Cube's CL450 decod-
er is programmable and works on down-
loadable microcode resident in external
DRAM. The microcode controls the device
and governs which algorithms are used.

IIT's approach is in developing a hard-
ware platform tuned to run compression
software. IIT believes present software
solutions are too slow, and hardware co-
decs are too inflexible and expensive. The

result of their efforts is a pair of chips
dubbed the Vision Processor and the Vi-
sion Controller. Programmable architec-
ture allows a codec to be built around all
three compression standards and fit in an
area of three square inches.

TI disagrees with the one -size -fits -all
approach, and has taken a 2 -pronged ap-
proach to video compression. One is pro-
grammable to provide flexibility and up-
gradeability. The other is dedicated, trad-
ing flexibility for low cost, low power and
minimum real estate. TI provides software
task libraries to implement JPEG imaging,
MPEG audio coding and other multimedia
compression functions. To this end, TI is
developing a parallel architecture DSP tar-
geted at video applications. The company
has announced an agreement with C -Cube
involving technology transfers from C -Cube
into TI for MPEG video decoders and JPEG
codecs. C -Cube in turn gets TI's MPEG au-
dio technology.

Intel has taken another stance. Along
with the less -than -successful DVI compres-
sion scheme, Intel has developed the Indeo
Video Technology software solution that
allows video on the latest generation of
PCs. The key to Indeo is its scalability,
which adapts the image to hardware per-
formance without any changes to the soft-
ware or the video file. The quality of the
image also is scalable and improves as
system performance increases.

Media Vision's new Captain Crunch vid-
eo compression technology offers real time
compression/decompression and picture
quality equal to or better than MPEG1 at
one -tenth the price of MPEG or DVI. Rather
than waiting for the standards committees
to make everyone happy, Media Vision is
filling market needs where it makes sense
to do so. The chips can handle 320x240
pixels at 30fps with 24 -bit color accuracy.
Later this year, Media Vision plans to offer
a new chip set priced around $50.

No matter what system is used, video
compression is still in its infancy and has
a long way to go to meet the demands of
broadcasting. However, as in any evolving
market with a high revenue potential, dra-
matic improvements are right around the
corner.
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JVC's 525

IS KEEPING
SOME VERY

IMESSIVE
COMPANY0

BR-S525 EDIT-FEEDER
WITH SLOW MOTION

CWhen we first introduced
the 525, we

thought you
wouldbe amazed

by the

PRORMIONAL
player's

impressive
combination

of slow-

motion playback,
excellent

picture
and lowprice.

But now

we're the ones
that are amazed.

Because, somanyof you are

findingtremendous
success linking

the 525notonlywith

S -VHS systems,
but with amyriad

of high-endsystems.

525advocates
can be found not only among

broadcasters,
but

even at the largest production
houses.

If you'reavideo profes-

sional employing
S -VHS,and either Beta, MR cr 3/4", you

can now attain slow motion
and reverse

editswith a unit

that's pricedthousands
less than comparable

units from other

formats.

The 525
features aTBC with component

outputs which allow

for its easylink -up. And,JVC's innovative
Variable

Tracking

Systemprovides
for noiseless

variable-speedplayback
atspeeds

from -2x to +3xnormal.
The unitalso boastsJVC's advanced

DigitalNoiseReduction
technology,

whichimproves
thesignal-

to-noise
ratio byup to 5dB - all whiledelivering

the most

impressive
picturequalitn

To see first-hand
how easily the award-winning

525 can link

with your
S -VHS,

Beta,MI1, 3/4",
digital or nonlinear

system,

visit your nearestJVC
dealer or call 1-800-JVC-5825.
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A
udio and video

production
system

s
W

ith careful planning and installation,
your production suite can be a show

case of capability.



oday's production equipment is a dream to operate and install,
compared to that of only a few years ago. Couple these advan-
tages with the resulting improved image and audio quality,
and users find themselves in production nirvana.

As post houses and broadcasters seek to reach this goal, engineers and
technical managers face a bewildering choice of options. Component
or composite, digital or analog, where to use serial are all significant
and quality -determining issues.
Often, a facility's first application of digital component video technol-
ogy is in a production suite. The features and capabilities of such
installations are many. However, the choices that must be made along
the path to get there are great. Success only comes through careful
planning and installation. This is no place to make an expensive
mistake.
"Building a Digital Component Video Suite" and "Production Suite

Technology" provide guidance on how to build your first digital suite,
or improve the one you may already have. Learn from two experts how
your suite can be a showcase of capability.
A continuing hot topic is that of editing systems. Whether to use a

linear or non-linear approach is often the first issue that must be
decided. Two of this month's articles give detailed insight into the
advantages of each approach. "Non-linear Editing Systems" and "Lin-
ear Editing Systems: A Perspective" provide a look at some of the
important issues in each method. After reading these articles, you'll
have a better idea of which solution is best for your editing rooms.
Digital News Gathering is new on the editing scene. This non-linear

process provides newsrooms with the ability to quickly edit material
into news clips for late -breaking stories.
Answers to your questions on the latest production room technology

are just ahead. Learn how post and broadcast facilities can successfully
implement serial and digital technology into their operations. Don't
wait for your competitor to capture that next client. Read on!

 "Building a Digital Component Video Suite" page 26
 "Non-linear Editing Systems" 36
 "Linear Editing Systems: A Perspective" 44
 "Digital News Gathering on a Desktop" 50
 "Production Suite Technology" 58

Brad Dick, editor
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Why not get everything professional
Digital Audio Workstations have to offer?
Create your best part out of 10 recordings and use it

in five different places... record 100 takes in the same
place, on the same track... synchronize sound FX to a
picture in less than a second... erase a word and bring it
back a week later... and do all this on a machine that
gives you instant access with incredible editing speeds,
the sound quality you want, and the reliability you can
count on, project after project.
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Optional DM -80-S Multitrack Manager control

for the Macintosh'- easy to learn, fast to use.

the Word.
Problem is, many DAWs just can't give you all of
these things.

Here's why:

Problem: Some systems use a single computer
for graphic user interface and for audio information
processing. This slows the whole system down, and
makes you wait.

The Answer: A workstation that sepa-
rates the hardware "engine" from the user
interface computer. This way, audio infor-
mation processing is not slowed down
by the user interface, and the interface
computer operates without the load of
additional tasks. And you save time and
money.

Problem: A system crash in the middle
of a complicated project could cost you as
much in time lost as some of the less pro-
fessional DAWs are worth. You should

expect reliability you can count on from
your DAW, and get it.

me Answer: First, call around. Check
the reputation of DAWs. We have DM -80s
working every day all over the world in
high volume production environments.
Our customers will tell you they're reliable.

Problem: Some systems don't give you a
user interface that's familiar and easy -to -use.

The Answer: Buy a DAW that lets you choose either a
dedicated hardware remote that gives you familiar tape
recorder controls, or computer software control that is
simple to understand and easy to operate.

Problem: Some DAWs are the weakest link in the audio
chain. The DAW you buy should deliver conics as good or
better than any piece of audio equipment you own.

The Answer: Choose a DAW from a company that knows
professional audio, not just a company that knows comput-
ers. But most of all, ask audio professionals who own one.

We believe you'll find all these answers and more in the
Roland DM -80 Digital Audio Workstation. Call us at
(213) 685-5141, ext. 337, or FAX (213) 722-0911 for a

brochure. Or better yet, schedule a demo. You're going to
like what you hear.



"The thing is just impossible to screw up! The DM -80's non-destructive editing is
the only way to go-revisions are extremely easy, and very quick."

- DAVID ESCH
DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION

WPNT CHICAGO

"Edits fast, sounds great, and doesn't break. The DM -80's multilayering capabilities and

simultaneous recording on all tracks gives us the flexibility to do whatever we want."
- JOEL VALENTINE

PRESIDENT

21ST CENTURY SOUND DESIGN, HOLLYWOOD

(-NORTHERN EXPOSURE')

the Word
on the street.

"The first DM -80 paid for itself in two months, so we bought a second one...
I like the editing ease-no waiting. It's my 'word processor' for audio."

- MICHAEL STANTON

COMPOSER/ARRANGER

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS, INC., NASHVILLE

"The DM -80 is our secret weapon! It's a very enabling technology."
- MAZ & KILGORE

GRAMMY NOMINATED PRODUCERS

NEW YORK

"What goes in... comes out! And the sound is wonderful. Easy editing, plus easy
sync to video lets me concentrate on the creative aspects of the production."

- RICHARD FREITAS

EMMY AWARD NOMINATED AUDIO PRODUCER

THE DOVETAIL GROUP, CONNECTICUT

"Operational speed and ease of editing make the DM -80 the greatest
thing since sliced bread! We use it for all our production."

- VINCENT FUMO
SENIOR EDITOR

INDEPENDENCE BLUE CROSS, PHILADELPHIA

"The DM -80's power and speed allow me to complete a
half-hour television documentary every week. As an investment,

the DM -80 has proven to be a very smart choice."
-JIM HEFFERNAN

EMMY AWARD WINNING SOUND DESIGNER/PRODUCER

VIDEOSMITH, INC., PHILADELPHIA

(`1ST FLIGHTS WITH NEIL ARMSTRONG"

Roland'

0 Roland Corporanonl,S 1993 Pro AudioVideo
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Building a digital
component
video suite

The Bottom Line

Digital component video
eliminates many of the
problems associated with
traditional analog composite
systems. Converting a facility
to component digital is no
simple task. However, the
long-term rewards may justify
the expense. The flexibility
of today's equipment makes
the conversion process
much simpler and more
cost-effective than ever before.

Today's technology makes it easier than ever.

By Curtis Chan

From corporate audio/video (A/V) hous-
es to high -end video boutiques, analog
and digital video component technology
has arrived and is offering tremendous
performance/price benefits to users. This
article will discuss the current state of
component technology and what it can do
in terms of increased productivity and
profitability.

Benefits galore
Component technology

offers several benefits.
Problems associated with
composite video, such as
cross -color or cross -lumi-
nance artifacts, are elim-
inated. Further benefits
are gained if component
is used for field acquisi-
tion. Add to this the fact
that most computer, paint
and DVE graphics stations
also operate in the com-
ponent domain, and you
have the basis of a pris-
tine image environment.
Follow with digital video,
where multigeneration
performance is identical
from stage to stage.

Chan is principal of Chan & Associ-
ates, a marketing consulting service
for audio, broadcast and post -pro-
duction, Fullerton, CA.

Authors note: Special thanks to
Sony, Panasonic, Ampex, N -Vision
and Graham Patten for their help with
this article.

Switching between 525 -and 625 -line oper-
ation in digital component permits one
system to serve multiple standards. Final-
ly, companies are offering integrated sys-
tem solutions at various price points, in-
cluding everything from the video deck
and interconnect equipment to the edit
controller. This approach allows small op-
erations to buy into the component format
early on and provides a migration path to

Continued on page 29

Component suite used for corporate video production. (Photo
courtesy of Grass Valley Group.)
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Advanced wireless intercom system

Vega Q600
 Rugged, reliable, metal

beltpack remotes

 Hybrid UHFNHF operation to
conserve scarce VHF
frequencies

 Inexpensive VHF monitor
receivers to lower system
costs

 High -quality, low -noise,
low -distortion audio

 Up to six beltpacks per
master station

 Designed specifically for
broadcast and production

 Directly compatible with all
standard wired intercoms

 Many advanced circuit and
system design features

In
the studio or on the set, Vega's

wireless intercom systems are the

choice of professionals who demand

ruggedness, reliability, broadcast -qual-

ity audio, and a full set of professional

features. Designed from the ground up

for broadcast and production work,

the Q600 UHF/VHF system provides

all the functions and technical capa-

bilities required for these demanding

applications.

The Q600 system provides continu-

ous, full -duplex, hands-off communi-

cations between up to six people plus

an unlimited number of "listen -only"

users.

The QTR -600 beltpack remotes are

extremely easy to use and provide op-

eration similar to that of hard -wired

intercom beltpacks. They are compat-

ible with popular dynamic or electret

headsets, such as Beyer, Clear-Com,

and Telex. The cases are welded aircraft

aluminum alloy with a high -impact,

molded Cycolac (ABS) control panel

that will withstand the roughest use.

One QX-600 master station sup-

ports up to six QTR -600 remotes with

"hands -free" two-way communica-

tions, and an unlimited number of

PL -2 receivers for listen -only users.

Circuitry is provided to interface exter-

nal line audio with the system or to

link two QX-600s into a 12 -user sys-

tem. The master station is directly

compatible with all standard wired in-

tercom systems such as Clear-Com,

RTS, ROH, Telex, and many others

via internal programming switches. A
local headset position and extensive

Circle (16) on Reply Card

control, adjustment, and monitoring

provisions are also included.

The PL -2 VHF mini -receiver pro-

vides a high-performance, low-cost

solution to providing one-way "listen -

only" communications. Very often, in-

dividuals need to receive instructions

but are not required to speak. Using

PL -2 receivers for this application

avoids the expense of additional full
two-way remotes and can signifi-

cantly lower the cost of a typical sys-

tem. The PL -2 is fully compatible

with the Q600 system and is designed

to provide reliable communications in

the most demanding RF environments.

When the job demands hands -free,

full -duplex operations in the most de-

manding environment, go with the

Vega Q600, the system recommended

by professionals worldwide.

1110:::11 111
a MARK IV company

9900 East Baldwin Place
El Monte, California 91731-2294

Telephone: (818) 442-0782
Toll -Free Telephone: 800-877-1771

Fax: (818) 444-1342
FaxBack: (818) 444-2017

Toll -Free FaxBack: 800-274-2017



If you are struggling to get video
onto the digital highway,
HP recommends taking a logical approach.

HP helps you make
the transition to the
all -digital studio one
step at a time.
You know where the
digital video highway
takes you. Widescreen
HDTV. Non-linear,
100 -layer editing. Post -
production miracles in Suite B.
But it also leads to a world of
stretched pixels. Video com-
pression. Disk -based editing.
Strange new glitches. Instant
obsolescence. Brutal costs.
And you have to get there

Broadcast Engineering

Pick Hit TV Product,

NAB '93

without leaving
your clients or
credit rating
behind.
HP has been down
this road before,
driving the digital
transition in
computing,

electronics and communica-
tions. We can help. Starting
with the digital signal, and
building from there-at a pace
you can afford. With tools that
keep the edit suite intact as
you integrate new digital
equipment. That interface

analog and digital signals flaw-
lessly. That safeguard signal
quality through every inter-
change.
And judging from response-
HP's QA100 won a Broadcast
Engineering Pick Hit award at
NAB '93-we're on the fast
track.
So start merging. Call HP at
1-800-452-4844, Ext. 7629*
for a FREE digital video catalog.
"ln Canada call I-800387-3867, Dept. 473.

There is a better way.

U3HEWLETT
PACKARD

0 1993 Hewlett-Packard Co. TMV1D325/131:
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Continued from page 26
the future. Let's take a closer look at the
technology and the technical consider-
ations needed to build a component suite
that not only gives optimal performance
today, but also allows system growth to-
morrcw.

The equipment
Assuming that you've decided to jump

into component, the next choice is the
equipment. The following are some of the
options available:

 Tape formats. Small start-ups, such as
event videographers, local TV news or
corporate A/V houses, might consider 5 -
VHS or Hi8. Several companies supply the
appropriate decks for field acquisition or
editing. Both formats offer significant per-
formance gains over low -end composite
and both are economical to own. Better
yet, when mated to a mid -level DVE and
switcher combination, the results can be
impressive. Many companies offer com-
plete system packages for both formats.

Professional formats, such as Betacam
(SP) and Mil, have dropped in price over
the last few years and provide a bridge to
the next level of performance. These for-
mats give outstanding value to pro and
corporate users or as an off-line system for
a high -end post house. Specifically de-
signed for analog and hybrid environments,
some of the decks offer full digital interfac-
es, including serial digital I/Os for video
and AES/EBU digital audio I/Os. Perfor-
mance of these formats is comparable for
most tasks, and reliability and ruggedness
have been built in. Both formats have
withstood the test of time. Complete sys-

tem packages are available in the two for-
mats with multiple variations in switcher,
editor, DVE, router and audio options.

For state-of-the-art, Sony and BTS have
D-1 machines. In addition, there is the
Ampex DCT, and coming soon are Sony's
Digital Betacam and Panasonic's D -S. D-1
technology has evolved to the point that
complete integrated systems can now be
purchased. Most newer -generation ma-
chines are half the weight and consume
one-third the power of the original ma-
chines, with equally impressive perfor-
mance gains. More important, a D-1 VTR
can be purchased for the price of a high -
end type -C machine.

Furthermore, Panasonic's 16:9 capa-
ble D-5 format promises to deliver pris-
tine audio/video quality at a competitive
price. The result is a DVTR with a record-
ed footprint and track pattern similar to
the D-3 format. The D-5 recorders will
offer full 10 -bit recording of the digital
component video signal, fully conform-
ing with the revised CCIR-601 and CCIR-
656 standards that are now specified to
10 -bit resolution. The critical head -to -
tape interface control system developed
for D-3 requires only minor changes in the
D-5 recorder, because the scanner rota-
tion speed is the same for both formats.
The only changes are increased linear
tape speed, redesigned head assemblies
and higher levels of VLSI for data pro-
cessing. The DVTR will automatically se-
lect the correct linear tape speed for D-3
playback. In addition, digital sample rate
conversion and decoding will allow both
composite and component signals to be
output.

Although current and future plans of

Strategy for interconnecting audio
One of the key areas of integrating a successful component environment is getting

the audio implementation right. Here are a few helpful hints.

1. Choose a common facility standard for interconnect, such as the AES3 standard.

2. Choose an electrical interface, such as coax or twisted pair. Look at labor costs,
cable costs, cable distance, XLR to BNC adapters, output signal fan out and EMI
effects. Consider both the long- and short-term effects as you make this decision.

3. Carefully choose a cable type and consider impedance, cost per foot, cross section
diameter and ease of preparation.

4. Plan on conversion equipment for signal formats different from the facility standard.
Also plan for multichannel interconnects between devices, such as DVTRs, multi -
tracks and digital audio mixers.

5. Synchronize the facility to allow direct digital transfers across dissimilar format
machines.

6. Consider a small asynchronous router as a preselector to the synchronous router
for resource sharing to process wild inputs. Sample rate convert wild inputs to the
plant master time base.

Highway Patrol.

SOFT 9I 40Pf

E-3

Drive legally: HP QA100
and EDH10.
HP enforces the rules of the
digital road. The HP QA100
Quality Advisor eliminates the
illegal levels and colors that crop
up in serial digital production.
The EDH10 Inserter tags 4:2:2
signals for downstream monitor-
ing of digital accuracy, prevent-
ing sparkles and greenies.
Result: a digital signal that is
legal, broadcastable-and
flawless. Get legal. Call HP at
1-800-452-4844, Ext. 7629*,
for a FREE digital video catalog.
'In Canada call 1-800-387-3867, Dept. 473.

There is a better way.

VOIHEWLETT
PACKARD

7. Define an in-house full-scale digital audio reference level and stick to it.

CU .n0a I lew lett-Packard Co. TMVID347/BE
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VIDEO MASTER VM 771
AUTOMATIC VIDEO LEVEL CONTROL

NO FRONT PANEL RACK SPACE REQUIRED

FULLY AUTOMATIC - NO ADJUSTMENTS, EVER !

Video Output = 1 Vp-p
Sync Output = 40 IRE Units

White Output = 100 IRE Units, Max
Color Burst = 40 IRE Units

Up to 2 Vpp 60Hz, Clamped Out.
H.F. Video Loss, Compensated.

ANOTHER INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCT FROM:

F M SYSTEMS, INC.1-800-235-6960 FAX 1-714-979-09133877 South Main St.
MADE IN THE USASanta Ana, CA 92707

SIZE:
H . 3"
W = 2"
D = 6"

1-714-979-3355

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$285.
LOW COST !

HIGH VALUE !
BUY NOW !
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CD -quality stereo with Dolby AC -2
Introducing this year's hottest audio product, the new SX-20 digital audio adapter with

Dolby AC -2 from Antex. It's the first PC compatible board to use Dolby AC -2 digital audio
coding technology for real time, direct -to -disk record and playback of CD -quality stereo audio
with 6:1 compression.

With a frequency response of 20 Hz -20 kHz and 16 bit, 64 times oversampling, the
Antex SX-20 offers high quality, digital audio for 386/486 PCs. CD -quality audio can now
be economically transmitted at 128 kbps over T1, ISDN and S56 digital networks.

Hear the difference from the leader in digital audio-Antex Electronics.

ELECTRONICS
m I MAW rag I Dolby is 16100 South Figueroa Street  Gardena, CA 90248
1,a tr. to co Lab6ratoa.traLicensir:C
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production and transmission are still based
on a 4:3 aspect ratio, considerable momen-
tum is gaining on the establishment of a
16:9 aspect ratio for future extended defi-
nition television (EDTV). The D-5 format
has taken this into account by offering
both options. In the 10 -bit mode, it will be
suitable for all applications in digital com-
ponent 4:3 aspect ratio TV systems, and
also digital component 16:9 TV systems
that are configured for 13.5MHz digital
sampling rate.

On the other hand, by providing full
playback capability, Digital Betacam gives
Sony a strong technology bridge for us-
ers that have already committed to Beta -
cam (SP) and amassed a large tape li-
brary. Additionally, Digital Betacam can
record a 10 -bit CCIR-601 signal, making its
signal compatible to D-1. Finally, DCT is
being portrayed as the ultimate post -pro-
duction VTR, capable of not only high -
quality audio/video, but also touting the
fastest drive electronics in the industry.
Whichever is chosen, manufacturers have
built up an arsenal of peripherals and
interconnect equipment that allows
multiple configurations and performance
levels.

 Edit controllers. The editor is at the heart
of every editing system. If properly de-
signed, it delivers a design synergy that
makes for seamless coordination of the
entire post system and results in efficient
translation of creative vision into reality.

On the low end, edit controllers have
benefited from technology passed down
from high -end cousins. Most include serial
and parallel interfaces. EDLs can be quick-
ly entered and rehearsed. Some units can
learn complex linear and non-linear 2-D
and 3-D digital video effects, wipes, mattes
and dissolves. With the appropriate au-
dio mixer, editors also can perform split
audio edits along with left/right crossfades.
Precise transport control, including high-
speed and slow-motion effects, are stan-
dard on most systems along with the capa-
bility to control multiple VTRs.

Moving upward in price and perfor-
mance, many f eatures are available to com-
plement the component suite. High -end
editors provide a rich set of interactive
communication cues to the editor. These
include full status reporting of all peri-
pherals, including switcher, DVE, color
corrector, VTRs and audio mixer. Some
editors have the flexibility to run the edit
session from the switcher. High -end edi-
tors also handle the D-1 format's four
channels of audio with independent split
in -points for all four channels. Finally,
high -end editors adapt to your operating
style with a choice of a QWERTY key-
board or a dedicated key -per -function
keyboard along with the ability to store
user -defined macros.
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Eye for Beauty

 Better optical quality and higher specifications
 Proven durability with over 10,000 units in use
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optical accessories remain stationery
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Figure 1.Block diagram of a component facility using both analog and digital equipment. Switcher is serial digital with parallel digital 1/0 for
the DVE. Analog YUV outputs are provided for program and preview.

 Video switchers. With the advent of dig-
ital component technology, complement-
ed with improvements in DSP, ASIC and
software coding, present day switcher tech-
nologies have branched away from the
evolutionary tree. Improvement areas are
focused mainly in the mid- to high -end
digital switcher markets. By executing
mixes, keys and wipes in the component
digital domain, images are stable and trans-
parent, and mattes are free from noise.
Likewise, digital setups are drift -free and
repeatable. Keys are clean and sharp with-
out exhibiting the artifacts associated with
NTSC.

User interfaces play a critical role in
switcher performance. For example, sev-
eral new digital component switchers
have opted to hide the switcher's new-
found power behind an analog switcher
facade. This is an easier transition for
operators brought up on more tradition-
al analog -based equipment. Benefits in-
clude faster ramp -up time, improved pro-
ductivity and higher signal quality.

Intelligent interfaces include assign-
ment of hard keys with their associated
path of processing or through the use of
software macros and assignable soft keys.
For example, many digital switchers offer
full programming of peripheral devices,
such as digital disk cache recorders, dig-

ital special effects and still -stores, directly
from soft key -based graphical display in-
terfaces. This feature almost eliminates
the need for multiple control panels in
the edit suite.

Another revolution that has occurred
because of component digital technolo-
gy is the realization of a compositing
switcher vs. the traditional M/E architec-
ture. Conventional M/E type switchers
have three major elements: M/E mod-
ules, a program/preset bus and a down-
stream keyer. M/Es typically have dedi-
cated background buses for A and B vid-
eo and one or more dedicated keyers.
Some of the newer switchers have two
separate M/E banks. The output of either
bank can be re-entered as a foreground or
background input to the other, allowing
control of multiple layers of video.

The same analogy is applied to compos-
iting switchers. In these switchers, effects
are created in layers. Layers can be de-
fined as either backgrounds or keys and
are stacked in order of priority to create
the final composite.

The benefits of a compositing compo-
nent -based switcher are many. Because
the switcher treats each layer as a full
background image or key, any combina-
tion of key and background elements
becomes available to the operator in any

desired image priority. Layers can be cut,
mixed or wiped into or out of the video
composite individually or in combination
with other layers. It also is easy to apply
traditional attributes to each layer. In do-
ing so, each layer has an independent,
user -assignable linear or non-linear wipe
and mix transition profile, transition rate
and offset time. Because each layer is inde-
pendently controllable, arbitrary image
priority can be accomplished easily. Best
of all, the final image quality is pristine
because the internal processing is done in
the component digital domain.

Serial digital I/O and monitoring
The availability of a serial digital distri-

bution standard has helped to signifi-
cantly establish digital technology into
the post and broadcast arenas. No longer
hindered by bulky parallel cables, the
use of serializers and deserializers allows
for simple BNC hookups. Today's serializ-
ers/deserializers also incorporate equal-
ization and buffering for long feeds. In-
stead of using multiple cables to route
and distribute either analog component
or digital component and AES/EBU, a sin-
gle fiber or coax feed is used.

Either 8281 -type coax or the newer
1505A can be used. The latter can handle
up to 370Mbits/s on a much smaller radi-
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OBSOLLIE
How much time have you spent over

the last few years waiting to get there?
The Pioneer VDR-V1000 Rewritable

Videodisc Recorder just saved you that
much time and more. It offers instant
access (0.3 seconds average) and the
fastest, most precise frame -by -frame
editing in a recording device.

Gone are the typical problems
associated with shuttling and jogging.
The VDR-V1000's unique, dual -head
configuration lets you search while THE PIONEER

play, record while play, or erase and REWRITABLE VIDEODISC
RECORDER WITH

record simultaneously. With 32 INSTANT ACCESS.
minutes recording time, and non-
linear playback capability, you can assemble -
preview your edits in realtime before
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recording. No pie -roll or post -roll is
necessaiy.

For a quick return on investment,
the VDR-V1000 offers endless
possibilities to these and other
operations:

On-line Non-linear Rifting
Commercial Insertion on the Hy
Flexible Time Eday
Efficient Still Store

Instant Replay
News Presentation
Animation
Satellite News Gathering

With so much going for it, the
VDR-V1000 leaves only one
question unanswered: What are
you waiting for?

For more information, press the
buttons on your phone, and contact
your regional Pioneer representative:
East -Tom Mykietyn at (201) 327-6400 ;

West- Craig Abrams (310) 522-8600.

CD PIONEER'
The Art of Entertainment

Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc.
2265 East 220th Street, P.O. Box 93131, Long Beach, CA 90810

Pioneer is a registered trademark and LaserDisc is a trademark of Pioneer Electronic Corporation.
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us form factor. Even better, if everything is
kept in the digital component and serial-
ized audio domain until the signal must get
to the outside world, timing problems are
eliminated. (See Figure 1.) If A/Ds are in-
stalled directly onto machine outputs,
all signals would be digital until returned
to a recorder via a D/A converter.

Multilevel routing
Despite the advantages of working in

the component realm, users are still faced
with routing the myriad of signals and
signal types present in a large facility.
Routing analog and/or digital component,
analog or digital audio, machine control
and time -code signals requires an ex-
tremely flexible routing system. Different
levels of routing can accommodate com-
plicated digital domain effects, yet pro-
vide flexibility in the analog domain. The
routing switcher control system should
provide some level of transparency.

One method is to route resources to
designated locations from a central ma-
chine room with a sophisticated manage-
ment system. Taking the example of mixed
signals, the user would need a digital
video framestore(s) for the component
digital signals, an analog video framestore,

a time -code framestore, a data framestore,
an AES/EBU 4 -channel digital audio matrix
and an appropriate matrix for 525/625 ref-
erence switching. At this point, the entire
system can switch instantly between 525
and 625 signals.

To handle TBC needs, a remote -con-
trolled TBC can be integrated into the
router. As a result, when a VTR is assigned
to an edit bay through the routing sys-
tem, the video is automatically assigned
and the AES channels are automatically
selected. The RS -422 control signal and
time -code connections also are routed
when source selection is made. The relat-
ed TBC remote system automatically as-
signs the corresponding control points
for each VTR assigned. The benefit is that
almost any audio and video signal can be
switched on the router and the related
timing and control signals transferred
accordingly.

Another dilemma is signal monitoring
in a digital component environment. You
can purchase all new monitors with dig-
ital inputs, but that can get expensive.
Another approach for simple control
room monitoring is to feed a separate
analog router with the video and time -
code outputs of VTRs to provide access to

tape playback monitoring. At some point,
however, a quality control point with com-
plete digital monitoring should be estab-
lished in order for digital signals to be
verified.

The final analysis
In a component (digital) environment,

all video processing takes place in the
component domain. Compared to com-
posite video, component systems give
you greater color detail. Component sys-
tems also allow edit points to be chosen
anywhere on the tape, free from the lim-
itation of color framing. Systems main-
tain precise timing, without constant
tweaking for SC -phase. For all of these
reasons and more, component video is
becoming the choice for many profes-
sionals.

4 For more information on compo-
nent video equipment, circle (305)
on Reply Card. See also the Video
section, pps. 12-16 of the BE
Buyers Guide.

Mini -Matrix Digital Intercom
Full Featured Performance in a Compact Package

This cost effective system

provides you with the

most advanced intercom

features in the industry

in only 6 rack units of

space. With 26 cross -

points and a full range of

user stations and inter-

faces, this self contained

Matrix intercom is your

clear choice.

Alatif&P4psi
DIGITAL INTERCOM

© 1993 Clear-Com. 945 Camelia St., Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel 510-527-6666, Fax 510-527-6699
International: PO Box 302 Walnut Creek, CA 94597. Tel 510-932-8134, Fax 510-932-2171
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Any format. Any place. Any time.

Grass Valley Group
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Obviously, video formats are important. But we think the

choice of what format you use belongs to you-and you alone.

That's why we offer signal management systems that let

you flexibly reconfigure your -tacitly on any future growth path

you choose-whether your video format is digital, analog-or

even both at once.

As you move from analog video to serial digital, our multi -

format signal distribution products offer modular integration

with our digital production switchers, digital effects devices,

master control equipment and editors.

Talk to your GVG customer representative today. You'll see

a set of multi-fo,mat solutions that offer full compatibility with

the most important factor of all. Your budget.

NORTH AMERICA Grass Va ley, CA (916) 478-3000 SOUTH AMERICA Miami. Florida 1305) 477-5488

Europe Basingstoke, UK 10256) 817817 ASIA Hong Kong 1452) 5987118 JAPAN Tokyo 103) 5992-0621

7992 The Gass Valle, Group Inc
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Non-linear editing
systems

The Bottom Line

The quality, speed and
flexibility of non-linear sys-
tems have increased as
compression chip sets and
large disk drives have im-
proved performance. As
performance increases and
prices decrease, these systems
are gaining wider acceptance
throughout the broadcast and
post -production industries. s

Quality goes up as cost goes down.

By Maureen McConnell

Non-linear editing systems digitize and
store analog footage providing random
access from digital storage. Despite the
high cost, specialized off-line applications
have used non-linear editing systems for
years. Today, these systems have on-line
quality output and user-friendly interfac-
es. Recently, prices have decreased, mak-
ing non-linear video editing cost-effective
for an even wider range of applications.

Compression
The concept of having random access to

video information from digital storage in
real time may be ideal. However, it is not a
simple task. Full -motion video is made up
of 30 still images (30 frames/60 fields inter-
laced) per second. With 24 -bit color and
resolution of 720 x 484 pixels (NTSC), ap-
proximately 700kbytes of memory per vid-
eo frame are required. For the video to be
seen in real time, systems have to transfer
21Mbytes (700kbytes x 30 frames) of video
information per second, a difficult feat for
today's computers. At 21Mbytes per sec-
ond, the amount of storage required for
even a short production is phenomenal.

Compression technology makes digital
video editing possible. It is used to squeeze
video into a manageable size for transfer
and storage. Compression is at the heart of
almost every non-linear editing system on
the market today. Various compression
methods include motion JPEG (Joint Pho-
tographic Experts Group), MPEG (Mov-

McConnell is marketing assistant of the Video Products
Group, Matrox Electronic Systems, Dorval, Quebec,
Canada.

ing Picture Experts Group), DVI (Digital
Video Interactive) and Wavelet.

 Motion JPEG is the most widely used
compression technique for video edit-
ing. It was originally developed for en-
coding still images. Because video is ac-
tually a series of 30 still images per sec-
ond, JPEG can be used to digitize each
frame, then play back these frames simu-
lating full -motion video, hence the term
motion JPEG.

JPEG compression is symmetrical (com-
pression and decompression take the same
amount of time). The human eye typically
notices luminance more than color (chrom-
inance) detail, therefore color information
is compressed at a lower bandwidth with-
out any apparent degradation of the pic-
ture. JPEG works in the frequency domain
and uses discrete cosine transform (DCT).

Each frame is broken down into pixel
blocks, DCT is applied to each block, and
redundant or high -frequency information
is eliminated. The remaining data is then
quantified and compressed using Huff-
man encoding. JPEG uses intraframe (non -
temporal) encoding, saving image infor-
mation for each frame independently. This
provides random access to each frame of
video, in real time, making JPEG a good
solution for frame -accurate video editing
systems.

Lossy compression is used for non-
linear editing, with compression ratios
ranging from 2:1 up to 100:1. Many sys-
tems allow the use of variable compres-
sion ratios. JPEG does not have a built-in
solution for digitizing audio. However,
systems typically use a separate board to
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT COMPUTER

BASED AUDIO EDITOR CAN BE A

UK & REST OF WORLD

Studio Audio & Video Ltd

The Old School,

Stretham,

Ely,

Cambridge

CB6 3LD

U.K.

TEL: (+44) 353 648888

FAX: (+44) 353 648867

For a list of overseas

distributers contact

Studio Audio

USA & CANADA:

Studio Audio Digital Equipment Inc.

P.0 Box 4392

Ann Arbor

Michigan 48106

U.S.A

TEL: (+1) 313 572 0500

FAX: (+1) 313 434 2281

Here at Studio Audio, we had many sleepless nights when our

customers began asking us for an off the shelf solution to professional
audio editing. Then we woke up with SADiE", a dream of a Disk Editor.

For a start SADiE", runs on a PC, so you get much more computer for far

less money. It has a fully functional Windows 3.1* user interface with all

features mouse selectable. Our
hardware platform is already found

in many current audio and video
products available from some well-

known manufacturers. That means

it's been tried and tested out in the

field. Studio Audio believes in

giving each customer personal

service - you'll always get rapid
customer support on our helpline.
And because we're committed to

SADiP and our customers, we'll

give you the first 12 months

software updates free of charge.

Put an end to the nightmare
now!

Phone or fax Studio

Audio for some

bedtime reading

matter.
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Windows 3.1 * on 486 host
computer

Rapid graphical editing

clear user interface

local SCSI drive fast audio
access

all crossfades calculated in
real time

fully non-destructive,
sample accurate editing

up to 8 track playback and
real time mixing

unique Trim Window
allowing real time
adjustment of audio

full SMPTE timecode
support with chase and
trigger lock

accepts external word clock

jog and shuttle scrub
modes

AES/EBU, SPDIF and
analog I/O

all standard sample rates

64x oversampling
delta -sigma conversion

16, 20 and 24 bit digital
audio editing

32 bit floating point
architecture

peak holding metering
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BRITISH INNOVATION

MANUFACTURED BY

STUDIO AUDIO & VIDEO LTD

See us at AES, Booth #1173.

' IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Inc. Windows 3.1 is a registered trademark c Microsoft Inc.

Studio Audio 8 Video Ltd. reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice.
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digitize the audio portions and then in-
terleave the digital audio with the digital
video.

 MPEG is often used in multimedia
applications, and provides compression
ratios as high as 200:1. Reasonable image
quality is maintained at ratios up to 100:1.
MPEG is asymmetrical (compression
takes longer then decompression), and
compression typically is done on a differ-
ent system. MPEG also uses DCT/Huff-
man encoding. However, unlike JPEG, it
uses intraframe and interframe coding.
MPEG eliminates the redundant informa-
tion between frames over time (temporal
redundancy) and encodes only the dif-
ferences (incremental encoding). As a
result, each frame is not saved as a single
element; to reconstruct a single frame,
MPEG must have information from previ-
ous frames. This does not permit the
instant random access expected of non-
linear systems. Because of the lack of
true random access and because afford-
able real time MPEG encoders are not
available, it is inappropriate for non-lin-
ear editing.

 DV/ is a proprietary standard consist-

ing of two modules: production level vid-
eo (PLV) and real time video (RTV). PLV is
comparable to MPEG and also is asym-
metrical. It benefits from variable com-
pression ratios that can go relatively high
and still maintain good image quality.
Compression costs, however, are quite
high, and footage typically must be sent
out to a service bureau.

RTV imitates PLV - it uses lower reso-
lution images (352 x 220), which allow
real time compression. It has been used
for non-linear editing, but it is being
phased out because JPEG provides bet-
ter quality.

 Wavelet technology, like JPEG, saves
each frame individually. However, it dif-
fers from JPEG in that it quantifies infor-
mation for each frame as a single unit,
instead of dividing the image into pixel
blocks. The artifacts typically found in
Wavelet differ from the blocky effects
sometimes seen in JPEG when high com-
pression ratios are used. Wavelet suffers
from some noticeable image degradation
around the edges of objects, which intro-
duce artifacts into details.

Video output quality
One important question regarding non-

linear video editing is video output qual-
ity. Four factors are evaluated to deter-
mine image quality: compression ratios,
data transfer rates, q -factors (quantiza-
tion factors) and the number of frames/
fields per second.

The compression ratio used is directly
related to the data transfer rate achiev-
able by the system. For instance, trans-
ferring 21Mbytes (one second of video)
at a transfer rate of 2Mbytes/s requires a
compression ratio of at least 10:1.

Q -factors also can be applied to deter-
mine video output quality. Q -factors range
between 1 and 255. High q -factors result
in high compression, and low q -factors
result in low compression. A fixed q -fac-
tor can be selected based on the transfer
rate of a particular system. The q -factor
is applied to compress each frame so that
its compressed size will not surpass the
transfer rate limit. One drawback is that
the q -factor selected is based on the most
complex frame. Simple frames are com-
pressed at the same q -factor as complex
frames (which require higher q -factors).
The result is lower quality output for
simple frames than could potentially be
achieved. To avoid this problem, dynam-
ic q -factors are used. This method starts
with a predetermined q -factor, which is
changed by the system on a field -by -field
basis, depending on the data. This en-
sures the best quality possible for each
frame and provides better overall output
quality. It also ensures a stable transfer
rate throughout the production and pre-
dictable storage space.

Another measure of final output quality

is the number of frames transferred per
second. Various frame rates can be
achieved, ranging from as low as eight
frames per second to 30 frames (60 fields)
per second. For simple off-line work, a low
frame rate may suffice. At 15 frames per
second, only half the storage is required,
and quality is reasonable for off-line edit-
ing. Systems used for high -quality on-line
editing require full -frame rate to achieve a
stable image. Often, systems offering 30
frames per second do not provide the full
60 fields. Instead, they provide only 30
fields that are doubled to achieve 60,
resulting in subtle motion artifacts.

Audio
Important non-linear editing audio fea-

tures to consider are the number of input/
output tracks and the number of internal
tracks. Multitrack digital audio editing and
the ability to perform software -controlled
equalization also should be considered. In
addition, carefully evaluate glitch -free ed-
iting and the final output quality.

Storage
Although compression can reduce the

size of digital video considerably, the
amount of storage required is still quite
high. Storage can be split into two catego-
ries: primary and secondary. Primary stor-
age is used for accessing digital video and/
or audio frequently. Secondary storage is
used to store digital video/audio that will
be accessed less often, for instance when
working on more than one project, or for
saving productions for later use.

For quick, easy access to digital files,
SCSI hard drives (fixed or removable) are
good solutions for primary storage. At
about $1,000 per gigabyte, they are fairly
inexpensive. They have transfer rates of
up to 4Mbytes/s. Single disk drives come
in sizes of up to 3.5Gbytes, providing
approximately 30 minutes of near -Beta-

cam quality digitized video or approxi-
mately 120 minutes of VHS quality. Up to
three SCSI adapters can be used in one
system, providing control for multiple
storage media. Each SCSI adapter allows
a mix of up to seven storage devices.

Magneto -optical or phase change opti-
cal drives provide an ideal solution for
preview quality work and for secondary
storage. Their big advantage is the use of
removable diskettes. Projects can be
changed as quickly as inserting a new
diskette. They will store about 34 min-
utes per gigabyte and are inexpensive
(approximately $100 per gigabyte). Stor-
age levels range from 650Mbytes to
1.3Gbytes per diskette, with transfer rates
of approximately 0.5Mbytes per second.
Other solutions for secondary storage
include removable hard disks and tape
backups.

Continued on page 43
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If you're striving to be the best, make sure your equipment
is equal to your ambition. Find out why the most talented professionals use

more than 100 products made by Dynatech Video Group companies.

Ca111-800-531-7118
U.:. and Canada
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digital
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Card

DP I

CABLE PRODUCTS
The A014 all -channel
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Circle (27) on Reply Card
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SCIENTIFIC

The TAS (Total Automation System)
broadcast and signal origination

automation.
Circle (26) on Reply Card

NEWSTAR
The NewStar II newsroom

automation system.
Circle (281 on Reply Card

Dynatech Video Group products are available worldwide, with offices at:
Ilex House, Mulberry Business Park

Fishponds Road, Wokingham
Berkshire, RGII 2GY United Kingdom
44-734-890111 FAX- 44-734-892022

Aalsmeer, Netherlands
31-297723473
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Central, Hong Kong
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FAX 818-762-8672
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Continued from page 38
Graphic user interfaces

Graphic user interfaces (GUIs) provide
the man/machine connection. Time line
interfaces provide the ability to recut or
modify portions of the edit master easily.
Use of intuitive graphic interfaces, such
as VTR -like controls to locate segments
of raw footage and picture icons to repre-
sent the elements, makes identifying and
cataloging video, audio, graphic and title
segments simple. Systems using direct
keyboard functions in conjunction with a
mouse can improve editing speed. Avail-
ability of CMX keyboard mapping brings
the learning curve to near zero.

Effects and transitions
Many non-linear systems offer little in

the way of effects. Often computed in
software, effects generation can be a time-
consuming process. Sometimes EDLs are
moved to an on-line system, and the orig-

inal source tapes are used to produce the
final master. Usually, only the simplest
special effects become part of the EDL;
complex effects must be created and
tuned in the more expensive on-line envi-
ronment. If simple cuts are not sufficient,
one solution is an editing system that
offers a hardware -based video effects
engine with the capabilities of an on-line
edit suite. On -board digital video mixers
have the ability to process effects and
transitions in real time. Previews and mod-
ifications can be executed simply and
quickly, enhancing productivity.

When considering systems that pro-
vide effects and transitions, determine
the number and complexity of effects
available. Typical transitions include dis-
solves, wipes and tiles. Typical DVEs in-
clude 2-D movements, scaling of video or
graphics and effects, such as mosaic,
strobe and posterization. Three-dimen-
sional effects include warps, skew, per -

Selecting a non-linear editor
When it comes time to purchase a non-linear editor, evaluate the following aspects

carefully.

Output quality
Output quality is one of the most important issues to evaluate before purchase.

Depending on needs, various output quality levels could be required.

 Will required output quality change for each project? What range of quality is
needed?

 How will the system be used - on-line, off-line or both?
 What is the output? 30 frames/30 fields, 30 frames/60 fields? What is really needed?
 In addition to disk -based editing, will tape -to -tape editing be needed?

Storage
Spending money for storage media is unavoidable. The right mix of primary and

secondary storage should be based on overall editing patterns. For instance, one user
may work on several different productions at once, whereas another may only work
on one project at a time. To manage multiple projects, removable media can be used
to switch from one project to another. Systems that support several storage options
offer the most flexibility.

Look at project length and overall quality required to determine total needs. In
addition, consider transfer speeds and compression ratios when considering primary
and secondary storage devices.

Audio
As part of the production process, audio must be considered.

 What level of quality is required? CD? DAT?
 How many internal tracks are needed?

Is multitrack editing needed?
 Is software equalization required?
 How many simultaneous output tracks are needed?

Effects and transitions
The type of effects and transitions vary from production to production. Systems with

hardware -based digital video mixers generally are faster than those that compute
effects in software only.

Determine current and future production needs, what video effects are needed and
how long it takes the system to generate them.

User interface
The editing software integrates and controls all the hardware and software resourc-

es of the editing system. Time lines, graphical interfaces, direct keyboard functions
and CMX-type keyboard mapping are just a few of the features that can make video
editing simpler and quicker. A hands-on trial is important and will ensure the system
is compatible with the user's editing style.
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Screen shot of a video editor capable of
linear and non-linear editing. The display
also shows machine and EDL information.
(Photo courtesy of United Media.)

spective, rotation and page turns. Other
features to look for include multilayer
compositing (several independent lay-
ers of video, graphics and titles occur-
ring at the same time) and keying (alpha,
chroma and luminance keying).

Advantages and disadvantages
One of the main benefits of non-linear

editing is the time savings inherent in
disk -based random access to video seg-
ments. With non-linear, there is no wait-
ing for tapes to spool to preview a seg-
ment. Another benefit of non-linear edit-
ing is the overall cost. If the quality of the
digital video playback from hard disk is
good enough for the specified applica-
tion, then only one VTR is required, first
to play the original footage for digitiza-
tion and then to record the final output.
Multiple playback decks are not required,
which results in cost savings. The down-
side, however, is the amount of storage
required for saving the digitized video
and audio. The cost of these storage de-
vices can easily exceed that of the VTR's.
To keep costs of storage to a minimum,
systems that support low-cost SCSI drives
and removable media are good choices,
as are systems that offer selectable levels
of video quality.

The ideal non-linear system is one that
offers a choice of mastering the final tape
from either hard disk or high -quality vid-
eotape originals. When broadcast -quali-
ty output is a must or complex effects are
required, such a system eliminates the
need to use two separate systems (one
for producing the EDL in non-linear mode,
the other being the expensive on-line
suite to create the master). The major
benefit of such a system is that all of the
edits and special effects can be created,
previewed and adjusted in the quick non-
linear editing mode, and then the same
system can automatically edit the final
master from original source tapes, ulti-
mately saving time and expense.

141 For more information on non-
linear editing systems, circle (306)
on Reply Card. See also the Video
section pps. 12-16 of the BE Buyers
Guide.
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Linear editing
systems:
A perspective

The Bottom Line

If you read the trade presses,
it may appear that linear
editing is dead and non-linear
editing is alive, doing well and
definitely here to stay. This
point -of -view is terrifying to
the thousands of producers,
post facilities and independent
editor/small system owners
who are sitting on tens of
millions of dollars worth of
linear video gear. Non-linear
is sexy, up-to-the-minute and
looking to the future. Linear is
bland, rusting and passé.

Users of linear are told the
systems are dinosaurs and
they should convert immedi-
ately. This advice may be
neither realistic nor practical.

S

Will the old 'in' and 'out' ever be the same?

By Norman H. Strassner

It is inevitable and exciting that develop-
ments in non-linear editing are progress-
ing at a rapid pace. Companies continue
to sell linear editing systems, but they
also are working hard on developing non-
linear systems. The time will come when
linear systems will not be able to keep up
with the advantages and abilities of non-
linear. However, that future is still several
years away. The number of linear editing
systems sold will diminish, but the mar-

ket will not suddenly disappear. It will, as
General MacArthur said, "just fade away."

Many post -production professionals are
still using linear editing equipment and
facilities, and will continue to do so for
quite some time. Linear has had along and
dependable life, and equipment manufac-
turers have been (and still are) making
high -quality videotape hardware. In fact,
linear editing controllers are still being
sold to people who are using the old Sony

Strassner is the owner of Strassner Editing Systems, Los
Angeles. A linear editing suite at International Post, Northvale, NJ. (Photo courtesy of A.F. Associates.)
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Variable Tracking

VI SR-S525U

INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S FIRST S -VHS EDIT -FEEDER

WITH SLOW MOTION -- JVC'S BR -S525.

JVC
PROFESSIONAL

Until now, high cost has put post produc-
tion slow motion and reverse edits beyond
the reach of most video professionals.

But, with a price under $9,000, JVC's new BR-S525UDNR
edit -feeder puts this technology within your reach for the
very first time.

The 525 features JVC's innovative Variable Tracking System,
which allows for noiseless variable -speed playback at speeds
from -2x to +3x normal. The unit also boast's JVC's Advanced
Digital Noise Reduction technology, which increases the
signal-to-noise ratio by up to 5dB. When combined with
JVC's BR-S822U Editing Recorder and RM-G870U Editing

Controller, you have a system that produces high -quality slow
motion or reverse edits with instant, jitter -free starts from
still frames.

The 525 has a built-in TBC with component outputs, and its
programmable playback feature allows program expansion
and compression in steps of 0.1 percent over a range of +/-20
percent. The unit provides the same broadcast features and
functions of our 22 Series, and works equally well with 3/4",
ME and Beta SP.

To witness an amazing demonstration of our new BR -S525,
visit your nearest JVC dealer or call 1-800-JVC-5825.

JVC. The three most important letters in S -VHS.
Circle (29) on Reply Card



"Type 5" 3/4 -inch VTRs (5800s, 5850s),
which have not been manufactured for
many years and have been reconditioned
more times than the original Star Trek
series has been rerun.

Traditional linear editing has numerous
advantages. A well -tuned linear editing
system can turn out a quality product
quickly and efficiently. There is no need
for real time transfers to digital media or
the prerequisite disk formatting. In addi-
tion, the end product can usually be sent
directly to air. Until digital audio/video
field acquisition comes into common use,
the source media coming back from the
field will be videotape or film (which is
easily transferred to tape).

Today, during live news and sports cov-
erage, field tapes or still reels continue to
be dropped in immediately for air just
minutes after editing. This feat, for the
moment, cannot be duplicated in the non-
linear realm.

A beginning,
a middle and an end

Consider the following: Non-linear is
how we think. Linear is how we live.

We think and create in a non-linear
virtual manner where any thought can be
moved around instantaneously to devel-
op a mental model. Taking that model
and creating its substance in the real
world usually requires the physical build-
ing of the model into a finished, tangible
product. The material built through the
post -production process is, in most cas-
es, no different from building a house, a
car or planning a financial strategy. Sto-
ries have a beginning, a middle and an
end. It is no accident that we live with the
duality of being able to think about a linear
physical reality in a random-access/non-
linear manner. The doing requires us to
step back from the thinking and address
logical sequences, without which common
understanding is virtually impossible. Non-
linear editing tries to remove the stepping
back process and develop the mental pro-
cesses into the best way to produce a
physical result from a train of thought. Is
this the best way? Or is it an attempt to
take human mental ability and wrongly
apply it to real world actions?

Time will tell
While the clock is ticking, we are experi-

menting with new ideas in digital. One of
the results is that many post -production
bays have been turned into a kind of virtu-
al reality experimentation chamber.

In order to participate, companies must
spend from $60,000 to $120,000 or more on
equipment that may be obsolete well be-
fore it is paid off. Is the finished product
any better than it would have been if the
same material had been paper cut and
edited as a linear sequence of events?
Maybe.

It is not time to throw out the baby with
the bath water. The importance of non-
linear technologies applied to certain
types of television and film post -produc-
tion is a given, and its long-term involve-
ment in the process is assured. The death
of linear editing techniques, however, is
greatly exaggerated.

The number of linear
editing systems sold

will diminish, but the
market will not sud-

denly disappear.

The promotion of non-linear editing prod-
ucts has created the "non-linear snob."
They talk non-linear speak. They laugh at
you for considering the purchase of a lin-
ear editor and tell you it is foolish to invest
in old technology. Then they return to their
own editing facilities where five to 15 on-
line linear editing bays are always booked
and making lots of money.

When an editor is not an editor
There was a time when it was necessary

and appropriate that an artist be familiar
with his or her tools. Editors needed to
know how to clean video/audio tape heads,
what video sync is and what it is used for,
how to read a waveform monitor/vector-
scope, etc.

Today, anyone who can visualize how
to put picture A and picture B together
and push all the right buttons can call
himself an editor. And, he will do it for
minimum wage because the industry has
decided that as long as there are not any
flash frames, the public does not really
know a good edit from a bad one.

This may be progress. However, to be
politically correct, we need to call some of
these people "editorially challenged."

QWERTY or not QWERTY
Programming a useful and easy -to -use

editing system is no different from pro-
ducing a story that is easy to understand
and enjoyable to experience. Editors (the
people) must be able to edit with fluidity
of thought and action. Toward that end,
editing systems must be developed that
respect the law of conservation of mental
energy. The human mind can only con-
centrate on a limited number of tasks
before distributed levels of concentra-
tion begin to detract from the process.

One of the biggest disadvantages to
mouse -driven editing systems is the divi-
sion of attention required. The point of
editing is to make the story flow and look
good. Keyboard -driven edit controllers can
be operated blind by any competent edi-

tor/typist, allowing full attention to be
paid to the program monitor where the
creative work is focused. Mouse -driven
software requires the operator to contin-
ually glance at the status monitor, cor-
rectly place the cursor and pull down
menus. It increases the time needed to
perform an edit and distracts from the
almost mystical connection between one
frame of video and the next. The best
editors are those who see the finished
product as a seamless flow of pictures,
sound and story. The best edits are those
that are so much a part of the story as to
be unnoticed. The infamous shower scene
in Psycho is an example of where 88 cuts
flowed into one riveting whole.

For at least two decades there have been
two distinct physical models for the linear
editing interface -dedicated custom -editing
control consoles and the QWERTY key-
board system. Dedicated editing control-
lers have been the systems of choice for
small and mid -sized facilities because they
are inexpensive and easy to operate. For
the big jobs, QWERTY systems have no
equal. They are more flexible and powerful
and offer a much more sophisticated level
of editing options. They also have more
buttons.

Non-linear is how we
think. Linear is how

we live.

One major asset of QWERTY systems
lies in the ability to easily and quickly
comment a given edit. The standard CMX
EDL format is essentially a fixed field
database record with a lot of meaning-
less numbers. The ability to notate and
describe an edit is what QWERTY editing
is all about. It is one of the primary reasons
for the proliferation of new QWERTY-based
systems. Several non-QWERTY systems
had commenting capabilities, but the pro-
cess was time consuming and complicated
so the feature went mostly unused.

Over the last few years, the trend has
been to provide high -end QWERTY-type
editing controllers that eliminate much
of the techno-nonsense from the edit bay,
and provide additional features previous-
ly unavailable on traditional, dedicated
QWERTY systems.

Original QWERTY systems used the
PDP-11 computer chip, developed in the
late 1960s, as the processor for its ma-
chine control software. Surprisingly, in
the era of the Intel 80486, Pentium and
Motorola 68k microprocessors, manufac-
turers are still using this technology for
many high -end editing systems. The PDP-
11, with its original RAM availability of
8kbyte, may have been well -suited for the
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WHEN HUGO BLE
ANTENNAS AWAY:

OUR PIROD TOWERS JUST STOOD

THERE AND WATCHED.

David Sharp
Vice President, Operations
The Virgin Islands
Telephone Company

"When Hugo hit, our solid rod PiRod towers just

stood there and took it. The storm ripped away

many structures in this area . . . I think our PiRod

towers were among the very few towers left

virtually undamaged. I remember . . . I purchased

new antennas, called the people at PiRod for new

brackets and we were back in business!"

Solid Rod, Solid Service, Solid Value

So rod, free or
guyed towers zastom designed
to your specifications.

For a free guide to tower selection
and fast, courteous response to your
requests for quotation, contact:

A MOD Inc.
P.O. Box 128
Plymouth, Indiana 46563-0128
Telephone (219) 936-4221
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simple tasks of moving machinery (includ-
ing early VTRs) around, but is ill-suited for
today's requirements of flexibility and per-
formance. Its operating system, RT11, has
not been appreciably updated since the
1970s. Meanwhile, a whole class of com-
puters has grown up with more power and
flexibility at a lower cost.

The death of linear
editing techniques is
greatly exaggerated.

Many of today's most popular editing
controllers are based upon either the IBM-
PC platform or the Mac. Although the PDP-
11 has shown its capability for the reliable
control of mechanical devices, nobody at
Microsoft has rushed into the market with
Windows for RT11. The closest thing RT1 I
has to a pull -down menu is taking the
manual off the shelf.

PCs and Mac -based editing controllers
provide the user with unprecedented flex-

ibility. Edit one minute, word process a
letter the next, then print out a complete
bill. If your computer fails, borrow one or
go to the local computer store and buy a
part off -the -shelf instead of waiting for the
factory to deliver that proprietary part
from the factory.

How many
microprocessors does it take...

The next big issue in linear editing is
machine control, which generally comes
in two flavors: proprietary single -use ded-
icated hardware and open -architecture
multiple use hardware. Just ask the man-
ufacturers how much software is avail-
able for their hardware from third -party
vendors. In general, the more program-
mers writing software for a specific hard-
ware technology, the better. This also in-
creases the return on your hardware in-
vestment if you decide to sell later. With
some systems, you can actually sell the
pieces separately and selectively and have
a better return on investment.

Systems that use a single microproces-
sor, no matter what kind or how fast, must
rely on wholly time -linear software proce-
dures. This means that the more real time

tasks the computer must control, the less
able it becomes to process the informa-
tion it receives. This process is commonly
(but sometimes erroneously) referred to
as direct machine control. The software
communicates with the physical VTRs and
other peripheral devices via a "dumb" RS -
422 serial interface.

Developments in distributed process-
ing techniques and local area networks
have produced new breeds of intelligent
distributed processing. Intelligent distrib-
uted processing allows complicated tasks
(VTR and switcher control, special effects
device operations, etc.) to be transferred
from a main controller (variously called a
transmitter, host or server) to a local con-
troller (receiver, node or workstation) and
downloaded to make the task the sole
responsibility of the local controller to
execute. In this way, the host can act like an
air traffic controller, giving occasional or-
ders to all the airplanes coming in and
going out, instead of trying to fly them all
himself.

The ducks can line themselves up
Living somewhere in the cyberspace of

electro never-never land is the editing soft -

MEASURE WITH PLEASURE

2-CHN GEN : 1 . Hz

20.00 Hz COMPLETE

4

Full Dual Channel
Communicates with PC

Multifunctional DSP generator
One key - one function

Storable, large graphics display and printouts

AThe Audio Measurement System

ILIFTI2 IOC

NEUTRIK AG NEUTRIK USA INC., NEUTRIK Marketing Ltd. NEUTRIK Zurich AG
Liechtenstein USA United Kingdom Switzerland
Tel 075 / 232 9666 Tel 908 / 901 9488 Tel 071 / 792 8188 Tel 01 / 734 0400

Fax 075 / 232 5393 Fax 908 / 901 9608 Fax 071 / 792 8187 Fax 01 / 734 3891
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For nearly half a century, Sony has helped pioneer state-of-the-art technology

for the electronics industry. And we've always tried to make sure our

technologies are as reliable and practical as they are innovative. As a result, we've

paved the way for breakthrough formats such as Betacare D -I and D-2,

which have quickly become accepted as broadcast industry standards. At Sony,

we realize that innovation is only useful when it works for you.
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CAPTURING MORE, THAN IMAGES.
At Sony, we design, develop and introduce technology that responds

to the needs of the production and broadcast marketplace.

With formats from U-matic® to D -I. And technology from Trinitron®

to CCD imaging. And while we're honored to be recognized

for addressing the needs of the industry, the best reward is knowing

our customers are equipped to achieve their finest work.



WORKING DAY AND NIGHT.
YEAR AFTER YEAR. 411001'

Thanks to a rigorous quality assurance program-in which

every product undergoes as many as three different

quality control checks-you can rely on Sony products to

work right out of the box. We'll even go so far as to

customize your Sony product or system to your specific

needs. And, of course, you can count on Sony to keep on

working 24 hours a day-day in and day out.
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N
o one services custom

ers like Sony. O
ur 24 -hour technical

support
and trained engineers in 48 countries ensure custom

ers'

satisfaction-around the clock, around the w
orld. W

e also provide a variety

of m
aintenance

program
s, as

w
ell as technical sem

inars,

on -site training, and bulletins on the latest technological developm
ents,

to help you m
axim

ize the full potential of your Sony products
and

system
s.

A
nd the Sony V

ideo Institute offers a full
range

ofprogram
s

and production courses to help further
your career developm

ent.





At Sony, we think about the past, the present and the

futux every time we design a product. We backproof products

to make sure new components ;are compatible with existing

technology. And with an ongoing commitment to research and

development, particularly in the area of digital,

we're working to develop solutions for the future. Now.



INNOVATION AT WORK.
When you buy from Sony, you're not just buying a product,

you're investing in a company. A company built on the notion

that innovative technology can help businesses grow and

succeed. A company with a long history of standing behind

its products. A company with a proud record of looking

to the future. A company that offers total systems solutions.

Extraordinary depth of service and support. And the

world's most complete line of audio and video equipment for

the broadcast and production industry.

In short, you're dealing with a company that can provide

you with everything you need, including the peace of mind of

knowing that we will stand behind our products.

At Sony, we understand that you're not simply

buying a product, you're investing in the future. You're investing

in innovation at work. And that's a commitment

we take very seriously.

©1993 Sony Corporation of America.
All rights reserved.

Sony, Betacam, U-matic and Trinitron
are trademarks of Sony.

SONY
Sony Business and Professional Group
3 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645-1735



Selecting a linear editor
The only way to finally select an editing system is to use it. Take some

tapes to the dealer and actually edit something together. It is like test
driving a car to see if that is the model you want. While you are at it, get
the answers to the following questions and weigh them against your
budget/needs.

Hardware
Is the computer platform up-to-date and expandable? Is the platform

off -the -shelf or proprietary?
How many different types of VTRs and audio/video peripheral devices

can it control? Make sure that it can control serial and parallel interfac-
es so you can easily mix and match your VTRs without expensive
"adapting" hardware. Also, if your needs require it, the system should
be capable of controlling the latest audio and video production switch-
ers, as well as peripheral special effects devices.

Is its machine control hardware proprietary, or can it be upgraded
with hardware from other manufacturers? If the company folds, your
investment can be guaranteed with upgrades from other vendors.

Is software available from third -party vendors? In general, the more
software available, the better.

If you are going to move the system around for rentals or location
work, does the hardware stand up to shipping and reassembly? Make
sure that all necessary cables and connectors are provided. This avoids
last-minute surprises and unnecessary trips to the local Radio Shack.

Software
Some software can be successfully operated without reading through

and memorizing the entire user's manual. This can say a lot for the
overall human interface and the fact that new editors can get up and
running without wasting valuable edit bay time. In general, an operator
familiar with one QWERTY system can make an easy transition to
another QWERTY system from a different manufacturer.

Is help available directly through the software (on-line), or do you
have to search for the manual? In general, quality software contains
built-in help and/or on-line tutorials to speed the learning curve.
What revision of software is being released? Version 1 of most soft-

ware releases can be unproven and even a bit buggy. Also, be aware
that some companies play games with their version and revision
numbers. One company is currently marketing version 3 software of an
established system name that is actually version 1 of brand new
software, written from scratch.

How often are software versions updated? In general, once or twice a
year is sufficient. Some manufacturers offer unlimited free updates for
original owners while some offer only a software maintenance contract,
which can add to the system costs.

Human interface
How much attention does the operator need to focus on the editing

screen and keyboard itself? For the most part, your attention should be
on the editing, not the editing system.

User/operator base
Who is currently using this editing system? Ask for a users' list or

references. Call two or three at random and ask how long they have had
the system, what problems they have encountered, and how responsive
the manufacturer is to bug fixes and updates.

Service
Research the mundane, such as the "mean time between failures" for

the hardware. Most edit bays cannot afford downtime.
Make sure that help is available on a 24 -hour basis just in case you are

pulling an all-nighter and have problems.
Will the manufacturer swap out boards or just repair them and make

you wait?

ware itself Residing with it is the software
programmer who occasionally lets some-
one in to clean up. It is fair to say that it
takes as long a time and as much effort to
write and debug an editing controller as it
takes to program VOYAGER II into launch-
ing. In general, much of the best software
has been as reliable. Lining up the ducks
for a video edit is no small task. Like many
of the original TV editors, most of the
original editing controller software authors
were talented and capable TV engineers.
After all, they were the only folks who
knew what those 3 -character abbreviations
on the buttons meant.

As the software matured and became
much better at handling more types of
peripheral devices, it became only slight-
ly better at addressing the changing hu-
man profile of its users. Over a period of
just a few years, creative folk were insist-
ing that they could push the buttons
themselves.

Living somewhere in
the cyberspace of

electro never-never
land is the editing

software itself.

Adding to this was the proliferation of
PCs and BASIC programming books that
used to come with every one. Suddenly,
editors were teaching themselves to pro-
gram. The combined results of new and
more powerful hardware and software
created by editors are nowwell-entrenched
in the marketplace. Unfortunately, the pen-
dulum has swung so far that there is edit-
ing software on the market today written
entirely by programmers who have never
seen the fader side of an edit bay.

Now, back to work
So, where is linear editing going? Back

to work. While the adventure seekers and
video futurists are pouring today's money
into tomorrow's technology, hundreds of
editors sit dutifully pounding out thou-
sands of hours of video productions on
tape, and will continue to do so for years to
come.

The technologies improve daily and the
change to digital/non-linear is inevitable.
But while we are waiting, all users and
owners of linear should take heart and feel
assured that your "obsolete" systems will
serve you well for some time to come.

0 For more information on editing
controllers, circle (307) on Reply
Card. See also Editing Controllers
on p. 13 of the BE Buyers Guide.
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Digital news gathering
on a desktop

The Bottom Line

In the 1970s, film gave way
to videotape as portable
cameras and videotape
equipment revolutionized TV
news gathering. In the 1990s,
disk -based editing and field
equipment may change not
only news gathering, but also
editing, storage and on -air
playback.

DNG is right around the corner.

By Stevan Vigneaux

During the past few years, non-linear
disk -based editing has changed the post -

production business. However, disk -
based systems have been restricted to
off-line use because video quality was not
quite high enough. That has changed
with the introduction of compression
technologies that produce excellent im-
age quality. Image quality from these sys-
tems has improved to the point that sev-
eral leading broadcasters have gone to
air with their output.

In the 1970s, the first practical video-
tape system and portable camera for news
were introduced. Within a short time,
broadcasters were abandoning film for
videotape. Because tape did not need to be
developed, it took less time to get it to air.
TV news took on new energy. Stations com-
peted to see who could get their reporters
and photographers into the field fastest.
The quality and quantity of TV news rose.
ENG was one of the factors that made CNN
possible.

Enter the computer
Then came the computers. IBM's PCs

quickly spread through a variety of in-
dustries, and Apple's Macintosh showed
how easy computing could be with a
graphical interface. Word processing and
spreadsheets invaded our work lives.
Newsroom computers replaced typewrit-
ers and teletypes.

As computers evolved, data compres-
sion algorithms were developed. These

Vigneaux is senior product marketing manager for
broadcast products, Avid Technology, Tewksbury, MA.

algorithms evolved into compression
systems that allowed digital audio and
video to be stored on a disk drive. Today,
most non-linear editing systems use the
JPEG compression standard. JPEG is ca-
pable of storing approximately seven
minutes of high -quality video and audio
per gigabyte. It also provides real time,
high -quality performance at reasonable
cost and physical component size.

High -quality video compression re-
quires careful and precise implementa-
tion. Without properly partnered hard-
ware and software, no chip set can pro-
duce first-class video. The leaders in non-
linear systems have made these advanc-
es possible by developing software that
complements the hardware. Other com-
pression technologies include fractals
and MPEG. Although each holds prom-
ise, currently they are not capable of
producing high -quality video in a com-
pact package at a reasonable cost. Ex-
perts believe MPEG-2 will be standard-
ized in mid -1994. High -quality chip sets
should reach the market in 1995. Fractal
compression requires major speed im-
provements before it becomes real time
capable. Real time fractal compression is
not expected until late in the decade.

All JPEG is not the same
The quality of JPEG compressed video

is highly dependent on implementation.
The key issue is the coding tables. Good
tables produce good video by properly
quantizing and coding the incoming sig-
nal for digitization and then assigning
tokens for compression. Each manufac-
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NEWS
CHANNEL
MARYLAND VIRGINIAWASHINGTON,DC

Good News
Travels Fast.

Meet John Hillis, Presi-

dent of ALLNEWSCO,

Inc., and David Evans,

Director of Operations
for NEWSCHANNEL 8

(David's the one on the left).
They're making news daily-
thanks lo Harris Allied. Because

when they needed to build their
regional network news studio

ALLIED_a0S

from the ground up,
they called on the
systems experts. We

installed the entire
NEWSCHANNEL 8

on -site system, including

state-of-the-art commercial
insertion automation, within
an extremely tight schedule

of five weeks. Our value

engineering not only got
NEWSCHANNEL 8 on the air,

on time and under budget,
but produced a system
designed to grow with
their needs. In fact, John
and David were so pleased
with our work, they said
they'd be happy to help
spread the word about

Harris Allied. So if you're
looking for the best system
that your money can buy,
call on Harris Allied. We'll
have some good news for
you, too.
7920 Kentucky Drive
Florence, KY 41042 USA
Phone: 606-282-4800
Fax: 606-283-2818

Circle (38) on Reply Card
©1993 Harris Corp



turer independently implements com-
pression tables, which leads to wide dis-
parities in reproduced image quality.

A second implementation issue is filter-
ing. A well -filtered input signal reduces
aliasing in the digitizing process. Correct
output filtering also reduces aliasing,
while simultaneously diminishing the
blocking effects that sometimes occur
because of JPEG's 8x8 block structure.

The benefits of
disk -based production

Non-linear production provides speed,

flexibility, creative freedom, reliability and
quality. Speed comes from the ability to
randomly access data. Disk drives marry
high rotational speed with extremely fast
head seeking, which allows random ac-
cess to any frame in any order. Random-
access disks eliminate winding and re-
winding through tapes. A click of the
mouse instantly moves from one end of a
clip to the other. Browsing also is much
faster, and finding the right clip is quick
and easy. A typical news story can be cut
30% faster on a non-linear system than on
a linear tape -based system.

The

ExciterPiffl"
FOR VHF

THE SMART
ALTERNATIVE
TO A NEW VHF
TRANSMITTER

Now With
Power Levels
Through IPA
& Modulator

Stages

Why buy a new
transmitter when
you can upgrade your
present one at a fraction of the cost?

Er1 ith simulcast HDTV and its associated costs

on the horizon, many television stations are

looking for ways to "stretch the budget." So there's no

better time to turn to the Exciter Plus System1M for

VHF from ITS. In addition to ITS' more than 10 years

experience and over 200 exciter/driver system

installations, you get these important system features:

II State-of-the-art exciter -modulator using low-level

IF modulation.

II High gain, solid state amplifiers for drive levels

up to 1600 watts!

M System configurations available for many

transmitters -low and high band, parallel and single

ended configurations, precise frequency control

and much more.

So don't buy a new transmitter when you can give
new life to your present one. Call ITS today to
learn how to upgrade your transmitter with the
Exciter Plus System for VHF!

ITS information
transmission
systems

CORPORATION

375 Valley Brook Road
McMurray, PA 15317 USA

(412) 941-1500
FAX (412) 941-4603

This speed also provides creative free-
dom and flexibility. Because the editing
goes so quickly, there is time to try vari-
ations. Cut the story one way and then try
it another to see which works best. Differ-
ent video clips can be used to illustrate
the voice-over in each version. Drop in an
additional clip, and play through to see if
it works. If it doesn't, take it back out with
a single keystroke. Non-linear systems
make it easy to create one version for the
six o'clock show and a second for the 11
o'clock show to avoid viewer boredom
from repeated material.

The next stage of benefits comes with
disk -based playback. Every story in the
system is instantly available for playback
because the disks provide random in-
stant access. When the producer calls for
a change, there is no need to unload one
tape to load another. Instead, click -and -
drag with the mouse restructures the
rundown in seconds.

Today, most non-
linear editing systems
use the JPEG compres-

sion standard.

The playback operator's work load
plummets because tapes are eliminated.
Cuing is correct and completely automat-
ic. Reliability is high because the MTBF
for drives is 300,000 hours (over 30 years).
The increased flexibility, reliability and
speed of disk -based playback systems
greatly improves the news show's on -air
performance.

Because all the media is stored digitally,
generation losses that degrade picture
and sound in analog systems are elimi-
nated. The result is a product that goes to
air as first generation rather than third or
fourth, which is a noticeable improve-
ment that travels all the way to the view-
er's home.

Implementation
In a typical non-linear editing or play-

back system, the incoming video is de-
coded into RGB and then digitized. The
digitized RGB is sent to the compression
module, converted to YUV, processed for
compression, and passed to the disk drive
via the system bus. Audio is digitized and
stored to disk at 16 -bit quantization, which
provides CD quality.

During video playback the process is
reversed. The CPU uses the system bus to
recall compressed data from the disk.
The JPEG data is decompressed, con-
verted to RGB, and changed back to ana-
log video.

Data rates for the video and audio are in
Circle (34) on Reply Card
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WANT TO BE
CONTROLLING????"

111 ,e'

ANNOUNCING
THE NV3128.-ID

MACHINE ROUTING SWITCH

Now there's an 8 RU digital routing switch with dynamic interconnect of up to 128 VTRs,

DVEs, editors or other devices which conform to the EVIPTE 207M/EIA RS422A Data Standard.

The NV3128-D uniquely provides true dynamic configuration of the directional data ports used
for control data. Each NV3128-D rear panel "D" connector is automatically configured in

either a controlling or a controlled state based on intelligent processing of routing control
system data by the NV3128-D Command Interpreter.

NVISION, Inc. Specializing in affordable solutions
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NVISION,

P.O. Box 1658

Nevada City,
California 95959
Tel.: 1.800.719.1900
FAX: 916.265.1010



improving your audio operations and
paying dividends on your investment
quickly and efficiently.

But, underneath DAD's easy to
operate touchscreen is a powerful,
hard disk -based production and play-
back system. DAD can even be con-
figured as a networked system with
multiple users and locations for even
greater versatility and economy. With
virtually unlimited stereo audio stor-
age capacity, graphic waveform edit-
ing capability and versatile automa-
tion, interface and operating features,
your DAD system is far more than just
a replacement for cart machines. It
really is a complete Digital Audio
Delivery System!

excess of 3Mbytes/s. Attention must be
given to proper data transmission and
file management. This is why most sys-
tem manufacturers have chosen to use
existing Macintosh and 486 systems.
These platforms provide solid, depend-
able, thoroughly debugged performance
at much lower cost than developing a
proprietary device.

Media sharing
Once the material is on disk, the obvious

question becomes how to share and move
it around the facility. The most straight-

forward approach takes advantage of the
networking technologies developed for
the computer information industry. This
solution makes sense because the com-
pressed video and audio are computer
files. They can be transferred across a
network, data phone line or satellite data
channel as easily as a spreadsheet.

Comprehensive media sharing systems
will be introduced as new technologies
support additional capabilities. Each
succeeding stage will provide increased
file transfer speed and flexibility in shar-
ing the media.

If you look at this and see "ten," not "two;'
we've got the digital audio system for you.

I he DAD 486x Digital Audio
Delivery System lets you reap all
the benefits of a powerful, CD quality
digital audio system without having to
hire computer wizards to operate it.
With your DAD on the job, you can
throw away your cart and floppy disk
machines, the carts, the disks and all
the problems and expenses they've
caused you. But since DAD's basic
operation emulates standard cart
machines, you won't have to waste
time learning unusual operating
methods or incur brain damage trying
to figure out complex computer
screens. DAD's easy, intuitive touch -
screen operation lets you put it right
to work boosting your audio quality,

The DAD 486x

To receive more information or to find out how to put
our DAD to work for you, call us at 1-800-ENCO SYS.

EN ENICO 1866 Craigshire Drive St. Louis, MO 63146
SYSTEMS, INC. Phone: 1-800-362-6797 Fax: 314-453-0061

Circle (36) on Reply Card

Interchange
One of the potential threats to the suc-

cess of non-linear disk -based news pro-
duction is interchange. Once multiple
vendors offer products, it will be neces-
sary to exchange media between sys-
tems. The Open Media Framework (OMF)
interchange standard provides audio,
video, stills, graphics and sequence in-
formation (similar to an EDL) to be ex-
changed between devices. Currently, OMF
is supported by more than 100 major
broadcast and computer manufacturers.

Storage technologies
Only magnetic hard drives are current-

ly capable of supporting the data rates
for high -quality video and audio. The best
erasable optical drives are limited to less
than one megabyte per second while re-
cording. There is the potential for new
optical systems within the next few years,
but they remain only possibilities.

The most
straightforward
approach takes
advantage of the

networking
technologies

developed for the
computer information

industry.

Today's faster hard drives support trans-
fer rates as high as five megabytes per
second, which makes them capable of
meeting the demands of disk -based edit-
ing and playback systems. Access times
are fast enough for true random access on
a frame -by -frame basis.

Perhaps the best news about drive stor-
age is that capacity is doubling and cost
is halving on an average of every two
years. RAM storage systems are not prac-
tical in the foreseeable future because
the phenomenal storage capacities re-
quired make it impractical. Even if high-
speed RAM costs were reduced to $25
per megabyte, storing 20 minutes of vid-
eo and audio could cost $75,000.

The dockable disk recorder
The last piece of a complete digital non-

linear news production system is the
dockable disk recorder. It is possible that
NAB 1994 will see a prototype or technol-
ogy demonstration of a dockable disk
recorder. It will most likely use a remov-
able hard disk for recording because, as
mentioned earlier, only hard drives sup-
port the high data rates required. Future
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NETWORK DATA

AUDIO/VIDEO

RECORDING

AR,

STATION

1
VIDEO/AUDIO

ROUTER

SCHEDULING
COMPUTER
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IA I HUL

STORAGE ARCHIVE PLAYBACK

LIBRARY

OFF-LINE

SCREENING
EDITING

1

VIDEO/AUDIO
TO

CONTROL
ROOM

Figure 1. Possible layout of a networked news system. Block diagram has areas for recording, screening, storage, editing and playback.
Individual stations have access to other areas through the network.

dockable disk recorders will support re-
movable optical disks once they can pro-
vide the necessary data throughput.

Time table
One manufacturer demonstrated all the

key elements of a complete desktop news
production system at this year's NAB,
while a second showed a disk -based play-
back system with possible news applica-
tions. With these building blocks in place,
it is possible for stations to begin putting
this technology to use.

It was strongly suggested that a sophis-
ticated media sharing system using a serv-
er would be available for shipment soon
after NAB 1994. If this prediction is ful-
filled, a complete non-linear production
system will be a reality in less than one
year.

Transition strategies
Most users will have to make a staged

transition to non-linear production sys-
tems. This means first making use of non-
linear systems in islands where they can
provide immediate benefits. Once enough
of these islands are served by disk -based
systems, media sharing can be added via
a basic point-to-point file transfer sys-
tem. As capacity demands climb, net-
work speed can be increased and then a
server's library functions added to pro-
vide a smooth, gradual transition to a
complete integrated system.

Likely candidates for islands are in two
areas. The first is in editing news fea-
tures. Their complexity and length are
perfect for non-linear editing because of

the creative freedom and flexibility non-
linear provides.

The second is playback -to -air of materi-
al that is used repeatedly, such as pro-
gram opens. Newscasts typically require
a dozen or more of these repeating tapes,
including the open, bumpers, segment
opens and the close. Loading, cuing and
playing these tapes adds to the workload
of the tape operator and the VCRs. Nu-
merous tape changes increase the possi-
bility of errors. Off-loading these items to
a disk -based player effectively removes
them from the operator's workload and
eliminates the possibility of tape jams,
miscues or loading problems. Placing
opens, closes and so forth on a non-linear
player is a reasonable first step toward
total disk -based playback.

When selecting desktop news products,
consideration should be given to making
each piece part of an integrated media
sharing system. Although islands will be
the first step in a transition to a complete
non-linear production system, it will be
media sharing that really ties it together
and brings the most important speed and
productivity improvements.

Futures
What comes next? Increased compres-

sion ratios? Hard drives with greater ca-
pacity and speed at lower cost? Networks
with faster -than -real time file transfers?
Dockable recorders using low-cost remov-
able media? Microwave and fiber links
that support digital media transmission?
Intimate 2 -way links with newsroom com-
puter systems? Probably all of the above,

it is just a matter of when.
Another element of the future will cer-

tainly be new video formats. Every time
the industry has faced this kind of change
in the past it has meant massive capital
expenditures to replace the video record-
ers. One of the many benefits of desktop
systems is their ability to be upgraded
rather than replaced. If a new compres-
sion technology appears, change out a
board. If aspect ratios change, then
change the I/O board. Despite these chang-
es, the user interface stays the same, elim-
inating the need for retraining.

Conclusion
Advances in compression systems, in-

creased hard drive data rates, the avail-
ability of low-cost standard computer
platforms, new approaches to software
development and human interfaces have
made desktop news production an avail-
able reality.

Industry leaders are embracing the tech-
nology because it provides real and mea-
surable benefits, including speed, reli-
ability, efficiency and ease of use. Within
the next few years, non-linear production
systems will spread through the indus-
try, bringing with them the same energy,
flexibility and creative power gained from
newsroom computer systems and elec-
tronic graphics systems.

* For more information on digital
news gathering, circle (308) on
Reply card.
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Trust the Power

You Can Rely on Varian Tubes.
When the name on your transmitter
tube is Varian, you're getting something
no other tube can offer - Varian
reliability. Varian's klystrons and
Eimac® tubes keep your signal strong
and on -the -air for years of worry -free

dependability.

Varian reliability is beyond the ordinary
because we understand the demands
you place on broadcast tubes. Before a

Varian tube is shipped to a customer, it
undergoes stringent tests to insure maxi-
mum performance when you powerup.

Since we invented the klystron and
designed the first Eimac tube over 50
years ago, we have been delivering reli-

able power for broadcasters worldwide.
And with our commitment to continuous
improvement, we have increased tube
life, power levels, and efficiency to meet

your evolving requirements.

Call us today and see for yourself why
Varian tubes are the ones broadcasters
trust. In the U.S. call 1-800-544-4636.
From other countries, call 415-424-4819. varian®
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Production
suite
technology

The Bottom Line

Today's greatest facility
design problem is constructing
a workplace that is not only
state-of-the-art the day it goes
up, but also flexible and
upwardly compatible enough
to keep it that way. Achieving
world -class status on opening
day can be done with good
planning and deep pockets.
Coming up with a design that
remains expandable, cost-
effective and continually up-to-
date is considerably more
difficult. Here is how one
current project was handled.

Building a facility in such transitional times presents
major challenges.

By Tom Canavan

Five years ago, USA Networks complet-
ed construction of its post -production
facility in New York City. Immediately
thereafter, the cable TV network began to
research opportunities for housing all of
its rapidly expanding services - opera-
tions, production and post - under one
roof. The result of this effort is due to go
on-line Jan. 1, 1994: A new, ground -up
installation in Jersey City, NJ, will com-
prise network origination/playback ca-
pability and full digital audio/video post.

The design leaves sufficient room for
the operation center to expand, both in
quantity (for a possible service expan-
sion to Europe and, eventually, to Latin
America and the Far East) and in method
of delivery and format. The latter includes
modes ranging from 16 x 9 NTSC through
compression technologies and HDTV. In-
teractive capability and a virtual reality -

like format that could enable home view-
ers to change camera angles or shots of a
sports telecast (perhaps by simply mov-
ing their heads or eyes) also are under
serious consideration.

The key to the 46,000 -square -foot facil-
ity's extensive upward -compatibility is
its fully digital nature. A.F. Associates was
hired in October 1992 to design, fabri-
cate, test and manage the project as a
turnkey installation under the network's
design concepts.

Another important factor in this design
was an integrated technology approach,
both in the Network Operation Center

Canavan is vice president and general manager of A.F.
Associates, Northvale, NJ.

(NOC) and in the post facility. This was
done in part by restricting the purchase
of equipment and technology to individ-
ual, key vendors. This was done to allow
these vendors to work as partners in
technology development, and to ensure
continuity of compatibility and support.
Other criteria of the design included en-
suring adequate, round-the-clock back-
up and incorporating an exponential in-
crease in operating efficiency.

Capabilities
As matters will stand when the facility

opens, the current network origination
will require three active control rooms: a
dual control room for USA East and its
time -delayed sibling, USA West, a second,
stand-alone room for the feed for the Sci-
Fi Channel; and a third stand-alone room
to handle alternative programming, such
as when certain sports events require
local blackouts. The single feed for the
Sci-Fi control room is expandable to two,
and three additional dual control rooms
can be made operational as required.

The post facility contains four full -digi-
tal high -end edit suites, with room to
expand to another three. (See Figure 1.)
Editing for the system is carried out in
525 -line NTSC. Finished projects will be
converted before transmission for over-
seas applications or bicycled abroad on
tape.

Staying ahead of technology
One of the network's and the designers'

prime mandates was to acquire formats
and equipment that can grow, and to
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FAMILIAR TERRITORY...
WELCOME HOME!
The most powerful digital audio

workstation is now also the easiest

to use with the introduction of our

new Hardware Control PaneL

The CB -158 control panel is

designed to work specifically with

the ProDisk 464 and its easy -to -use

GUIDE editing screen - this combi-

nation gives you the speed you need

to save time, and money.

This new control panel places

all recording and editing functions on

dedicated keys, greatly simplifying

the editing process and dramatically

reducing the learning curve. And it

provides machine control of up to 4

external video or audio decks!

Call Otari at (415) 341-5900 for

more information about the easiest to

use DAW on earth!
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ONO 0211 Mari U.K. Ltd. Otarl Otarl Singapore

Corporation Japan Technical Center Deutschland GmbH Pte., Ltd.

U.S.A. (0424) 81-8626 United Kingdom Sales and Marketing Europe (65) 284-7211

(415) 341-5900 Fax: (0424) 81-8633 (U.K.) 44/0753-580777 (Germany) 49/2159-50861 Fax: (65) 284.4727

Fax: (415) 341-7200 Fax: (U.K) 44/0753-542600 Fax: (Germany) 49/2159-1778

- Strokes
required off
control panel

- strokes
on the control
panel

Brand A Brand B PmDtsk

Otari's ProDisk 464 is fast and easy to use.

Here's proof: To record a file and trim head

and tail: it requires fewer total keystrokes.

Even more significantly, ProDisk lets you work

totally on the control panel while its two com-

petitors force you to supplement with either

keyboard or mouse.

'Comparison 01 many other functions show similar keys

woke sayings

Otarl Corporation
Foster City, CA
(415) 341-5900
Fax: (415) 341-7200

Otari D.E. Solos
N.Y., N.Y.
(212) 297-6109
Fax: (212) 986-1952



specify manufacturers willing to work
with the network to develop evolving
technology. USA is currently conducting
experiments with Bell Atlantic on inter-
active capabilities, for example. The en-
tire new facility, both NOC and post, is
designed around a 13 -level serial digital
routing system.

The NOC will use digital composite D-3
machines, 40 (from a total of 72) of which
will be operated in a double -redundant
automated library management system,

7

for eventual playback of all commercials,
programming and interstitials, including
sports material. (Typically, the network
delivers up to 500 commercial inserts a
day.)

There also will be facilities for live audio
and announcements (primarily to accom-
modate remote sports feeds) and for
bringing in Hi8 video, but no live video
studio is planned. In addition, the design
firm is custom -building the center's mon-
itor and distribution services, which feed

tisEcoN0

MD WOW/

O

Whether remotely synchronized with a World Time
Standard, or free -running on an internal crystal oscillator,
Leitch provides millisecond accuracy for all your critical
synchronous applications. From local TV and radio
stations, to networks, to the Olympic Games, Leitch clock
systems, displays, and timing products have proven
themselves to be accurate and dependable, time and time
again! If you need to be on time, every time, everywhere,
call Leitch now for a practical and timely solution.

LEITCH®
Leitch Incorporated/HEDCO, 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23320

Tel: (800) 231-9673 or (804) 548-2300 Fax: (804) 548-4088
Leitch Video International Inc., 220 Duncan Mill Rd. #301, Don Mills, ON, Canada M3B 3J5

Tel: (800) 387-0233 or (416) 445-9640 Fax: (416) 445-0595
Leitch Europe Limited, 24 Campbell Court, Bramley, Basingstoke, Hants., U.K. RG26 5EG

Tel: +44 (0) 256 880088 Fax: +44 (0) 256 880428
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two fiber-optic paths and a microwave
trunk line to remote uplink facilities. The
facility was designed both in terms of use
of space and in the design of infrastruc-
ture to accommodate new formats and
new services. All cables were fabricated,
tested and labeled before installation into
equipment racks, and tested again as
part of a complete system check after
installation on -site.

A main technical design concept for
the post -production area was to keep all
operations in the digital domain, includ-
ing editing, routing and audio post.
Although primarily based on digital

composite technology, the post -produc-
tion facility also was carefully designed
to interface easily with any other video
format, including digital component, Be-
tacam, Betacam SP, Hi8, 1 -inch Type -C
and other prevailing analog formats.

The initial post setup includes the four
on-line edit rooms, two screening rooms,
two off-line video edit suites, and two
graphics rooms (one of which will open
in January, the other in the future). An
audio announce control room, announce
booth and post-production/broadcast
room complete the layout.

An important factor in
this design was an

integrated technology
approach.

The audio and mix -to -picture capabili-
ties are purposely high -end, based on the
designers' feeling that audio is frequent-
ly shortchanged in the in-house broad-
cast/cable production process. Audio
production and post is implemented via
a random-access digital editing/mixing
system. The acoustics of the audio con-
trol room and announce booth were giv-
en significant emphasis as well, with treat-
ment by acoustical consultant Russ Berg-
er, working in conjunction with project
architect Hans Knutzen.

USA Networks transmits stereo (with
an SAP in Spanish), but currently does
not use surround sound or other audio
treatment systems. USA is one of the first
cable networks to make a commitment to
extensive Spanish language services, pro-
viding play-by-play coverage of sporting
events via the SAP channel.

Video post includes sophisticated on-
line, off-line and effects capability. The
four on-line rooms are each equipped
with a production switcher, an editing
system, a digital audio mixer and a video
effects system. Each room also includes
a 2 -channel digital disk recorder and Type
C, D-2, D-3, 3/4 -inch, Betacam SP and Hi8
formats. The off-line rooms each contain
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IN JUST THIRTY MINUTES,

THIS POST -AUDIO EDITOR
By lunch time she had recorded LEARNED HOW TO USE playlists. From there, she set

forty-one spot effects, DICICART/II up three music loops

five background effects, and -FROM SQUARE ONE. and nine effects loops. When

twelve music beds. She also she was done, she handed

made twenty-two cuts, eghteen fades, and built ten the entire job to the client-on a single disk.

Pretty good first session.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

18740 OXNARD STREET, TARZANA, CALIFORNIA PHONE 818 342 3127 FAX 818 342 4372
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INTRODUCING THE SHURE FP410; THE
"HANDS OFF" MIXER THAT DELIVERS PERFECT
SOUND AUTOMATICALLY.

The new Shure FP410 is not just another pretty face.
It's a whole new concept in portable mixing; one that
forever solves the nagging problems of multiple open
microphones. By automatically keeping unused micro-
phones turned down, the FP410 dramatically improves
your audio quality.

SetItAnd
The secret: Shure IntelliMix- the patented opera-

tional concept behind the revolutionary FP410. It
thoroughly shatters existing standards for portable
mixer performance and ease of operation.

Just set your levels and flip the switch to 'Automatic'.'
Shure IntelliMix does the rest.

0 Its Noise Adaptive Threshold activates micro-
phones for speech but not for constant room noise, such
as air conditioning.



a random-access editing system. The
graphics rooms will include random-ac-
cess recorders and D-5 VTRs.

Automation and redundancy
Today's appropriate facility design man-

dates operation in a manpower -conserva-
tive mode. This implies a high degree of
automation in the facility's playback capa-
bilities. Consequently, all of the networks
programming, spot and interstitial materi-
al will air from an automated cart system.
Alternate service, stereo transmission and
the SAP subchannel and operation of
closed -captioning coding and verification
equipment also will air from the automat-
ed system. (Live events can be closed -
captioned as well.) Furthermore, the auto-
mation network is integrated with the fa-
cility's traffic system.

Extensive fail-safe systems and proce-
dures have been designed to support
network automation and control opera-
tions. The three NOC control rooms are
centered on central switchers and a dou-
ble -redundant digital cart playback sys-
tem deploying a total of four automated
library management systems. All materi-
al, including programming delivered on
film, will be transferred to D-3 format for

air via the automated cart system.
Two pairs of automated cart machines

will be operated as a redundant round-
the-clock system. Each machine contains
10 D-3 VTRs and measures 13 feet in length.
A 2 -month staff training and preparation
period will be completed by the facility's
sign -on date. USA Networks, the facility

Audio is frequently
shortchanged in the
in-house broadcast/

cable production
process.

designer and the cart system's manufac-
turer have been working for a year devel-
oping software to handle complicated spot
sequencing. Anything required to main-
tain on -air programming is supported ei-
ther by redundant system design, backup
power supplies or bypass modes.

In post, hardware failure is less of a prob-
lem. Equipment downtime can be easily
addressed by moving either hardware or

projects between similarly configured
rooms.

The facility also has multiple redun-
dant paths to its uplink site. Each of two
fiber-optic routes leave the building from
separate locations and follow different
geographical paths to the uplink site.
The microwave link follows yet another
separate route. In addition, the facility's
complete automated air-conditioning and
heating infrastructure operates under
computer supervisory control and is
power -protected by a UPS system and
diesel -generator backup.

Such a design epitomizes the solutions
to the substantial problems faced by facil-
ity designers today. State-of-the-art quali-
ty must be implemented in hardware of
proven reliability, with cost-effectiveness
maximized by a high degree of automa-
tion. Meanwhile, forethought and modu-
larity in design are the defenses against
the inexorable progress of technology.

Acknowledgments: Thanks to the following project
leaders for their assistance with this article: Dick Ross,
vice president of engineering and operations, USA
Networks; Meryl Altman, vice president, systems division
and Jim McGrath, project manager, A.F. Associates.
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Forget It.
0 Its MaxBus limits the number of activated micro-

phones to one per talker.
0 And its Last Mic Lock -On keeps the most recently

activated microphone open until a newly activated
microphone takes its place.

With Shure IntelliMix, you'll get a "seamless" mix
that's as close to perfect as you'll find. Providing the
cleanest, clearest sound you've ever heard from
a portable mixer. And freeing you from the tedious
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FP410 Mixer shown actual size.

task of turning microphones on and off.
For a closer look at the world's first portable auto-

matic mixer, rallfor more information including the
article "Why Use An Automatic Mixer?".

We think you'll agree: The Shure FP410 is automati-
cally a classic.

Call 1-800-25-SHURE. The Sound Of The Profes-
sionals!..Worldwide. sifuRE
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By Dick Bell and Kevinn Tam

The Bottom Line

With much of a radio
station's studio equipment and
storage media moving to the
higher levels of fidelity that
today's audio technology
provides, the studio -to -trans-
mitter link (STL) becomes a
limiting factor to broadcast
quality. The improvements in
this area provided by a new
generation of digital STLs are
timely and welcome. These
new STLs also can provide
higher reliability and greater
efficiencies in spectral occu-
pancy, power and antenna -
size requirements.

Bell is general manager and Tam is director of marketing
for the Communications Products Group at Dolby
Laboratories, San Francisco.

New program
delivery
systems
Digital STLs are widening a traditional bottleneck.

Digital audio has allowed many advanc-
es in studio equipment over the past
several years. More recently, however,
digital techniques have moved to the RF
domain for broadcasters, specifically in
the realm of studio -to -transmitter links
(STLs).

In addition to perceptible sonic bene-
fits of digital audio, such systems also
provide some other technical assets when
applied to signal transmission. For exam-
ple, a digital STL provides the potential
for increased signal robustness and spec-
trum efficiency, and thereby creates new
opportunities for broadcasters. This ar-
ticle will discuss how a digital STL sys-
tem's combination of bit -rate reduction
(data compression), digital audio and
digital microwave radio technologies
provides improved transmission reliabil-
ity without complicating installation or
maintenance.

Choosing the right
audio coding format

One of the major advantages of digital
STLs is their purported improvement in
sound quality over analog systems. This
is certainly the case when it comes to
maintaining a low noise floor. Yet, ulti-
mate audio quality depends largely on
the designer's choice of audio coding
format.

The standard linear 16 -bit PCM CD for-
mat cannot be used to modulate an aural
STL carrier because the resulting occu-
pied bandwidth of 1MHz or more would
exceed the authorized channel band-

width for such services. Thus, bit -rate
reduction is a necessary component of
digital STL systems. Also desirable is a
digital modulation scheme that maintains
the ability for the FM signal to be con-
veyed in composite form, or the use of a
completely new approach that allows
further improvements in spectrum effi-
ciency and signal robustness.

Several different digital audio bit -rate
reduction techniques are incorporated
in current digital STL implementations,
and each offers its own set of trade-offs in
capacity, throughput delay and sound
quality. Subjective quality is directly af-
fected by how well an audio coding sys-
tem conforms to psychoacoustic mod-
els. As a general rule, however, regardless
of the type of coding, the use of higher
data rates for transmission (i.e., less com-
pression) minimizes audible artifacts and
can, in some systems, contribute to low-
er throughput delays. Avoiding the temp-
tation to use lower data rates also will
minimize the deterioration attributed to
cascading multiple rate -reduction gener-
ations.

Some audio coding systems also incor-
porate error correction (such as Reed -
Solomon) into their formats. In some dig-
ital STL designs, this error correction
adjusts for errors that may be introduced
by a higher -order modulation technique.
In others, it can correct random bit -er-
rors caused by RF noise or interference,
thus providing a more robust signal.

One of the drawbacks of bit -rate reduc-
tion is its unavoidable introduction of
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WLTV rates high in Hispanic market
with high-technology facilities.
With more than 100 Emmy Awards to its credit, WLTV-Channel 23
is cne of the country's h ghest-rated televis on stations serving the
Hispanic market.

One of nine stations owned by Univisicn, the nation's leading
Spanish -language network, WLTV provices G -eater Miami wits
local newscasts. talk shows. and a full range of U.S. and Latin
American network programming.

The station's production and management activities were
`or-nerly dispersed among several buildings throughout the city.

These functions have now been consclicatEd within Univision's
133,000 -square -foot Miami operations center.

-he Austin Company designed, engineered and constructed
WLTV's new facilities, and provided special technical services.

We invite your inquiry about how Austin -aclity services can
help your station achieve high ratings fo- effio ency and economy.

The Austin Company. 3650 Mayfield Foad, Cleveland, Ohic
44121. Telephone: (216) 382-6600. FacEimile (216) 291 -668r -
Offices in principal cities worldwide.

C355 U LTA NTS
DESIGNERS
ENGINEERS
CONSTRUCTORS
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some time delay between input and out-
put. All bit -rate reduction techniques re-
quire computation time, resulting in time
delays that vary from a few milliseconds
to several hundred milliseconds. An-
nouncers and DJs will notice this time
delay if they monitor the station's signal
off -the -air. With shorter delays (under
10ms or so), perceptible reiterations (ech-
oes) are not produced. Instead, an an-
nouncer's voice undergoes a timbral
change caused by the comb filtering ef-
fects of mixing delayed audio from the
headphones with undelayed sound heard
acoustically. Most announcers can be-
come accustomed to this relatively sub-
tle spectral effect, however.

In cases where the throughput delay is
too bothersome (either from strong spec-
tral effects or actual echoes caused by
systems with longer delays), the problem
can be eliminated by feeding the head-
phones with program signal rather than
air monitor audio. This is best done only
when the announcer mic is keyed on,
leaving the standard air monitor feed in
the headphones at other times. Alterna-
tively, instead of using program audio
straight from the board, this feed can be
derived after the station's on -air audio
processing but prior to the digital STL.

Maintaining compatibility
with older equipment

Apart from the choice of bit -rate reduc-
tion scheme, STL manufacturers have
taken two distinct approaches in the de-
sign of digital STLs: encoder/modulator
add-ons to analog composite STLs and
new from -the -ground -up designs. For sta-
tions with existing composite installa-
tions, the ability to add digital capabili-
ties at a modest increase in price is at-
tractive. The complete -system approach
bears careful scrutiny as well. Because
these systems do not require compro-
mises to accommodate older analog tech-
nologies, dramatic improvements in spec-
trum efficiency (especially critical in over-
crowded markets) become possible.

Figure 1 shows a spectrum analyzer
display from a field test in Chicago, where
two stations were able to coexist in a
single 500kHz aural STL channel. This
spectral efficiency also gives the engi-
neer the flexibility to offset STL frequen-
cy, thereby circumventing co -channel or
other interference -related problems.

In cases where consolidations or ex-
pansions bring a second service into an
existing station's studio and transmitter
facilities, the spectral efficiency of digital
STLs may allow both stations to use an
existing single STL channel.

Analog STLs can serve as backups to
digital systems under most circumstanc-
es. In such instances, switching of auxilia-
ry baseband and subcarrier signals must
be performed somehow (such as by us -
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CoUGH!

Introducing the 3M BC -Metal videocassette. An judged and destined to popularity. In fact, we

extremely sharp, new Betacam SP tape designed wouldn't be surprised if you've already heard about

to raise the standards by which all others are it. But if you haven't, rest assured, you will.

3M Audio and Video Markets Division
3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144
Within the 703 area code:1-800-831-8726
All other US: 1-800-752-0732 ©1993 3M
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Figure 1. Spectrum analysis of a 947MHz aural STL, showing two separate STL signals each
occupying less than 250kHz within the 500kHz channel. (X-axis graticule is 100kHz/div.)

ing hot standby units to switch between
systems). At least one analog interface
unit on the market automatically pro-
vides a switchover to the analog receiver
when digital transmission has been dis-
rupted and when the presence of an FM
composite STL signal is detected. With-
out such switchover, the analog receiver
accepts the digital signal and its demod-
ulator will produce white noise.

Fade margin vs. outage time
A primary benefit cited for digital STL

systems is a substantial improvement in
fade margin. Some broadcasters may not
have a real understanding of what their
STL's fade margin is or, more important,
what it means to them in terms of outage
time. In analog systems, outage time is
defined as periods when signal quality
deteriorates beyond acceptable levels.
In digital systems, it refers to when the
signal is muted.

As a figure of merit, outage time is a
concept to which anyone can relate. Fig-
ure 2 shows that an STL system with 30dB
of fade margin on a path over 30 miles of
smooth terrain in humid weather could
exhibit an outage time of more than 60
minutes per year. Few station owners
would tolerate that much outage. Yet, the
fade -margin recommendations contained
in the last two editions of the NAB Engi-
neering Handbook do not take into ac-
count the STL path's terrain or weather,
both of which can affect fade margin and
therefore outage time. By shifting the
emphasis on path calculations from fade

margin to the more significant outage
time, a station engineer or broadcasting
consultant can optimize the design of an
STL system with greater assurance of
meeting the needs of the licensee.

Although an analog system's outage
time could be reduced by the use of
larger antennas or RF amplification, these
solutions usually provide only minor im-
provements in comparison to their costs.
Digital STLs, on the other hand, exhibit
20dB to 30dB of digital processing gain
that directly translates to increased sen-
sitivity and decreased outage time. Al-
though an analog STL receiver may re-
quire a -67dBm (1000) input signal for
60dB of audio signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),
the digital STL may only need a -100dBm
signal at its squelch threshold. (Also con-
sider that although the 60dB S/N in this
example provides an acceptable audio
quality, it is less than the analog system's
full quieting, which would require a great-
er received RF level. On the other hand, the
digital STL is at full quieting any time it is
not muted.)

This 20dB or more advantage translates
via Figure 2 to an outage time improvement
of 100:1. The 60 -minute outage time de-
scribed earlier is now reduced to a more
manageable 600ms, which over the course
of a year may not even be perceptible.

This margin could be the "magic 20dB"
that eliminates those outages caused by
the deep fading of thermal inversions
(some broadcasters have been fighting
these problems for many years). In other
cases, STL system consultants have found

that a digital STL can reduce the number of
hops needed in multihop installations be-
cause the increased fade margin can be
used to extend path lengths or to "brute -
force" signals around obstructions. The
20dB improvement also allows the use of
lower RF output power. This minimizes
interference to adjacent stations and, in
some cases, can allow for increased reuse
of channels. Finally, smaller or lower-
mounted STL antennas may be used, de-
creasing cost (for new installations) and
windloading on towers.

The exact amount of improvement that
a digital STL can offer over an analog
system is dependent on the RF output
power level, the modulation format, the
number of channels and the receiver's
noise figure. Some digital STLs that use
high -order modulation formats require
higher input levels than others - in some
cases as much as 15dB. This still can yield
performance improvements over analog
systems in other, non -path -related areas
(for example, a lower noise floor).

"Virtual composite" operation
When replacing an existing composite

analog system, transport of subcarrier
signals must somehow be accommodat-
ed on the new STL. Because all digital
STLs accept baseband audio signals, sub-

carrier generators need only be supplied
at the transmitter site for signals that are
actually broadcast. Some so-called "hy-
brid" digital STL systems allow one or
two analog subcarriers to fit in the allot-
ted STL channel along with the digital
main program. Although this approach
does not maximize spectrum efficiency
and signal robustness, it may simplify the
transition process and costs.

Similarly, integrating audio processing
with a digital STL system need not be
complex. Although most digital STLs ac-
cept only discrete left and right main
channel audio, systems providing inte-
gral stereo generators can provide signif-
icant utility for broadcasters accustomed
to composite STLs. Audio processing can
remain at the studio, and the stereo gen-
erator built into the digital STL receiver
generates the FM multiplex signal prior
to the broadcast exciter. This implies
that the new digital STLs are capable of
accepting fully processed audio. Such an
approach also places the audio process-
ing ahead of the bit -rate reduction sys-
tem, avoiding the oft -cited difficulty of
post -processing a rate -reduced digital
signal after reconstruction into analog
audio.

This systems -design direction allows
the designer to include specialized digi-
tal signal processing software and a dig-
itally implemented stereo generator, thus
ensuring optimum performance free of
overshoots and spurious RF. Such a digital,

Continued on page 72
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SI9 x 8 B1
 Focal length of 8-152mm
 Built-in 2x extender- for maximum range of 304mm
 Lightweight- just 1.65kg
 0.9m minimum object distance

$13,576

el Nikon, Inc. 1993

S9 x 5.5 B1
 Longest zoom in its class - 49.5mm
 0.3m minimum object distance
 Internal focus system
 77.3 degree wide angle

$14,725

x 8.5 B1
 Longest zoom in its class - I27.5mm
 Built-in 2x extender - for 255mm zoom performance
 Shortest length in its class - only 177mm
 Lightest in its class - just 1.25 kg. with lens hood

$7,995

It's easy with Nikon ENG lenses. They're created
from the same superior glass and coating technologies
that have made Nikon optics world-famous. And their
magnesium housing makes them extremely
lightweight and durable. Plus, each lens is backed by
our unique Express Loaner Service program (which
guarantees 48 hour delivery of a loaner lens in the
unlikely event something should happen to your
Nikon ENG lens). And as you can see, Nikon's prices
are very competitive.

What's more, Nikon offers two ENG converters
that allow you to use your whole bag of Nikkor

35mm SLR lenses.
To learn more about the value of owning Nikon

ENG lenses, call I -800 -52 -NIKON or (516)547-4355 for
our brochure. Or write: Nikon Electronic Imaging, Dept.
Dl, 101 Cleveland Avenue, Bayshore, NY 11706.

Nikon
ELECTRONIC IMAGING
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DIGITAL
"PBS has embarked on a project to distribute a

wide variety of programming on a digitally -based

nationwide satellite network. Through extensive use

of state-of-the-art digital compression technologies,

this new network can serve the expanded distribution

needs of public television for the next 10-15 years.

It will enable PBS member stations and other educa-

tors to share 80 or more channels of entertainment

and educational programming

throughout the 50 states. The quality

of this programming can vary, hour -

by -hour, from slow -scan conference

grade video through HDTV.

"The video content will be

accessed through on-line cart machines utilizing

composite digital and an enhanced version of a D-5

component digital tape system. The component

digital technology will eventually enable us to record

and play back compressed forms of HDTV plus some

non -video forms of data.

"When we looked at the alternatives available to

us from video manufacturers, it was crucial to under-

stand the direction they were taking-not just the

hardware that might meet our current needs. Our

decision to select digital composite VTRs was made

LEADERS.
with reasonable knowledge of where Panasonic was

heading with component digital.

"The ability to play back composite digital

recordings in the component domain is helpful, to be

sure. But our primary inter-

est in a component system

is that it be a full bit -rate,

10 -bit recording system.

"NEW VIDEO TECHNOLOGIES
WILL DETERMINE THE VERY

OUR NETWORK."
1,,W,d1t1 N Mffict

',nor Vice President Broadost Operations,
& Computer Sen,i, es.PB.S.

That means we can take

maximum advantage of the

high bit -rate capability of

these machines, and consid-

er them for future upgrades

to HDTV-as well as for

some services that are not video -based at all.

"Currently, we are using some of our D-3

equipment to conduct subjective evaluations of video

performance at various compression levels. Using a

transparent digital tape system, we introduce no

For more information calf. 1-800-528-8601 (Upon request. enter product code 18) One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094
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further degradation in our compression testing; any quality differ-

ences are obviously associated with variations in the transmission

path, not differences introduced by the recording medium.

"Because of the evolving nature of the television industry, it's

unacceptable to have a traditional buyer/seller relationship. Before

we enter into any contract with any company, we emphasize how

essential it is for us to collaborate to achieve better results.

From our perspective, as new video technologies emerge that will

determine the very nature of our network, we must have good

working relationships with our equipment suppliers."

Panasonic's strategy offers

a simple, combined composite

and component digital system

that provides all digital solutions

for diverse video recording

applications through

the eventual HDTV era.

Panasonic believes

that digital composite

and component equip-

ment will continue to

co -exist for many years.

We see integrated

D -3/D-5 facilities with

equipment performing

the tasks to which it is

best suited.

Howard Miller,

Public Broadcasting

Service's senior tech-

nologist, has been

breaking new ground

throughout his 35 -year

engineering career. His

current challenge is to

fashion computer,

video, compression,

and transmission technologies

into a complete digital signal dis-

tribution network for PBS.

It's the industry's visionaries

who see a clear path to the

future.

Panasonic
Broadcast &Television Systems Company
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DPS-285

Put it
to the
Test.

DPS-285 is

three broadcast
quality systems
in one It's a
Master RS -170A
Genlockcrble
Sync Generator
with Composite
Sync, Blanking,
Subcarrier and
four Black Burst/
Super Black
outputs. It's also
an independ-
ently timed
10 -bit Test
Signal
Generator with
32 test patterns,
dedicated
SMPTE Bar
output and
programmable
24 character I.D.
Plus, it's an
Audio Tone
Generator with
selectable
frequencies
throughout the
audio band.
It gives
you three
capabilities for
one low price.

$2,995

DIGITAL
PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC.

In the U.S.

Call 606-371-5533
In Canada

Call 416-754-8090
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Figure 2. Calculated cumulative outage time as a function of fade margin and distance fora
950MHz STL. Calculations assume smooth terrain and humid weather.

virtual composite operation emulates a
traditional analog composite system, con-
veniently keeping the audio signal pro-
cessing and auxiliary service origination
at the studio, and running all of a station's
audio and data services to the transmitter
on the same path.

Multihop systems
Digital STLs can be applied to signifi-

cant advantage in multihop systems. De-
spite the improvements in fade margin
(and thus path length) that digital STLs
provide, certain paths simply cannot be
accomplished in a single hop. These in-
clude particularly long paths or any path
with large obstructions, around which RF
signal diffraction will not provide reliable
performance. In these instances, digital
STL systems permit multiple hops free of
signal degradation - at intermediate
sites, the digital signal can be regenerat-
ed. If each path is designed for adequate
fade margin, signal degradation will be
negligible. In hybrid systems, simple re-
peating(without digital regeneration) may
be possible, although perhaps with tight-
er restrictions.

Key to reliability in the newest genera-
tion of digital STLs is the choice of RF
power components. These used to be the
weakest link in any STL system - bipolar
RF power devices exhibit a history of
electro-migration failure because of high

current densities and aluminum intercon-
nections. Although the application of exot-
ic metal systems has reduced these fail-
ures, bipolar RF technology does not have
the linearity needed for some of the more
advanced digital modulation techniques.
Therefore, highly linear and reliable Galli-
um arsenide (GaAs) FETs are used, similar
to those found in 4GHz commercial and
military satellite service. Operating in the
aural STL bands less than 1GHz provides
considerable stress -margin for these de-
vices, which translates to exponential im-
provements in reliability.

Conclusion
The digital STL offers the potential for

improved audio and RF performance, and
it has exhibited the capability of solving
numerous path problems. Life becomes
a little simpler when STL problems fade
away.

Finally, when implementing any such
STL improvement, remember to update
your FCC license to reflect any changes
that you make in your STL system.

For more information on digital
STLs, circle (310) on Reply Card.
See also STL Components,
Electronics, p. 21 of the BE Buyers
Guide.
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The national television series
BUSINESS TODAY, will explore a broad 43et,;trurn of
issues in technology, manufacturing and finance.

The following will be featured in a shcw ttlec,
"A REVOLUTION IN COMMUNICATIOW'

ELECbPCISONIC

Displaying big, bright oc
beautiful images that
attract the audience's

attention.
800-328-6202

The audio test system
that links all necessary
analyzing functions into

one unit.
908-901-9488

Tune in to
"A REVOLUTION

IN COMMUNICATION"

September 22, 1993 at
6:41 a.m. Eastern and
Pacific on the Discovery

Transponder!

irmv-laikjmr
PHOTON
KINETICS

Remote mcnito-ing of
fiber optic links is a key
element of self healing
transmission ne=works.

503-6444160

Vyvx

Fiber-optic zelEvision
transmission that's a
revelation e sight and

sound.
800-324-8S86

BUSINESS TDDAY
is produced by

WINK Inc.

For more nfomiation,
call

407-367-8277.
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AES show
preview

By Stefanie Kure, associate editor

The Big Apple plays host to the 95th AES
Convention, which will be held from Thurs-
day, Oct. 7 to Sunday, Oct. 10 at the Jacob
K. Javits Convention Center in New York.
The theme of this year's convention, "Au-
dio in the Age of Multimedia," reflects the
realization that the audio profession is no
longer independent of video, computers
and other forms of telecommunication.

Exhibits and sessions
A record number of exhibitors - more

than 300 -are expected to attend what is
perhaps the largest exhibition of profes-
sional audio technology and equipment in
the world. Exhibit hours run from noon to
6 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 7; from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 8; from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 9; and from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 10.

In keeping with this year's convention
theme, many of the technical papers will
address the topic of "Audio in the Age of
Multimedia." Other subjects to be dis-
cussed include digital music, DSP theory
and applications, and perceptual coding.
More traditional topics, such as aural-
ization; tests, measurements and specifi-
cations; microphones and loudspeakers;
psychoacoustics; and architectural acous-
tics, also will be addressed. Following each
author's presentation, the audience will
be invited to participate in a question -and-
answer session.

In addition, convention registrants are
welcome to attend Technical Committee
meetings. Attendees will help track the
trends in order to recommend to the soci-
ety special papers sessions, standards
projects, publications and awards in their
respective fields. The four committees
include Acoustics and Sound Reinforce-
ment (TCASR), Signal Processing (TCSP),
Transducers (TCoT) and Transmission
(TCTr). The meetings are scheduled to
follow the appropriate papers sessions,
except the TCASR, which will meet follow-
ing the Friday, Oct. 8 workshop on
Auralization in the same room.

Live from New York - it's AES.

Workshops and seminars
Convention attendees also can choose

from more than a dozen workshops and
seminars, where skilled professionals will
share the techniques that have contrib-
uted to their increased knowledge and
success. These workshops and seminars
will offer practical advice and will cover a
wide range of interesting topics.

A record number of
exhibitors - more than
300 - are expected to

attend this year's AES
Convention

Technical tours
New York has endless tour possibilities

for audio professionals -everything from
backstage visits to world-famous record-
ing studios to guided excursions to nation-
ally recognized broadcast stations. AES
has selected six tour sites at which con-
vention attendees will be able to observe
and discuss audio in action. Scheduled
tours include Channel 13/WNET/PBS, A
Vinyl Record Plant in Manhattan, Rodgers
and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded
Sound, East Side Audio and Video, Clinton
Recording Studios, and Radio Stations
WQXR-FM and WQEW-AM.

To be included in a tour group, inter-
ested parties must sign up in the conven-
tion lobby after registering for the full 4 -
day program, as space is limited. Buses
will be provided from the Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center at a small charge to the
participants.

Important meetings
The annual AES business meeting will be

held on Thursday, Oct. 7 at 8:30 a.m. It is
open to all AES members in good standing.

The Standards Committee meetings and
meeting of its subcommittees and working

groups also are open to the public. All
people materially affected by any stan-
dard are urged to attend. The meetings
will take place at the New York Hilton
before the convention and at the Jacob K.
Javits Convention Center during the con-
vention. The meeting schedule was pub-
lished in the 1993 July/August issue of
JAES and is continuously updated on the
AESSC Document Exchange, which can be
accessed via modem.

"Don't miss" events
On Sunday, Oct. 10 at 9 a.m., Roy Pritts,

chairman of the AES Education Commit-
tee, will host a tables fair for schools,
colleges, universities and other programs
offering audio education opportunities.
This fair will give attendees a chance to
speak with representatives from world-
wide institutions and to gather literature
related to educational needs.

Also, be sure to attend the 95th Recep-
tion and Awards Banquet on Fridayevening,
Oct. 8 at the New York Hilton Hotel. Food,
wine and entertainment will be provided,
followed by the presentation of the
society's coveted awards for those who
have made outstanding contributions to
audio and the AES.

For those who prefer a more casual set-
ting, an informal social gathering has been
planned for Thursday night, Oct. 7.

Attendees who want a true New York
City experience can pick up information,
schedules, maps and helpful hints at the
registration area. In addition, several mod-
estly priced tours have been planned. In-
quire on -site for more details.

The 95th AES Convention promises to be
educational as well as entertaining. For
more information, contact the Audio Engi-
neering Society at 60 E. 42nd St., Suite 2520,
New York, NY 10165-2520; phone 202-661-
8528 or 800-541-7299 (except in New York);
fax 212-682-0477.

Photo courtesty of the New York Convention and Visitors'
Bureau
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THE GOLD STANDARD IN DIGITAL

AUDIO DATA COMPRESSION

Endorsed by the world's most innovative
manufacturers of broadcast equipment,
apt-XTM digital compression technology
has been incorporated at the heart of a
host of products designed for the
transmission or storage and retrieval of
broadcast quality stereo audio.

Designed specifically for professional
applications, the apt -X system delivers
field -proven performance and reliability
with a multitude of powerful features
offering negligible coding delay while
maintaining audio transparency.

Discover more. Find out for yourself why
the broadcast industry overwhelmingly
prefers the apt -X solution - the first
hardware solution - the first single IC
solution - the first choice solution.

Broadcast equipment currently incorporatinc
apt -X technology inc udes products from:-
Adv3nt Communications  A.S.0  Asaca 
B.B.2.  Broadcast Electronics  Canopus 
Computer Concepts  Cigi-al Broadcast
Associates  Eela Audic  E.R.I.  Fidelipac 
Gerstner  Hitachi Telecom Technology 
International Datacasting Corp.  lkegami 
International Tapetrcnics  Intraplex 
J.T.M.  Kowa  KW Electronics  Maycom
 Moseley Associates  Positron  Scan
Acoustic  Sonifex  Southern Broadcasting
Sys -ems  S.S.V.C.  Systembase  Tiesseci
 TFT  The Management  Ubitech  Vistek.

apt -X TM means compression technology
you can bank on. Ca I today for further
information.

The Industry Preferred Digital Audio Compression System.

Audio Processing Technology
Edgewater Road, Belfast BT3 9JQ
Northern Ireland
Tel 0232 371110 Fax 0232 371137
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Audio Processing T-,chnology
6255 Sunset Boulevard Suite 1026
Los Angeles CA 90C28 USA
Tel 213 463 2963 FE_ x 213 463 6568

apt X and apt X are registered trademarks of Aud o ProcessingTeshnology L d
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SBE/RTNDA
show preview

By Stefanie Kure, associate editor

From Sept. 29 to Oct. 2, thousands of
engineers will descend upon Miami for the
SBE National Convention. This year marks
the first -ever NEWSTECH '93 Trade Show
- the result of a joint venture between
SBE and RTNDA. The theme of the conven-
tion, "Hot Technology," describes what
the climate will be like on and off the
NEWSTECH '93 show floor. Exhibit hours
are from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Wednesday,
Sept. 29; from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Thurs-
day, Sept. 30; and from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on Friday, Oct. 1.

This year marks the
first NEWSTECH '93 -
the result of a joint

venture between SBE
and RTNDA.

Ennes Workshops
Once again, special manufacturer -con-

ducted workshops will be offered to paid
registrants of the Engineering Conference.
However, there is an additional fee to
attend. Sponsored by the Ennes Founda-
tion, these workshops will be held Wednes-
day, Sept. 30. Each of the sessions is de-
signed to provide detailed maintenance
and operation instruction on key types of
equipment.

The workshops are half -day sessions. All
morning sessions begin at 8:30 a.m. and
end at 11 a.m. Afternoon sessions begin at
noon and end at 2 p.m. Upon completion of
the Ennes Workshops, participants will
receive a certificate of completion.

Because of the intensive, hands-on na-
ture of these sessions, seating is limited to
25 people per session. Registration is on a
first -come, first -serve basis, and you must
be pre -registered.

Informative sessions
In addition to the workshops and exhib-

"Hot Technology" sizzles in Miami.

its, SBE is offering a variety of educational
sessions to help you stay on top in your
field. TV sessions will include such topics
as "Digital Video Developments;" "Build-
ing and Operating a Multiformat, All -Digi-
tal TV Plant;" "HDTV Progress Report;"
and "TV Automation." Radio sessions are
scheduled to include the following issues:
"New Technology for Radio," "Emergency
Broadcast Systems Testing," "Digital Ra-
dio Broadcasting Progress Report" and
"Digital Radio Format Proposals."

Spanish-speaking attendees will want to
make time for the "Special Session in Span-
ish." This session will be presented by
AMITRA (the Mexican Society of Broad-
cast Engineers and Technicians) and mod-
erated by Sergio Beristain. Subjects to be
discussed include safety for technicians
and tariffs; level impedance and coupling
of audio equipment; and tips for radio
maintenance.

Saturday, Oct. 2 has been designated as
the FCC Regulatory Day. The entire day
will be devoted to FCC -related issues, such
as "NAL Shopping List: What the FCC is
Now Proposing;" "Common -Mode TV
Transmitters: What the FCC Expects, What
You Should Demand;" "Broadcast Auxil-
iary Licensing: Who's on First?" and "FCC
vs FAA: Round 5." Be sure to attend.

Annual banquet and receptions
The annual SBE awards banquet will be

held on Saturday, Oct. 2 at 7:30 p.m. The
banquet is in honor of those special mem-
bers and chapters who have gone the
extra mile to promote and support SBE
and the broadcast engineering profession.

The evening will begin with an informal
reception for all members, spouses and
invited guests. After the reception, enjoy
good food, good company and good con-
versation at the awards banquet. SBE will
hold an awards ceremony as a special
tribute. To cap off the evening, a special
guest speaker (TBA) will address the group.

If you feel like doing some extra socializ-
ing, then don't miss the SBE Attendee

Reception on Thursday, Sept. 30 from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. or the Ham Radio Reception
on Friday, Oct. 1 from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.

The SBE awards ban-
quet will be held on
Saturday, Oct. 2 at

7:30 p.m.

The sightseeing scene
SBE will be offering a 2 -day spouse/guest

program that will provide a scenic view of
Miami Beach and surrounding areas. The
program is open to the spouses and guests
of paid registrants for the SBE Convention
and Engineering Conference, exhibitors,
and those attending exhibits only. There
will be a one-time charge of $85 for the 2 -
day program.

A hospitality suite for the program will
be held at the Fontainebleau Hilton, where
a continental breakfast will be served.
Breakfast will begin at 8:30 a.m. on Thurs-
day, Sept. 30 and Friday, Oct. 1. Immedi-
ately following breakfast, the shuttle bus
will depart from the Fontainebleau.

Thursday's tour begins with a 14 -mile
tram journey through the Everglades prai-
rie. Friday's tour will be an excursion into
Miami, including stops at the DeSoto Plaza,
Venetian Pool, the Biltmore Hotel, Coco-
nut Grove, Key Biscayne and Bayside Mar-
ketplace.

Exhibit hours

 Wednesday, Sept. 29:
2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

 Thursday, Sept. 30:
8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

 Friday, Oct. 1:
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Photo courtesy of the Greater Miami Convention and Visitors'
Bureau.
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Look who's going to
improve your image.

You've heard a lot about Switchcraft, a leading
manufacturer of quality audio components for
more than 40 years. Now, see what we can do.
Because Switchcraft can supply you with video
components, too.

Look to us for standard video broadcast equip-
ment, all made with the reliability and high quality
you expect from Switchcraft. When it comes to our

video insulated patch pan-
Inverlyrr ..m"rri"t"cr cer N'y

els, you'll find our eye for
detail is second to none.
Each one can accommo-

date up to 26 jacks for a variety of requirements.
Dual jacks provide a normal -through signal path
without the use of looping plugs or patch cords.
And, each panel comes with large designation
strips for your own labeling.

Our video patch cords are available in popular
lengths and colors - all built for efficient video sig-
nal transmission. Our patch cords come with
rugged metal handles and optional rubber "boots"
for a better grip. The "boots"
offer enhanced flex relief and are
available in your choice of colors
- red, black, green or blue.
Switchcraft is dedicated to
making your studio time as
productive as it can be.

So whether you're thinking
video or audio components,
think Switchcraft. We've always done wonders
with sound. Now we can improve your image, too.

For more detailed information, phone or FAX our
Marketing Communications Department and ask
for New Product Bulletins 426 and 427.

Switchcraft
A Raytheon Company

Switchcraft, Inc.
5555 N. Elston Avenue
Chicago, II 60630
(312) 792-2700
(312) 792-2129 (FAX)
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By Dawn Hightower,
senior associate editor

It's that time of year again when attendees
will be flocking to the City of Angels on Oct.
29 through Nov. 2 for the 135th SMPTE
Technical Conference and Exhibit at the
Los Angeles Convention Center. This year's
theme, "Integrating Technologies in the
Digital Era," will offer in-depth coverage of
a wide range of topics pertinent to image
makers in all fields.

Agenda addresses traditional
and specialized issues

The technical conference sessions will
address traditional areas of motion -pic-
ture, television and computer imaging.
Specialized subjects will include multime-
dia applications, integrating technology in
the digital era, digital terrestrial broad-
casting in North America, film and the
environment, laboratory practices, digital
compression/format conversion, digital
video/audio, digital sound in film, film for-
mats, and IDTV and widescreen television.

Tutorials provide
educational opportunity

To enhance the learning experience, the
conference will be preceded by three all -
day tutorials on Oct. 29. They will focus on
digital terrestrial TV broadcasting (DTTB),
digital motion imaging and special venues.

The 2 -day DTTB workshop presented on
Oct. 29 and Nov. 1 will be a joint effort by
SMPTE and the ITU-RB. The focus will be
on technologies integral to the develop-
ment and implementation of DTTB.

The Digital Motion Imaging workshop
will get attendees started with emphasis
on practical applications of computer -
based motion imaging. The tutorial will be
divided into four areas: Video and Com-
puter Integration, Data Storage and Ex-
change, Digital Film Effects Systems and
Getting the Color Right.

The third tutorial on special venues will
concentrate on non-traditional areas of
image making.
Photo courtesy of the Los Angeles Convention Center & Visitors
Bureau/C 1991 Michele and Tom Grim.

SMPTE show
preview

The SMPTE show is more than just exhibits, it's an
education.

Overview of conference program

Friday, Oct. 29
 Tutorials
Saturday morning, Oct. 30
 Opening session
 Introduction
 Welcoming address
 Engineering reports
 Keynote address
Saturday afternoon
 Integrated Technologies
Sunday morning, Oct. 31
 Session A: Digital Television
 Session B: Interactive Multimedia
Sunday afternoon
 Session A: Special Venues
 Session B: Interactive Multimedia
Monday morning, Nov. 1
 Session A: Video/Broadcast Formats
 Session B: SMPTE/ITU DTTB Tutorial
 Session C: Film - Digital Images
Monday afternoon
 Session A: Video/Broadcast Formats
 Session B: SMPTE /ITU DTTB Tutorial
 Session C: Film - Digital Sound
Tuesday morning, Nov. 2
 Session A: Laboratory Practices
 Session B: Video - Processing and Color
Tuesday afternoon
 Session A: Film Origination/

Preservation
 Session B: Video Compression

Exhibit highlights
The SMPTE conference would not be

complete without an impressive equip-
ment exhibit that will feature more than
200 manufacturers showing the industry's
latest products and innovations. In addi-
tion to the exhibit, several events from
previous conventions will be highlighted.
They include a Student Fair, the distribu-
tion of Bonus Certificate Booklets, the New
Technology Room, a delegates seminar
(which is free to registrants) demo rooms,
a literature display, free Creativity Clinics,
continuous HDTV demonstrations and

hands-on workshops. For more informa-
tion on the SMPTE equipment exhibit, call
Alan Ehrlich at SMPTE headquarters, 914-
761-1100; fax 914-761-3115.

The SEEC system
The SMPTE Engineering Electronic Com-

munications (SEEC) system has recently
opened on CompuServe. Attendees will be
able to view it at the convention. The SEEC
system is a supplement to face-to-face
engineering meetings, and offers users
access via computers to calendars of
SMPTE meetings and activities. An engi-
neering committee bulletin board and li-
brary and message sections are acces-
sible only to the individual committees
and their subcommittees.

Take time for the social events
Numerous social events will balance out

the days of roaming equipment exhibits
and attending tutorials. The Exhibitors
Opening Reception will be held Friday
evening Oct. 29; the Honors and Awards
Luncheon will take place Saturday Oct. 30;
The Fellows Reception and Luncheon will
be Sunday, Oct. 31; and the Annual Ban-
quet will be held on Monday Nov. 1. A
Partners Program also will be offered.

And the awards go to...
SMPTE will announce the recipients of

its annual honors and awards at a presen-
tation during the Honors and Awards Lun-
cheon. The society also has elevated 15
members to the status of Fellow. They will
be recognized at the Fellows Luncheon.

Tying the technologies together
If you're looking forward to tutorials,

hands-on demonstrations, a bigger equip-
ment exhibit and in-depth coverage of a
variety of topics, "Integrating Technolo-
gies in the Digital Era" will set the scene.
For attendees, the 135th SMPTE Techni-
cal Conference is more than just a show,
it's an educational program.
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THE DIFFERENCE IN

SPECTRAL PURITY IS UNCANNY
Skip Como, Group Engineer, WRZE, Hyannis, MA

I wouldn't even consider

any ofthe others.
Jim Bender, Chief Engineer,

KZLO, Bozeman, MT

Both systems were

a breeze to install

and they work great

on our paths.

Craig Bowman,
Director of Engineering,

Liggett Broadcasting
WLHT, Grand Rapids, MI;

WLQT, Dayton, OH

The management says they
can't believe how much
better it sounds.
Mario Hieb, Chief Engineer, 10G2K; Salt Lake City, UT

It's the most

transparent STL

we've ever used.

We were able to do our

THE SONIC CLARITY OF THIS
46.5 mile link in one hop

DSTL IS UNBELIEVABLE.
Grady Moates, Consulting Engineer
WWKX, Providence, RI

It's perfection!
lerp-12 Di,ector of f_nurrr ring,

Kt IS('

with the added bonus of

the best stereo separation

and sound we've ever had.

Michael Bradford
Consulting Engineer, WUPS,

Mt. Pleasant/Houghton Lake, MI

I

YOUR Box Is A BOLT -IN CURE-ALL.
Ed 'Thombley, ChifEngineer, WSAE, Spring Arbor, MI

We'll also be glad to
quote you on a new STE.

Dolby DSTL users are awed by the difference it has made to their stations. It has not only

improved their RF performance, but its punchy, dynamic sound has grabbed the ear of manage-

ment and programming alike. No wonder the Dolby DSTL Digital Studio -to -Transmitter Link has

become the new standard in STL quality.

Dolby laboratories Inc.  100 Potrem Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103-4813  Telephone 415-558-0200  Facsimile 415-863-1373  Telex 34409
Dolby Laboratories Inc.  Woonon Barren  Wiltshire SN4 8QJ  England  Telephone 0793 842100  Facsimile 0793 842101 Telex 44849

Dolby, DSTL and the double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby laboratories Licensing Corpomtion 1993Dolby Laboratories Inc. S93/9842

Dolby
Broadcast Qiui/iii
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Applied Technology

Panasonic D-5

By Phil Livingston

At this year's NAB, Panasonic demon-
strated the AJ-D580, a D-5 component
digital VTR, which is scheduled for deliv-
ery in the fourth quarter of this year.
Benefits of the new digital format include
non -compressed 10 -bit component re-
cording, D-3 playback capability, and pro-
jected compatibility with advanced TV
systems and HDTV.

The'/2-inch D-5 VTR format is based on
D-3 composite technology. The digital pro-
cessing system, channel coding, shuffling,
and error correction and concealment tech-
niques developed for D-3 are used in the
component format. The common trans-
port and similar head arrangements allow
D-3 tapes to play back in the D-5 VTR. This
inter -relationship provides users with a
systems migration path that supports ex-
isting equipment.

The'/2-inch D-5 VTR
format is based on D-3
composite technology.

In as much as digital post -production
systems offer full 10 -bit processing with
minimal compromise, tape formats should
provide no less. The D-5 format offers full
10 -bit recording, and is fully transparent
because that 10 -bit recording is done with
no compression (bit -rate reduction). The
component digital I/O conforms to the
CCIR-601 SMPTE 125M standard, and fully
conforms to the revised CCIR-601 and CCIR-
656 standard specified to 10 -bit resolution
for parallel and serial interfaces.

A full two hours of recording time is
available on one cassette, while main-
taining full bit -rate recording and the
implicit signal transparency of a device
without compression.

D-3 technology platform
The D-5 VTR is based upon the proven,

robust D-3 recording methods and uses
the same track width, cassette and trans -

Livingston is assistant general manager, Panasonic
Broadcast & Television Systems Company, Secaucus,
NJ.

port. Other features include similar pack-
ing density and format footprint to D-3, a
data rate approaching 300Mbits/s, no
data compression or bit -rate reduction
and sophisticated operational features.

In addition to the physical similarities,
the signal processing techniques devel-
oped for D-3, such as 8-14 modulation
coding, have been used as a platform for
the development of D-5. Popular D-3 op-
erational features, such as pre -read, in-
sert editing, four independent digital au-
dio channels, user setup memories, mul-
ticue and the easy -to -use menu structure
of the control panel, have been included
in the D-5 VTR.

The reliability of the D-3 format pro-
vides a stable base for the development
of a compact component digital record-
ing system. This application of field -prov-
en D-3 technology to the D-5 component
recorder reduces concerns about rug-
gedness, interchange performance, for-
mat robustness and overall reliability.

The additional recording capacity re-
quired for component recording (virtually

double composite recording) is achieved
by approximately doubling the linear tape
speed and reconfiguring head assemblies
while maintaining the same track width.
Achieving higher levels of circuit integra-
tion (VLSI) for signal processing allows the
same form -factor (VTR size) to be main-
tained.

The sophisticated low-tension head -
to -tape interface developed for D-3 re-
quires virtually no changes for the com-
ponent recorder. Scanner rotation speed
is the same as D-3, as is tape tension and
basic transport design. This dictates that
head life will be virtually the same as D-3.

D -5's operating modes
The three basic operating modes for

the D-5 recorder are:

1. Recording and playback of digital audio
and 13.5MHz sample rate digital compo-
nent video (CCIR 601) in full 10 -bit form. In
this mode, the component VTR is suitable
for the highest quality applications for
both 4:3 aspect ratio and 16:9 aspect ratio

The Panasonic AJ-D580, a D-5 component digital VTR.
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pictures. No modification is necessary
because the VTR is not sensitive to aspect
ratio. Eight -bit video from existing devices
is passed transparently. VTR interfaces
include the 270Mbits/s serial digital inter-
face.

2. Recording and playback of digital audio
and digital component video with a digital
sample rate of 18MHz. Although not ac-
tively proposing such a signal structure,
the manufacturer has provided a manually
switchable record mode to process the
increased video sample rate. Later, when
the tapes are played back, the VTR auto -
selects the proper mode. Should the cur-
rent interest in 18MHz develop into a 16:9
production standard, the capabilityalready
exists, and the inclusion of this feature
imposes a negligible cost impact.

Mixed D -3/D-5 opera-
tions can be per-

formed in an elegant
manner without com-
plex external switch-

ing systems.

3. Playback of D-3 composite digital re-
cordings in the component digital VTR.
Because of the close relationship between

WHODA
TRUNK IT?

Yes it's true - but wait, there's more!
 simple conversion/no assembly required

 mounts in RGU, 4100, 4100EXB, 4200

 increase reliability/reduce noise

 double storage capacity

 increase read/write speed

 up to 4 on-line drives

 save 75% on disk cost

For more information, roll Harold Driver 918/252-5640

Driver Software Design

D-3 and D-5
Same Thmsport, Saone Track Pitch, Same Cassettes

hack
Azimuth Recording
Zero Guardbands

167mm/sec
Audio

6 Secto's or
12 Tracks/Field

A2
AA ,33 At Al

Al

3 Sector atr
VacialReld

Al
Al A.

AlM

Azimuth Recording
Zero Guardbands

83mm/sec

Al
-1111 A2

t2

525
D-5

Cue hack

NTSC
D-3

7,TL
TC

A comparison of the footprints of both the D-3 and as tape formats.

recording parameters and recorded foot-
prints between D-3 and D-5, playback com-
patibility is achieved without large amounts
of additional circuitry or technical com-
promise in eft her the choice of parameters
for the component format itself or in the D-
3 playback quality. The VTR automatically
selects the correct linear tape speed for D-
3 playback (one-half that of component

recordings), and internal digital sample
rate conversion and digital decoding cir-
cuits provide composite or component
outputs.

By providing output signals in either
composite or component form, regardless
of whether a composite or component
recording is being played, overall facility

LE Cl 1E1 E CJ E
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The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers

presents

The 135th SMPTE Technical Conference and
Equipment Exhibit

(Including Media Integration)
OCTOBER 30 -NOVEMBER 2, 1993

L.A. Convention Center Los Angeles, California

The SMPTE Conference offers the most comprehensive program,
to satisfy all levels of expertise. From the basics of motion imaging,

to the most advanced technologies.

SMPTE '93 HAS IT ALL
 Tutorials  Technical Sessions  Equipment Exhibit  Workshops 
 Creativity Clinics  Bonus Certificates  Student Education Fair 

 HDTV Theaters  Panel Discussions 
To receive more information, complete the form below and moil to:

SMPTE Registration
595 W. Hartsdale Ave., White Plains, N.Y. 10607

Telt (914) 761-1100 Fax: (914) 761-3115
Check all that apply

Please send me: 17 Registration Information CI Exhibitor Information
Name Title

Company Tel: ( )

Address Fax:( )

City State Country Postal Code

tBENSIN

Circle (52) on Reply Card Circle (53) on Reply Card
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pling/8-bit quantizing, 288Mbits/s).

D-5 Head Configuration

E

Head
rase

Playback Heads
CHO CH1 CH2 CH3

lif*AT

lilt
Assemblyi CHOf CH1

CH2
CH3

Direction Of Head Rotation

Recording
Heads

Panasonic
Broadcast II iw I %gloms

Configuration of heads in a D-5 upper drum assembly.

and systems design can be greatly simpli-
fied. Mixed D -3/D-5 operations can be
performed in an elegant manner without
the need for complex external switching,
systems or peripheral equipment. This
compatibility protects the investment in
current and future productions on the D-
3 format, simplifies actual operation, and
allows field acquisition to be made on an
all -digital format. The high quality attain-
able from D-3 digital audio and digital
video in the field ensures that the high
performance available from a totally dig-
ital production center is maximized.

The reliability of the
D-3 format provides a

stable base for the
development of a

compact component
digital recording

system.

The CCIR 601 processing standard and
the CCIR 656 interface standard were cre-
ated to provide adequate resolution in
the horizontal plane (5.75MHz) and 10-
bit resolution for signal amplitude. The
luminance sampling rate selected was
13.5MHz because of the commonality
between 525/60 and 625/50 TV standards.
Modern post -production devices, such
as advanced DVEs, graphics systems and
some limited capacity disc recorders, fully
implement the CCIR standard with 10 -bit
resolution. However, the D-1 component
recorder only records eight bits because
in the early 1980s, 216Mbits/s was the
highest data rate possible given the avail-
able technology Ten -bit recording im-
plies 270Mbits/s.

The D-5 format's uncompressed data
processing allows the full CCIR-601 10 -bit
video signal to be recorded along with 20 -
bit digital audio. This ensures transpar-
ent performance during complex post -
production operations.

Formats and future TV standards
Many proposals have been made to

enhance existing TV standards, such as
16:9 (525/625) widescreen, line doubling,
(1,050/1,250) and full HDTV. These pro-
posals must be considered when devel-
oping new studio production equipment.
The potential for quality improvements
in home reception and the need to pro-
vide a mechanism for delivering wide-
screen pictures cannot be ignored. In
time, HDTV may justify the ultimate use
of component digital recorders.

Currently, there are two proposals for
525/625 widescreen (16:9) production
standards. The existing CCIR 601 4:2:2
standard could be used for all processing
and recording by simply altering the as-
pect ratio of the camera and the display.
Alternatively, an extended 4:2:2 system
could use the proposed proportionally
higher sampling rate of 18MHz to main-
tain current 4:3 horizontal resolution. The
use of the existing 4:2:2 system prevents
the establishment of another digital in-
terface standard, and protects the invest-
ment already made in standard 4:2:2
equipment. However, many of these ex-
isting systems do not fully exploit the
CCIR 601 system, so further investment
for 16:9 may be required regardless of
which standard is adopted.

Because these issues remain topics for
industry debate, Panasonic's '/cinch D-5
component digital VTR offers record and
playback modes for the standard 4:2:2
CCIR 601 signal (13.5MHz sampling/10-
bit quantizing, 270Mbits/s) and the pro-
posed extended 4:2:2 signal (18MHz sam-

D-5: HDTV ready
D -5's 300Mbits/s recording capacity

provides a logical and cost-effective path
for recording future HDTV standards. It is
estimated that future TV systems will
have a data rate of approximately
1.2Gbits/s. Compression technology will
mature rapidly over the next three to
four years, providing more elegant, effi-
cient and transparent compression
schemes, which may possibly lead to
industry standardization. The 1.2Gbits/s
HDTV data rate, reduced by a 4:1 ratio,
would become a 300Mbits/s signal that
the D-5 could easily record on the same
compact D -3/D-5 cassette with two hours

By providing output
signals in either com-
posite or component
form, regardless of

whether a composite
or component record-
ing is being played,
overall facility sys-
tems design can be
greatly simplified.

duration. The lack of internal compres-
sion within D-5 eliminates the possibility
of unwanted and unpredictable interac-
tion between differing compression
schemes, and the additional information
contained in the HDTV picture structure
allows vastly improved system perfor-
mance.

The D-5 product family
As with D-3, a family of D-5 products will

be offered. The first D-5 product, the AJ-
D580, will be the same size as the AJ-D350
D-3 composite recorder (six units high)
and will include high -quality A/D and D/A
converters, allowing direct connection to
analog systems. It will be equipped with
high-performance serial digital interface
ICs that allow connection to a wide vari-
ety of serial composite and component
digital products, including the current
270Mbits/s interface and the new
360Mbits/s interface referred to in SMPTE
S.17.394.

Early next year, the AJ-D560 will be avail-
able. It is similar to the AJ-D580, but lacks
variable speed playback. Also at NAB '93,
a prototype of a D-5 field recorder was
shown and the future availability of a light-
weight digital component camcorder was
suggested.

0 For more information on Panason-
ic's D-5, circle (317) on Reply
Card.
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One of the rare times when reality
exceeds expectations...

Tomorrow's digital TV transmitter company.

ACRODYNE
Acrodyne Industries, Inc.
516 Township Line Road
Blue Bell, PA 19422
800-523-2596 or
(215) 542-7000
FAX: (215) 540-5837

© 1992 Acrodyne Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.

Proven High Power UHF
letrode Transmitters!

Acrodyne, the pioneer in tetrode technology, has delivered
the only 30kW single tetrode UHF TV transmitters in the
world. Consider the following:

 Plant efficiency-cuts cost 50-60%-Proven
 Tube life 24,000 hours-Proven
 Price advantage-Proven
 Less precorrection needed-Proven
 Tube operating voltage less than 10kV-Fact
 Smaller footprint-Fact
 Low cost tetrode replacement-Fact
 No diplexer-Fact

The proof is in; the facts are undeniable. Models are available
from 5kW to 60kW. Talk to Acrodyne...the leader in UHF
tetrode technology for 25 years.
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Applied Technology

Fostex RD -8 digital
multitrack

By Dave Oren

The goal: To design a compact, high -
value linear digital 8 -track production
recorder without "reinventing the wheel."

 The criteria. Ease of operation for short
learning curve and fast productivity in-
crease; quick setup for use in digital or
analog, audio and video environments;
low-cost media; onboard synchronizer
and time -code generator/reader; and fa-
miliar interconnection suitable for all
production environments.

 The resulting product: The Fostex RD -8.
By combining the computer industry's

approach of multiprocessors in a distrib-
uted -intelligence architecture, the device
fits into either analog or digital facilities.
Prior to starting a project, a user defines
the master clock (timing reference), ini-
tializes the time -code generator/reader
and enables the synchronizer.

The table of contents
(TOC) stores all of the

setup data for the
deck at the beginning

of each tape.

Helical scan recording is used, which is
a well -proven technology from the video
and computer worlds. Another design
concept adapted from the computer is
the table of contents (TOC), which is

Oren is vice president of product planning and develop-
ment at Fostex Corporation of America, Norwalk, CA.

designed to store all of the setup, memo-
ry, locate and control data for the deck at
the beginning of each tape.

Proven technology
Familiar S -VHS tape technology and the

ADAT recording format provide robust,
low-cost digital media. A/D and D/A con-
verters and digital signal processors
(DSPs) come from proven digital audio
and computer systems. Nevertheless,
these elements had to be integrated with
a strong and intuitive user -interface, while
requiring strong value engineering and
proprietary silicon development. These
elements were combined with conserva-
tive firmware and software design to pro-
vide a complete product.

Along the way, engineering decisions
were required regarding which CPU to
select and at what frequency the system
clock should run. Regarding tape format,
a conservative approach was taken in
that track data is not interleaved. Each
input signal is recorded in its own sepa-
rate place on the tape.

The tape
Because more than 350 million VHS re-

corders are in use, and at last count more
than 3 million S -VHS recorders, it is ap-
parent that the shell and tape manufac-
turing processes have been refined to
yield consistent performance in any VHS
product.

As with any professional recording, the
user is always advised to use the best
tape available. The cost of S -VHS tape is
so much less than equivalent analog tape
that even buying the most expensive tape
will result in greatly reduced expendi-

tures for a multitrack production facility.

Interface and setup
The audio I/O interface is supplied in a

number of formats: analog unbalanced
1/4 -inch connectors at -10dBV, analog in-
put on 25 -pin D connectors at +4dBu, and
digital ADAT format (8 -channel optical)
on Toslink connectors. Cables are easy to
fabricate if you make your own, and are
readily available from many suppliers.
Third -party products can be used to im-
port and export AES and SPDIF digital
audio signals.

S -VHS technology and
ADAT recording for-
mat provide robust,

low-cost digital media.

The user controls on the RD -8 recorder
are similar to those of analog or digital
multitrack recorders, with large trans-
port buttons and a large LED numerical
display. Thus, the learning curve for op-
erators is short.

The front panel is outfitted with gray
and tan buttons. Their color coding is
significant. Gray buttons are speed keys
for setup procedures. For example, hold-
ing the data edit button while pressing
one of the gray function keys moves the
LCD display to the setup page for that
function. This simplifies the process of
setting or changing parameters.

The numerical display, LCD display and
status LEDs provide as much information
as possible on current system status.
Functions whose status must be known
or frequently checked by the operator
are given LED indicators (e.g., Is the pitch
control enabled? Is an offset enabled? Is
the system locked? Has a track slipped?).

Each input signal is
recorded in its own
place on the tape.

The Fostex RD -8 digital multitrack system.
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Figure I. Block diagram of the RD -8 system.

Modularity
"Buy only what you need, and use what

you buy to the maximum," is good advice
for obtaining high return on investment
(ROD. Multiple RD -8 decks can be syn-
chronized to each other with sample ac-
curacy when interconnected. This im-
proves ROI for equipment because ma-
chines can be configured as the require-
ments arise. A 16 -track recorder may nev-
er have been a justifiable expenditure,
but a "stackable" 8 -track, such as this
device, can be configured as an 8-, 16- or
24 -track system on demand. Up to 16
recorders can be interfaced for a 128 -
track configuration.

Up to 16 recorders can
be interfaced for a

128 -track
configuration.

Time -code synchronization
The device is equipped with an onboard

synchronizer, SMPTE time -code genera-
tor, high-speed code reader and transcod-
er for tape playback. Master clock can be
set to the recorder's internal crystal for
analog or non -synchronous transfer of

time -code recording, or external video
sync can be used when working to pic-
ture. Digital word sync also is available as
a master time reference for digital trans-
fers and pull-up (48.048kHz) or pull -down
(44.056kHz) for film -to -video transfers.

An RS -422 port is fitted on the back
panel, carrying the Sony P2 protocol for
connection to an editing system. MIDI
connectors output MIDI time code for
integrating electronic music components.

Expanded functionality
The system can eliminate the need for

retakes and re-recording to achieve pre-
cise timing with multitrack audio. The
track slip function allows any single track
(or a section of it) to be moved backward
up to 170ms.
All setup parameters, track slip data,

synchronizer information, locate and
auto -record information can be recorded
on the TOC of the work tape before it is
removed from the recorder. The data will
be reloaded each time the tape is placed
back in the deck.

Serviceability
All mechanical devices require period-

ic maintenance, but the RD -8's modular
design simplifies such servicing. The tape
path can be aligned in the field with fac-
tory alignment tapes and tools, and the

transport can be replaced as an assem-
bly. Technicians who are familiar with
VCRs and digital audio products will feel
comfortable with the system.

The track slip function
allows any single track
(or a section of it) to be
moved backward up to

170ms.

Such serviceability adds to the system's
user -friendliness, providing a flexible and
cost-effective digital multitrack recording
system that can bring the advantages of
digital audio to many audio -only or audio -
for -video applications for the first time.

4 For more information on the
Fostex RD -8, circle (318) on Reply
Card.
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Denon DN-970FA CD cart
player

By Chriss Scherer

In 1987, Denon introduced the DN-950F
compact disc player. This unit took the
approach of having the player respond
like a cart machine. This proved to be a
popular approach, and today more than
6,000 units are in the field.

The 950 (since replaced by the DN-
951FA) suited the needs of on -air applica-
tions. However, in the production studio
there were certain features that users
missed. Denon's response was the DN-
970FA. The 970 is based on the 950 but
gives the user some extra features better
suited for production use.

Getting acquainted
Although the front of the 970 has many

controls, it is still easy to use. Becoming
familiar with the unit should not take
operators long, and loading and playing
discs is as easy as with the 950/951 mod-
el. Both systems require each CD to be
enclosed in a special carrier (called a CD -

cart or the ACD-5B accessory).
The main digital display shows track

number, index number, minutes, seconds
and frames, as well as memory status and
presence of external sync. The index in-
dicator allows the operator to cue to
individual indices within a track. This is
great for production libraries, in which
each track has multiple indices.

An additional display shows the
varispeed setting. The select knob below
the display adjusts the varispeed in 0.2%
increments from -10% to +10%.

The PLAY/PAUSE and STBY/CUE but-
tons have guards on either side to pre-
vent accidental pressing.

Seven more buttons and a select knob
together control several functions:

 Repeat makes the machine repeat what
it is doing until told to quit. This could be
playing a track or a portion of a track in
memory.

 Remain toggles the main display be-
tween elapsed time and remaining time.
This was set by a dip switch on the 950.

 Search sets the function of the select

Scherer is an engineer at WDOK-FMNVRMR-AM in Cleveland.

Field Report

Performance at a glance:

 Cues to audio
 Many user -assignable options
 Switchable for on -air or production
 8x oversampling, 18 -bit D/A

conversion
 Includes power cord, instruction

manual and 10 CD cases
 Optional programmable automatic

track selection/lockout
 Plays non-TOC discs
 AES/EBU digital output
 Varispeed ± 10%

knob while searching. In track and index
modes, the knob selects either tracks or
indices. In manual mode, the knob acts as
a scrub wheel. Scrubbing can be in dis-
crete frames in normal search mode, or
users can enter a fast search mode by
holding in the select knob while searching.
(An internal dip switch setting can make a
fast search with a push on/push off func-
tion of the select knob.)

 TheA and B buttons select the beginning
and ending points for memory locations.
Use the save and resume buttons to save,
edit and recall these passages.

Depending on one of the dip switch
settings inside the machine, removing a
disk can cause all the memory informa-
tion to be saved. Otherwise, the machine
will default to its original settings and
clear the memory. The unit also includes a
front -mounted headphone jack with a vol-
ume control.

Connecting the DN-970FA
The unit has three type -D connectors

for remote control and tally indications.
Remote 1 is a parallel connection and
remote 2 is serial. The 970 uses a pulse to
ground for parallel remote control.

All of the functions of the machine can
be accessed through the remote -control
connectors. Consult the manual for each
particular installation.

The rear panel has XLRs for left and right
audio and digital out, and there are BNC

connectors for external sync in and out.
There also is a power connector and fuse
holder.

Inside the cabinet
Several dip switches determine the au-

dio cue detect level, eject memory, end of
message, time select and index out. The
switches also select test functions, delay
start, fade in/fade out duration, end re -
cue, initial display and end detect. These
switchers are located on the CPU board,
behind the front panel.

The fine points to these options are
detailed in the manual. Some of these op-
tions include:

 The delay start, an on/off setting, causes
a 100ms delay from the time the start
button is pressed until audio is output.
This allows the deck to mimic the delay in
a cart machine of the solenoid engaging
the pinch roller.

 The end recue will be helpful in produc-
tion. When recue is off, the machine will
wait where it stops after it plays a cut. To
replay the same cut or section, the opera-
tor must press CUE and then PLAY. When
recue is on, the cue step is eliminated. The
laser will go back to the beginning of the
cut and enter STANDBY. This means no
more turning the knob one click forward
and one click back to recue repetitive sound
effects.

 The initial display switch tells the ma-
chine whether to display time elapsed or
time remaining upon track selection.

 When end detect is off, the display will
show track time as contained in the disc's
address track. When it is on, the player will
examine the beginning and end of the se-
lected track, and show the actual time of
program audio. If six seconds of silence are
at the end of the track, it will deduct this
from the time and show a remaining time
that truly reflects program length. This
prevents having to scan through the entire
cut to see how accurate the timing is.

The placement of dip switches behind
the face panel may seem awkward. There
is no room on the rear panel, and the
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Nature has its own
professionals of

sound and vision.

The wonders of sound and vision found in nature are
hard to reproduce. In fact, if anyone has come close it's EEV.

Whatever your broadcast requirements, you'll find
EEV has the technology to match. High -efficiency
UHF Television Klystrons from 5kW to 70kW for
Television Transmitters. A range of Broadcast
Tetrodes and Vacuum Capacitors for AM and FM
transmitters, and Leddicon'" camera tubes to fit
virtually every broadcast color camera available today.

Our experience is the key to technological leadership.
Our manufacturing know-how ensures the
highest quality and reliability.
Above all, our professional dedication
to our customers' needs makes us the natural choice
of broadcasters the world over.

Leddicon is the Registered
Trade Mark of EEV Lead Oxide
Camera Tubes. PrV
Technology for the Broadcast Industry

USA: EEV Inc, 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523. Telephone: (914) 592 6050 or 'Toll Free' 1 -800-DIAL EEV Telex: 6818096 Fax: $914) 682 8922

CANADA: EEV Canada Ltd, 67 Westmore Drive, Rezdale. Ontario M9V 3Y6. Telephone: (416) 745 9494 Telex 06 989363 Fax: (416) 745 0618

UK: EEV, Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 2QU, England. Telephone: (0245) 493493 Telex: 99103 Fax: (0245) 492492

Subsidiary of the General Electric Company plc of England. gde
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The servo board lifts out easily for access to the lens assembly. (Photo by Jon DeHart.)

Dip switches on the CPU board provide many options for control of the unit. The switches are
accessible while the unit is rack mounted. (Photo by Jon DeHart.)

manufacturer says this location was cho-
sen so that switches could be changed
while the unit is still rack -mounted. The
front panel is held in place with two
screws, which are removed from the front.

About the cards
There are four circuit boards: the servo

board, located on top as you remove the
top cover; the audio board, mounted side-
ways next to the servo mechanism; the
CPU board; and the RAM board, located at
the bottom of the unit. All wiring to the
boards uses polarized and, in some cases,
color -coded connectors.

The servo board has all the servo ad-
justments on it. These can be accessed
by removing the top cover. This board is
held in place with one screw and two
plastic PC board squeeze mounts. It lifts
out easily for access to the lens assembly.

The audio board has the level set pots

and the distortion adjust for the D/A. These
pots are mounted on the edge of the PC
board. Unlike the 950, the top cover must
be removed for level setting. This should
not be a concern, however, because this is
a set -and -forget function.

The audio board is held in place at the
side of the player with two screws. When
these are removed, the audio board lifts
out. The CPU and RAM boards are mount-
ed below the transport. These are on slide-
out rails with connectors on the rear.

All of the components on the circuit
boards are labeled, and the pots also
have their functions screened next to
them. This aids adjustment because you
do not have to keep referring to a diagram
for part locations. The test points on the
servo board are actually connectors. This
facilitates service because a test jig can
easily be made or purchased.

The function of the pins on the test

points also are screened on the board.
The labels are abbreviations, but it is
something to go by.

A small fan on the rear of the player
provides ventilation for the voltage regu-
lators. It is a brushless DC motor and
does not create much noise.

Ready for action
In one of the production studios at WYCL-

FM, Reading, PA, a Denon DN-950FA was
replaced by a DN-970FA. Everyone ob-
served the change, but nobody came run-
ning for instructions on how to use it. All
of the operators could load and play CDs
with no additional training.

In a few days, the operators were given
training on some of the unit's more elab-
orate features, but most of them had
discovered the additional functions on
their own. This shows the unit's simplic-
ity of use.

A unique feature of the unit is its ability
to play back CDs before they have been
given a table of contents (TOC). This
feature is normally found only on CD
recorders. As more CD recorders come
into use, this likely will be a welcomed
feature. It allows users to preview a CD -R
on the DN-970FA before writing the TOC
on the disc, after which the recording
becomes permanent.

The manufacturer has added another
potentially useful feature. Using pre -cod-
ed labels that adhere to the clamp ring on
the CD case, the player can automatical-
ly locate a specific track or lock that
track out.

There are three operational modes to
this feature. In mode 1, when the car-
tridge loads, the machine cues to the pre-
determined track. Turning the search
knob does not allow you to select any
other track. In mode 2, when you load the
cartridge, the machine automatically
cues to the pre -selected track, but other
tracks can still be selected. In mode 3, the
machine cues to track 1 (unless it is
locked out). The user can then select any
track except one that is locked out.

Although Denon does not make a rack
mount for the 970, an approved rack -
mount kit is available from another manu-
facturer in single and dual rack -mounting
configurations.

The DN970-FA is an example of natural
progression. It adds useful new features
to an already proven design and is suit-
able for on -air and production.

Editor's note: Field reports are an exclusive BE feature for
broadcasters. Each report is prepared by the staff of a
broadcast station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry and for the
industry. Manufacturers support is limited to providing loan
equipment, and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or negative. No
report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Broadcast Engineering magazine.

For more information on the
Denon DN-970FA, circle (315) on
Reply Card.
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Inter BEE '93
29th International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition
November 16-18, 1993
Nippon Convention Center (Makuhari Messe)

The world's leading broadcast equipment experts will gather at Inter BEE '93 to catch

up on all that's new and exciting in this field.

The 29th International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition promises to reveal the latest high

-tech developments in broadcast, video and professional audio technology. It's the place

to exchange information, meet old and new friends, and to take part in Asia's 'argest

exhibition of its kind.
And attendance figures show just how popular Inter BEE is among those who count.

Inter BEE '92 attracted over 26,000 visitors from almost 40 nations worldwide.

Forums, seminars and symposiums will be held over the three days of the exhibition, in

addition to the trend -setting exhibits.
Be sure to attend Inter BEE '93. It helps bring people and products closer together in
today's widespread world and wide-open markets.

Japan Electronics Show Association
Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry Building
3-2-2, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
FAX : 81-3-3284-0165

004k

Inter BEE '93
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OCTOBER...

Managing technology

 Becoming a Contract Engineer
Now that fewer radio stations need full-time
engineers, this may be the perfect time to
consider starting a contract engineering
business. Learn firsthand about the finan-
cial side of running your own business.

13th Annual Salary Survey
BE looks at the financial state -of -affairs of
its readership. This is sought-after informa-
tion all year long.

Remote Production Camera
Technology

Digital technology has made tremendous
strides in camera technology. Review the
latest features and capabilities of modern
cameras.

Computer Platforms for
Graphic Systems

Learn how important the selection of a plat-
form for your graphics system is to its over-
all capability and performance.

Preview
Radio in Transition

A look at the wide range of products that are
available for radio remote prduction.

Using Wireless Microphones
Learn how to select a wireless mic for your
particular application.

NOVEMBER...

10th Annual Facility
Maintenance Report

Testing Audio - Automatically
Today, testing audio and video signals takes
only seconds with the right equipment. Learn
what automated equipment is out there.

Automated Test Equipment for
Video

See what technology is available to make
video tests quickly and accurately.

Selecting a Scope
With the array of oscilloscopes out there
choosing one can be confusing. We will show
you how to select one suited to your needs.

Maintaining Satellite Systems
Radio and TV stations rely on satellite -de-
livered systems, so they must be properly
maintained. There are several simple ways
they can be kept in top-notch condition.

Troubleshooting PC -Based
Equipment

Learn about techniques and equipment that
are available to help engineers get their
facilities up and running quickly.

 RF Cable Testing
For engineers and those who test cable,
learn how to test long lengths of coax.

Radio in Transition
As the radio industry evolves, stations need
to look beyond the single on -air stream as
their only profit centers. We will show you
some alternatives.

Intercom System Design and
Selection

Engineers and managers need to under-
stand the basics of operational design. Learn
how to pick the technology best suited for
your application.

Save 50%
Clear-Com* Replacement
Headphones

Buy Factory Direct and Save!

Time has proven the "RUGGED QUALITY"of Clear-Com*
headphone Models CC -75/B and CC -240/B. We, at
R -COLUMBIA, are proud to say that for the past 9 years
we were the manufacturer of this product. The
published pro net price from Clear-Com,* of
Model CC -75/B (for instance), was $130.
Buy our replacements now for only $65!
Full dealer discounts apply.

Belt Pack
has been

Model
RC -75/8

Model RS -501, at a pro net price of $208,
companion to CC -75/B and CC -240/B head-

phones. Buy R -Columbia's
Model RC -501 for only $100.
Compatible in every way,
including remote mic kill, or
money back!

" Clear-Com is a registered trademark of Clear -Corn Intercom Systems

R -COLUMBIA PRODUCTS CO.
2008 St. Johns Ave.  Highland Pk., IL. 60035
Phone: (708)432-7915  FAX: (708)432-9181

\NANVIANIP 14-

-sz-, 3 YEAR
WARRANT(

7,4,94/

VIDEO D A's

ES -207A

Broadcast Quality
1x4orlx5

Gain -Adjustable from
.8 to 1.5 Volts

Equalization -Compensates
for 1000' of RG-59/U

Response-.5dB at 10MHz
Propagation Delay-

5Nsec

$175
MANY OTHER AUDIO AND
VIDEO DA's AVAILABLE!!

Including Rockmount Configurations

142 SIERRA ST  EL SEGUNDO
CALIFORNIA 90245
(310) 322-2136
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COMPOSIUM IF

Works As Fast As You Think

Fast means instantaneous because our

Composium II Digital Production

Workstations provide real-time layering and

real-time effects with keyframe editing

for up to six VTRs or DDRs. Also. a

complete graphics department with

sophisticated paint tools. clip process-

ing, rotoscoping and video typography.

Composium 's Central Digital Library

and Master Decision List allow imme-

diate access and implementation.

Editors and artists no longer have to

work separately synchronizing and

mixing video sources. retouching

footage. painting, accessing stills or

generating titles. They can now inter-

act creatively on a single machine.

Powerful, productive and affordable.

Production flow is seamless.

No waiting. No rendering.

Component 4:4:4:4 processing delivers

unsurpassed image quality and dazzling

expansion effects. Multi -format I/0s. including

CCIR 601. ensure compatibility with any

video format.

Composium II is on the move. New Microtime

software (Version 4.5) adds a host of features

including Primary and Secondary Color

Correction and Graphics Creation Macros.

Composium 's award -winning performance

is backed by Microtime 's more than 20 years

of strong support. service and technology

leadership.

Composium II: Keeping pace with your

creativity.

Call today for information and also inquire

about our attractive leasing program.

C television by
design, inc. for
CFMT International

California Comminications, Inc.
and FASE Productions for "Living
and Working in Space," PBS

Skyview Film & Video
Leo Burnett

Nintendo

Available in Europe axdusiiely
from Thomson Broadcast.

Real-time, On-line...

 MICROTIME
New Mtrotime Inc - Ar Andesen Group Company

1280 Blue Hi Is Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002 USA
(203) 242-4242 Fac (203: 242-3321

Philadelphia (215) 327-2344 Atlanta (404) 972-1852 Chicago (708) 253-6868 Dallas (214) 644-0232 Los Angeles (714) 545-8960
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Ramsa WX-RP4 1 0/RP700
wireless microphone
system

By Ryan Steward

Ramsa has introduced its first wireless
microphone system, aimed at the ENG/
EFP markets as a high -end, versatile prod-
uct for broadcast and production opera-
tions. The system is superior to cabled
audio in many situations. The hazards,
weight and inconveniences of a cabled
microphone are eliminated. The need for
time-consuming, expensive and cumber-
some setups also are eliminated, which
allows for quick and easy use for news
and production shoots.

By using one of the 49 easily selectable
channels available on the system, the
operator can quickly eliminate interfer-
ence problems. The package includes
cabling and mounting hardware for the
battery -powered receiver to cover almost
any need. With the included miniature
condenser lavalier microphone and a
cable for use with a hand-held mic or
mixer feed, the system is easily custom-
ized. The complete system consists of a
WX-RP700 receiver and a WX-RP410 trans-
mitter.

Receiver details
The WX-RP700 receiver uses a phase-

locked loop (PLL) synthesized oscillator
to achieve its 49 -channel capability. These
frequencies are field -selectable through
two side -mounted selector switches. The
frequencies appear in the carrier sections
of channels 68 and 69 of the UHF band
(797MHz-803MHz), selectable in 125kHz
steps.The receiver's housing is silk
screened with a frequency chart for switch -
setting in the field. A space -diversity, dig-
itally switched, double-superheterodyned
reception format is used to minimize drop-
outs from multipath.The receiver uses two
'/4 -wavelength flexible whip antennas con-
nected to top -mounted SMA connectors.
Top -mounted and easily viewable indica-
tors for battery condition, receive level,
antenna on-line and audio output are all
protected by a clear removable cover. Con-
trols for power and frequency selection
are under another clear cover.

Steward is a maintenance engineer at KSMO-TV, Kansas
City, KS.

Field Report

Performance at a glance:

 Compact, high -quality, rugged UHF
wireless microphone system

 Battery -powered, diversity receiver
designed for easy camcorder
mounting

 Six -hour continuous battery life for
both transmitter and receiver

 Up to 49 channels available with
in -the -field switchability

 Uses standard AA batteries
 Optional programmable automatic

track selection/lockout
 Dynamic range of 100dB
 Frequency response of 45Hz to

20kHz
 Includes high -quality, ultraminia-

ture lavalier microphone
 Supplied adapter cable allows any

standard microphone to be
used with system

By using one of the
49 easily selectable

channels, the
operator can quickly

eliminate interference.

Output audio is 20051 balanced on a stan-
dard 3 -pin XLR male connector at -60dBm.
The receiver uses four AA batteries, which
are cassette -mounted and provide enough
power for approximately six hours of use.
A second cassette is provided for quick
battery changes and storage. Battery cas-
settes can be changed through the bottom
of the receiver's case, even while it is
installed on a camera.

A camera -mounting bracket with quick
release mechanism comes with the re-
ceiver, along with a shoulder strap. The
receiver size is 112mm (w) x 95.5mm (h)
x 31.5mm (d), and weight with batteries is
500g.

Transmitter specifications
The WX-RP410 transmitter boasts an

equally long list of convenient, functional
features. The frequencies are switchable
in the same manner as on the receiver,
with a companion silk-screened chart on
the case providing switch positions for
the desired frequency. The transmitter
accepts either the included lavalier con-
denser microphone or other balanced
mic-level audio sources through a sup-
plied XLR adapter cable. An input -level
trim provides adjustment from -80dBm to
-4OdBm. Peak -level and battery condition
LED indicators are top -mounted.

The transmitter uses two AA batteries,
mounted in a cassette -type carrier with a
spare provided. Battery life also is quot-
ed in the six hour range for the transmit-
ter. Typical range is 260 feet without noise.

Two windscreens are included for the
lavalier microphone - one metal and
one foam. A belt clip on the transmitter
allows upside-down and horizontal
mounting. The transmitter uses com-
panding to achieve dynamic range of
100dB. The power output of transmitter
is 30mW and it also uses '/4 -wavelength
antenna with an SMA connector. Dimen-
sions of the transmitter case (not includ-
ing antenna) are 103mm (1) x 64mm (w) x
18mm (h). Weight with batteries is 210g.
Like any professional wireless micro-
phone system, the transmitter requires
FCC licensing before use.

Installation, operation and
applications

The receiver mounting bracket is de-
signed for mounting on an Mil camcord-
er, but installation onto a Sony Betacam
unit employing the NP-1,A,B battery for-
mat only required removing and rein-
stalling three mounting screws. The re-
ceiver case is wider than the Beta deck
and clearance does create possibilities
of snag. Antenna orientation is well above
the deck, and its handle does not inter-
fere with reception. A standard XLR cable
is required to connect the receiver's out-
put to the camcorder's audio input.

The system seems well -suited for news,
production and specialty applications.
Channel selection is achieved with a small
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screwdriver. Quick and simple setup,
operation and troubleshooting make the
system welcome during active news pur-
suit. Studio applications include use on
the news set, especially for the weather -
caster, where ease of mobility from set to
chroma wall comes in handy.

The system seems
well -suited for news,

production and
specialty

applications.

For production applications, users can
quickly and easily change their locations
without the need to rewire and hide ca-
bles at each new spot. Special applica-
tions, such as children's shows, allow
fast -paced action sequences to proceed
safely without worry over cabling. With
49 available channels, up to six units can
be operated in close proximity without
interference.

Product evaluation
Both studio and field evaluations of this

system were performed. The KSMO Kids
Crew team, which generally uses wireless
microphones, was asked to compare the

Ramsa system to its exist-
ing units. The reactions
to the evaluation were
quite positive. Reception
range in open areas was
excellent, with almost no
interruption of signal,
even near motorized ve-
hicles and their ignition
interference. Audio qual-
ity and clarity also were
maintained, even in situ-
ations of high sound lev-
els and background noise.
Talent voice quality re-
mained natural in tone
throughout.

Battery consumption is
always an area of great
concern to wireless mi-
crophone users, and the
Ramsa system performed
to its specifications.
Slightly more than the 6 -
hour rating was often
achieved in the KSMO
tests. Much of a field
crew's shooting is of one-
time -only events, so bat-
tery -level indication is
important as well. This
crew's testing found the
system's display simple
to read with :ust a quick
glance.

Camcorder -mounting of WX-RP700 receiver, along with hand-
held microphone feeding WX-RP410 beltpack transmitter,
shown during KSMO-TV's evaluations.

VWJ2-S
Straight thru 75S2 terminating

VWJ2W
Normal thru 7511 terminating

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT.
Canare Patchbays handle every 7552
standard in your plant, from Baseband
Video to High Resolution Computer
Graphics and, the studio interface
standard of tomorrow...Serial Digital.
Plus you get the following:

WIDEST BANDWIDTH
DC - 600MHz
LONGEST LIFESPAN
"Microswitch" contacts
EASIEST INSTALLATION
Jacks Screw To Front
PERFECTLY COMPATIBLE
Your Cords or Ours
BEST BOTTOM LINE
Less Expensive!

Call, or write today for a FREE
technical brochure with complete
specifications and the number of your
local Canare dealer.

..17/V..4t71=1E
511 5TH Street, Unit G, San Fernando, CA 91340
1818) 365.2446 FAX (818) 365.0479
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The Kids Crew testing concluded with
some studio shooting, confirming the
wireless microphone system's good per-
formance around studio lighting and oth-
er equipment without picking up addi-
tional noise or hum.

Further testing included general engi-
neering department evaluations around
the KSMO facility. The station's home is a
3 -story concrete and steel office building
with steel flooring, containing many com-
puter systems and currently undergoing
renovation. This provided a good envi-
ronment for testing the system's range
and susceptibility to interference.

Quick and simple
setup, operation and
troubleshooting make
the system welcome
during active news

pursuit.

For these tests, the wireless receiver
was installed inside a metal rack, with its
output connected to a mixer and moni-
tor. The output was monitored for drop-
outs, noise and diversity switching. On a

tour of all three floors (including the tech
center containing station equipment), no
dropouts or noises were detected. RF
loss was not detectable, nor was diversi-
ty receiver switching.

During battery life timing tests, it was
observed that once the transmitter's bat-
tery life LED turned from green to red,
power quickly diminished. On the receiv-
e', after its LED changed color, it continued
to operate well for a much longer time.

When the transmitter went out of range
and the signal became noisy, the receiver
went into a squelched mode of opera-
tion. The same situation occurred when
the transmitter was off.

Final tests were conducted at the KSMO
transmitter site. The site is shared with
another UHF station, two FMs, a cable
head -end (with microwave links) and an
MCI telephone hub. KSMO's operating
frequency of UHF Channel 62 fell close to
the wireless mic's operating frequency
range. Considering all of the additional
RF at the site, this provided an excellent
place to test the system's RF section for
sensitivity and discrimination.

The wireless system's transmitter and
microphone were brought inside the
transmitter site's shack and placed next
to an acoustical sound source. The re-
ceiver was connected to a portable mixer
running on battery power, and headphones

CLOSED CAPTIONING
CHEETAH SYSTEMS

the Worldwide Leader in

Closed Captioning offers the most advanced and

comprehensive line of captioning solutions available.

CHEETAH SYSTEMS

is the only vendor offering a complete line of

cross compatible captioning

products with 24 hour support, 365 days a year.

Join the leader!

Call us for more information and

our demo videotape at 800-829-2287.
"Se Habla Espanol"

CHEETAH SYSTEMS

109 Fourier Avenue
Fremont, CA 94539-7482
Voice/TDD: 510-656-0700
Fax: 510-656-0527

fed by the mixer were used for monitor-
ing the received signal as the receiver
was moved about the site. Despite the
receiver's continuous switching between

With 49 available
channels, up to six

units can be operated
in close proximity

without interference.

antenna A and B, audio quality was excel-
lent and switching was undetectable.
Range remained up to the specification
of 260 feet, even under severe RFI condi-
tions.

Maintenance
The system is small and compact, as is

its internal layout and the choice of parts
used. Many internal parts are surface -

mounted and placed in tight quarters.
Construction of the transmitter internal-
ly seems a bit flimsy and frail, although
the case is of thick construction. On the
other hand, the receiver's internal con-
struction is quite sturdy, with a heavy
die-cast frame protecting both sides and

A CREATIVE SOLUTION

To YouR STL
PUZZLE

ASTA:

Intraplex

If you've been

puzzling over your
STL options,
consider how
digital Ti fits.

A digital STL

over Ti lines is a
reliable, cost effec-

tive alternative to
radio STL. T1

STLs handle CD
quality uplinks and
bacichaul, as well as

transmitter alarm
immuring and conventional voice with
ease. And, plenty of room to expand
without FCC type approval concerns.

Intraplex offers the broadest range
of digital T1 solutions for your STL,
TSL, and LMAs. Talk to us about a
creative digital T1 solution to your
STL puzzle. Today.
Intraplex, Inc. (508) 692-9000.
In Europe, (44) 296-66-1748.
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As the manufacturer which performed the world's first installation of a full

digital studio back ih 1985, THOMSON BROADCAST is proud to

introduce the 9200, the newest member of its digital switcher family. This

unit is the crowning achievement of a design team that boasts almost a

decade of experience in conceiving, manufacturing and delivering only

component digital switchers. The 9200 is a compact 1M/E + DSK with

functional innovations that blow away the standard limitations of switchers

of this size : M/E or multilayer, video or key freeze, fluorescent display,

double transition, input level correction, source memory Mem Box with

keyframes and sequences, timeline control, 6 auxiliary busses, and more.

Besides being feature -rich, the 9200 switcher is ergonomically designed

and interfaces easily with existing equipment. THOMSON has funneled its

years of experience to produce a powerful, innovative component digital

switcher within an affordable package. We used our expertise to do the

hard work, so you won't have to.

1 THOMSON BROADCAST

State of the digital art

92ao Component Digital Switcher
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the top. It also securely holds both circuit
boards, which are double -sided and use
surface -mount components. The RF sec-
tions of the receiver are open and do not
seem to be affected by outside RF. On the
other hand, the RF sections of the trans-
mitter are enclosed and look potentially
difficult to troubleshoot. Construction
overall is of good quality and seems well
thought out.

Like other miniature condenser lavaliers,
the system's supplied microphone and
cable connectors are small and require
accuracy during repair. Small and careful
soldering is required.

limitations and drawbacks
Because the system operates in the UHF

range of Channel 68 and 69, FCC licensing
is required. The transmitter is licensed as
low -power television under Section 74,
Sub -part H. The licensing fee is $85, and
processing time is approximately 40 days.

The audio input trim control on the
transmitter extends above the top sur-
face approximately one -quarter of an
inch, perhaps making it susceptible to
accidental breakage or unintended ad-
justment during use. The actual applica-
tion of the gain trim is somewhat difficult
because the transmitter does not have
any audio level indicators other than a
peak flasher. (The receiver has an audio

Clark Listens...

level meter.)
Frequency selection controls are diffi-

cult to get to on the transmitter while it is
in its carrying case. Switching of these
controls requires a small screwdriver,
which is included, but it is small and
easily misplaced. Keys, pens, pencils, or
the like will not move the controls easily
in an emergency.

The documentation
for the transmitter

and receiver is
clear and easily

understood.

The receiver LEDs are greenish yellow
and can be difficult to read in bright
sunlight.

Finally, for some users, the most signif-
icant drawback will be the top-drawer
price of the unit, although it is competi-
tive with others of its class.

Documentation
The documentation for the transmitter

and receiver is clear and easily under-
stood. It covers features, precautions,

Clark listens to its customers and designs its complete
line of audio/video cable accordingly. Now you can
listen to Clark's new 700 Series snakes
that are designed, as usual,
with the customer in mind.
Why not give
Clark a listen?

Cables available
cut to length and

terminated to
your specs.

CIA rrat

1 -800 -CABLE- IT!
1801 Holste Road  Northbrook, IL 60062

Listen to Clark!
Circle (60) on Reply Card

layouts and operations as any good doc-
umentation should, but the diagramming
and explanation of complex special fea-
tures is unusually well done.

A frequency list appears on two pages
and is presented in chart form, both for
desired frequencies and for switch set-
tings. The noise -reduction system is ex-
plained in detail. The transmitter docu-
mentation contains a handy conversion
chart for sound pressure to dBV and for
frequency deviation to dBm, as employed
in the system. An application for licensing
the unit also is included.

Editor's note: Field reports are an exclusive BE feature for
broadcasters. Each report is prepared by the staff of a
broadcast station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry and for the
industry. Manufacturer's support is limited to providing loan
equipment, and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or negative. No
report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Broadcast Engineering magazine.

0 For more information on the
Ramsa WX-RP410/RP700 wireless
microphone system, circle (316)
on Reply Card.
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YOUR TAPE STORAGE
PROBLEMS!

Storeel Systems offer optimum flex-
ibility, maximum efficiency for stor-
ing broadcast tapes and films.
Customized systems of top-quality
steel or high -impact plastic.

Whatever the
size...Worldwide,
Storeel can help!

Stor-Max

Other Space -Saving
Storeel Systems
include:
 Room Stretcher°
 Stor-Max  Railrider
 Room Stretcher Express°

Set -Up Trucks
 The Maxi Cart

The Maxi Cart

If It deserves to be stored, It deserves Storeel'
Call for Free Consultation

3337 W Hospital Ave.  Atlanta, GA 30341  14041458-3280
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REAL TIME AUDIO RESTORATION
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BC -1 real time stereo de -clicker.
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CEDAR IS THE ANSWER
Are you involved in remastering, broadcasting, soundtrack
restoration or archiving? If so, you know that all recordings

can suffer from clicks, scratches and crackles.

Until now, audio restoration has been a time
consuming, costly and highly specialised
process. Enter CEDAR to change all that. Not

only are the DC -1 stereo real time de -clicker

and CR-1 stereo real time de-crackler
powerful and flexible, they're also extremely

simple to use - audio restoration demystified!

In fact with both analog and digital inputs
and outputs, they're simpler to use than a
reverb or compressor and, in real time,

produce results so good that you will never know that your
material has been damaged in the first place.

And for noise reduction, de -hissing, phase
correction, EQ and editing, the CEDAR
Production System complements the DC -1

and CR-1 perfectly.

So if you work with less than perfect audio,
fmd out how CEDAR can answer your audio

restoration problems.

HHb CEDAR

USA: Independent Audio  295 Forest Avenue, Suite 121, Portland, Maine 04101-2000  Phone: 207 7'3 2424  Fax: 207 773 2422

Canada: Studer Revox Canada Ltd  1947 Leslie &wet, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3  Phone 416 510 1347  Fax: 416 510 1294
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Station to Station

Using infrared imaging
for transmission line
inspection

By Eric Bergman

Last October, WHAS-TV experienced one
of a chief engineer's worst fears -a 4 -inch
transmission line burned up in an incident
that took the station off the air for 7'/2
hours. Luckily, the problem occurred only
60 feet above the base of the tower, and a
tower crew was working at another site
nearby. Other help came from broadcast
engineers in the area who heard of the
station's plight and called or came by with
offers of assistance.

As soon as the problem was determined
to be in the transmission line, a time
domain reflectometer (TDR) was put on
the line. It indicated a short at 137 feet
from the transmitter patch panel - a
distance that equated to 60 feet up the
tower. The tower crew arrived, and re-
placed the damaged section and the two
sections above it because there was evi-
dence of contamination of these sections.
(The smoke and combustion by-prod-
ucts from melted copper and burned te-
flon insulators typically affects several
sections around a burnout.)

After the repair was made, the TDR was
used to pulse the line again, and no more
problems were detected. The station then
signed back on and resumed regular broad-
casting.

A case of burnout
An investigation of the damaged sec-

tions revealed that the problem was at a
flange joint where the line sections met. A
failure in the inner conductor was sus-
pected, possibly the bullet, a silver-plat-
ed copper splice that joins the inner con-
ductors together. This was not certain,
however, because the damage to the bul-
let and the inner conductor was quite
severe. (See Photo A.) The exact cause of
the "burnout" remained a mystery, al-
though many possibilities were identi-
fied. The most likely causes included:

 Thermal wearing. During construction of
the line, a bullet can be installed improper-
ly and operate for years before it begins
heating to the point of failure. Being out-
doors, the continual thermal expansion

Bergman is director of engineering and operations for
WHAS-TV, Louisville, KY.

and contraction cycling of the line causes
friction, which can lead to copper dust or
particles settling onto the flange insula-
tors and forming a conductive path that
will develop into a short.

 Dehydratoreftluents. Dirt and debris from
dehydrators also can settle in the line and
cause a result similar to that in thermal
wearing.

 Physical damage. External rubbing and
chafing of the line components against the
tower or each other can cause deforma-
tions or weaknesses in the line that can
lead to failure.

Could it happen again?
Once the station was back on the air, it

was time to evaluate the situation more
thoroughly. What had caused the first fail-
ure? Were there other problems in the line
and, if so, where? The station's 1,000 -foot
transmission line is made up of 50 20 -foot

sections. Without the luxury of a spare line
and/or spare antenna, it was not going to
be easy to check the sections and remain
on the air. A manual, visual inspection of
the interior of the line would be difficult,
expensive and require interruption of ser-
vice. If an alternative existed, it would be
worth pursuing.

The 0.2°C resolution
of this system is much

more sensitive than
human touch.

The engineering staff discussed the
problem and came up with an idea. Several
years earlier, the station had hired a local
company, Thermographic Consultants, to
perform an infrared thermographic sur-
vey of the main electrical switch gear and

Photo B. Display screen on the infrared imaging
device detecting a hot spot.

Photo A. Failed inner conductor heating at top of
after removal from WHAS-TV
transmission line.

111 Photo C The

excessive

transmission line
section detected
by the infrared
imaging shown
in Photo B. Note
discoloration
from

innerconductor
section.
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distribution system at the studio and trans-
mitter. This is a diagnostic tool used to
locate problems in such systems by de-
tecting the heat caused by poor connec-
tions, overloading or failing components.
Utilities also use such services to inspect
high-tension lines for bad splices or bad
insulators. The station believed this could
work for inspecting its transmission line.

Thermographic Consultants agreed to
try. It employed a unit called the Infra -
metrics 525, which is a cryogenically -
cooled infrared imaging system. The sta-
tion picked an overcast, cold day to do
the survey. Overcast conditions helped
to even out the background radiation
and lessen uneven solar heating of the
objects under examination. The cold
weather was the luck of the draw for
Kentucky in October.

Infrared examination
The method used for the survey was

quite simple. The operator got on the
elevator car and rode up the tower, look-
ing for any "hot spots." At approximately
750 feet, he found one. This joint was 5°C
hotter than the surrounding line, and the
heat signature was visible for two feet on
either side of the flange. The operator
adjusted the range and resolution of the
system to further determine that the
hottest area was on the bottom half of the

joint, corresponding to where the bullet
was fixed to the inner conductor by means
of a bolt and a watchband -type spring. (See
Photo B.)

This difference in temperature was not
evident by feeling the line, and may not
have shown up during the annual tower
inspection. The 0.2°C resolution of this
system is more sensitive than human touch.

This approach was
non -intrusive, allowed
inspection while un-

der load, and kept the
station on the air.

A tower crew was hired to open the line
at that point, and both sections of line
involved at that joint were replaced. Sub-
sequent inspection revealed that the
watchband spring had deteriorated and
was the cause of the heating. As a result of
this heating, the bullet and surrounding
inner conductor were badly discolored,
and probablywould not have lasted much
longer before they failed. (See Photo C.)
The burnout incident that caused WHAS-
TV to go off the air was most likely also the
result of a faded watchband spring.

GEPCO INTERNATIONAL
Please see us a

AES, Booth #1221
& SMPTE.

Booth 41103

Audio,Video & Broadcast
Cable Products

2225 W. HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO IL 60612-1(13
CViiatli (312)733-9555 FAX (312)733-6416 (800)966-0069

Recommendations
The experiences at WHAS-TV indicate

that this method can be used for finding
severe pre -failure heating problems. How-
ever, additional field work must be done to
refine the scope of its use. Relating exteri-
or heat to the internal temperature and
condition of components may allow for a
more refined diagnosis. In addition, the
device used for the survey was large and
bulky, making it inconvenient or impracti-
cal for use on towers without elevators.
Smaller, hand-held units are available that
may help in that regard.

In summary, infrared imaging yielded
positive results as a method of inspecting
broadcast transmission lines for hot
spots. Several advantages were present-
ed by this approach:
1. it was non -intrusive,

2. the line was inspected while under
load, and

3. the station remained on the air.
The system had adequate resolution

and sensitivity to permit accurate diag-
nosis of heat -related problems. WHAS-
TV used it to locate and repair a problem
in an efficient manner, before an extreme-
ly costly failure occurred.

minstede

FREE
CATALOGc

Video Furniture Systems
Big, full color catalog includes complete

descriptions, pricing and ordering information on:

 Editing Consoles Video Consoles
 Equipment Cabinets  Micro Computer Stations

 Tape & Film Storage Systems

Winsted Systems ... Preferred by

Professionals Worldwide

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Ave. So.  Minneapolis, MN 55438

612-944-8556

Phone Toll Free (800) 447-2257
FAX: 612-944-1546
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BUSINESS SCENE

Sony, Montvale, NJ, has sold DMX-E3000
audio -for -video consoles to Machine Room
Ltd., SVC, Tele-Cine, Chrysalis Television,
TVS, Molinare and Carlton Television,
which are all located within the United
Kingdom.

Sony also has delivered a PCM-3348 DASH
multitrack recorder to Kuwait Radio. In
addition, NRK ORTO 94 has received the
first of 47 Digital Betacam production units
that it ordered at the end of June. STAR TV
has selected Sony's new Digital Betacam
format for its 5 -channel direct digital broad-
cast satellite service.

Also, Sony has already received orders
for almost 1,000 Digital Betacam VTRs,
including 300 for Hughes Communications'
DirecTV, the first domestic direct digital
broadcast satellite service, which will be-
gin taking delivery this summer.

Pioneer, Upper Saddle River, NJ, has
installed a Projection CUBE system for
VidiAd, which operates a video wall dis-
play advertising system in McCarran In-
ternational Airport, Las Vegas.

Panasonic, Secaucus, NJ, has sold an
AJ-D350 D-3 studio VTR at the Academic
Media Services department of the Univer-
sity of Colorado, Boulder, CO.

Abekas, has installed an A84 digital
component switcher at Lamb & Company,
Minneapolis.

Also, Post Effects, Chicago, has taken
delivery of an A83 digital component pro-
duction switcher.

AKG, San Leandro, CA, has provided
C410Q microphones on the set of "Dino-
saurs," a half-hour sitcom on ABC-TV.

Fujinon, Wayne, NJ, has equipped the
production truck at Oklahoma State
University's Telecommunications Center,
Stillwater, OK, with 55X, 44X and 18X lenses.

Harris Allied, Quincy, IL, has added
the DAD 486x digital audio delivery sys-
tem to its radio studio product line. The
DAD 486x is manufactured by Enco Sys-
tems, St. Louis.

In addition, Harris has received an order
for FM broadcast transmission equipment
from the Shanghai Radio & Television Bu-
reau in the People's Republic of China.
Also, the Autonomous Community of the
Basque Country, Spain, has ordered five
DX Series digital solid-state medium -wave
transmitters. Harris has taken an order

Industry Briefs

from Syrian Radio & TV for two DX 50,
50kW digital solid-state medium -wave
transmitters and associated equipment as
well. Egypt Radio & TV Union also has
bought a DX 100, 100kW digital solid-state
medium -wave broadcast transmitter.

Furthermore, Harris has installed the
world's first digital FM exciter, the Harris
Digit, at KRNA-FM, Iowa City, IA.

Avid, Tewksbury, MA, has provided
CBS -TV, New York, with Media Composer
digital non-linear editing systems to be
used to produce upcoming TV specials:
"60 Minutes" 25th anniversary special and
a new documentary on the year 1968.

Ampex, Redwood City, CA, has sold 12
DCT 700d tape drives to Warner Bros.
Studios, Hollywood.

Also, WETK-TV, Colchester, VT, has
made plans to use its ACR-225 automated
cassette system to significantly change its
on -air operations. Within the next year,
the system will be loaded with all of the
station's short -length (under 30 -minutes)
educational programming material that is
broadcast to Vermont and New England
regional schools.

Solid State Logic (SSL), Oxford, En-
gland, has delivered a 64 -input SL 4000 G
series console with Total Recall to Chero-
kee Studios, Hollywood. Sound On Sound
Recording, New York, has purchased a 64-
input SL 4000 G Plus console as well.

Vyvx, Tulsa, OK, and Fibrcom, San Anto-
nio, TX, have entered into a local access
agreement whereby Fibrcom will provide
first- and last -mile service connections
within San Antonio for Vyvx's nationwide
fiber-optic TV transmission system.

Emcee, White Haven, PA, has concluded
an agreement with Hong Kong -based Pan
Asian Systems, giving Pan Asian Systems
rights to distribute Emcee's wireless cable
products in Asia and the Middle East.

NTL, Hampshire, England, has been cho-
sen by the Family Channel in an agreement
that includes the Children's Channel on a
shared transponder. The combined 24-
hour service began on Sept. 1.

NSN Network Services, Avon, CO, and
Gilat Satellite Networks have reached an
agreement whereby NSN has become
Gilat's first North American distributor
for its OneWay VSAT.

Antenna Technology, Mesa, AZ, has
been chosen to provide two Simulsat

multi beam satellite earthstations as
downlinking antennas for United States
Satellite Broadcasting's (USSB) Digital Sat-
ellite System (DSS) uplinking facility,
Oakdale, MN.

Vistek, Buckingham, England, has been
awarded another contract by Wharf Cable,
Hong Kong, to provide four VECTOR-VMC
standards converters to the project.

A.F. Associates, Northvale, NJ, has de-
livered a Radamec EPO RP2H heavy-duty
pedestal to CNN, Atlanta. A.F. Associates
represents Radamec EPO exclusively in
the United States.

Avid, Tewksbury, MA, has formed sepa-
rate business units for its desktop video,
broadcast and professional products, in
order to best serve the needs of a broad
spectrum of digital media markets. The
business units will have their own engi-
neering, marketing, sales and customer
support staffs.

Philip Drake Electronics, Herts, En-
gland, has appointed Sistem LetronikMaju
Sdn Bhd as its Maylaysian distributor.

Accom, Menlo Park, CA, has received
the 1993 Monitor Award for Special
Achievement in Engineering Excellence
from the International Teleproduction
Society (ITS) for its D -Bridge 221 digital
decoding system and its D -Bridge 122 digi-
tal encoding system.

Abekas, Redwood City, CA, has reduced
the price of its latest generation of compo-
nent digital disk recorders, the A65 and
A66, in an effort to make digital video more
available to computer animator and graph-
ics users.

Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, is conduct-
ing another series of Cable TV Measure-
ment seminars. Open to the public, the
seminars are scheduled for the following
cities: Cincinatti, Sept. 27; Omaha, NE, Sept.
29; and Phoenix, AZ, Oct. 1.

The full -day seminars offer a discussion
of theory and application -oriented train-
ing in RF and baseband measurements.
Each seminar participant receives a work-
book containing valuable reference infor-
mation about signal distortion and mea-
surement methods. To make reservations
or obtain additional information, contact
Kathy Richards at 503-627-1555.

Broadcast Electronics, Quincy, IL, has
acquired Broadcast Programming, Seattle,
and its sister company, Sentry Systems.
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WOULD YOU LEAVE

THE SAFETY OF YOUR

COMPANY'S MOST

VALUABLE ASSETS

TO A COUPLE OF

NUTS AND BOLTS?

The answer is No! That's why Stantron engineers
chose a welded construction design with unparalleled

strength and rigidity. A design that offers you the
security of kncwing your products are safely rack

mounted to stay. Our welded design is strong. In

laboratory tests we've lifted fully loaded racks weight-
ing thousands of pounds with no structural damage. A

test that other manufacturers would be NUTS *.o try.

Welded construction offers the time saving advantage
of "No Assembly Required". Each bay comes
completely assembled and ready for any system
configuration requirement. While other manufactur-
ers offer tapped rails only as an expensive option, with
Stantron they're standard at no extra cost.

STANTRON... YOU'RE NUTS TO LEAVE THE
SAFETY OF YOUR ASSETS TO ANYONE ELSE.

NZER
STANTRON

ENGINEERED WITH SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

12224 Montague Street Pacoima, CA 91331
CALL TOLL FREE 1 (800) 821-0019

IN CALIFORNIA 1 (818) 890-3445 FAX 1 (818) 890-4460
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Vistek, Buckingham, England, has ap-
pointed Intelligent Structures Inc. (ISI), to
provide technical support in the Los Ange-
les area. In addition to providing technical
support, ISI will maintain a comprehen-
sive inventory of spares to support the
installed product base.

TIC, Louisville, CO, has signed a Memo-
randum of Understanding with Larcan Inc.,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada. The agree-
ment calls for Larcan to acquire a control-
ling interest in TTC and is subject to the
fulfillment of a number of conditions.

Allied Film & Video, Chicago, is now
offering open, closed and real time video
captioning in 24 languages from its Chi-
cago location.

Panasonic Broadcast & Television
Systems Company, Secaucus, NJ, has
named five sales organizations to repre-
sent its line of video conferencing systems
and components.

These companies include: R.P.C. Video
Inc., Pittsburgh; Crimson Tech, Cambridge,
MA: Videoplay, Rockville, CT; EC1Video,

Industry Briefs

Dallas; and Technical Industries, Atlanta.

Zero Stantron, Pacoima, CA, has opened
an East Coast manufacturing facility in
Monson, MA. The facility will provide di-
rect warehousing and manufacturing ac-
cess to Stantron's East Coast user base.

Otari Corporation, Foster City, CA, has
established a direct sales office in New
York City. The territory covered by this
office includes Boston, New York, Phila-
delphia and Washington, DC. The official
title for this office is Otari Northeast Re-
gional Sales Office.

Tape machine and studio console war-
ranty service and sales technical support
will be handled by New York Technical
Support Inc., 35 Hardscrabble Hill Road,
Chappaqua, NY 10514-3009 (mailing ad-
dress) or 424 W. 45th Street, New York, NY
10036 (shipping address); phone 212-246-
0227; fax 914-238-6823.

Pro Disk and post -production console
warranty service and sales technical sup-
port will be handled by Film-Tek and Asso-
ciates Inc., 26-07 Broadway, Suite 24, Fair
Lawn, NJ 07410; phone 201-797-4999; fax

SOUND AT A GLANCE

Bright -VU LED Meters
Fast Action catches more peaks
Selectable Peak or Average Response
Adjustable input sensitivity
Connects to almost any source
Bright, color -coded 16 LED display
Up to 6 mono/3 stereo meters in 1 RU

Expanded range, peak hold & phase for
analog or digital sources will be available
this October in our new Super -VU meters

kgitek Call 800-231-5870 or 713-782-4592
for your nearest Logitek dealer

201-797-7274.

PEOPLE

James Utterson has been selected as
non -executive director for Philip Drake
Electronics, Herts, England.

Henry T. Evers and Kenneth M.
Sampson have been appointed to posi-
tions with Pioneer New Media Technolo-
gies, Upper Saddle Rivers, NJ. Evers is vice
president in charge of sales, engineering
and marketing for its Multimedia Systems
Division. Sampson is district sales man-
ager for the Southeast territory.

Ted Snider, owner of KARN-AM and the
Arkansas Radio Network, Little Rock, AR,
has been named the 1993 recipient of the
National Radio Award by the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters.

Steve A. Claterbaugh has been named
broadcast sales manager for all of Canada
for Continental Electronics Corporation,
Dallas.

Some of Monday's
top -rated TV shows

were edited on a

Setearifitet
and Tuesday's and Wednesday's

and Thursday's and Friday's.d Saturtho's and

Get the picture? Then get the system
that puts it all together.

Direct upgrade path to random access / non-linear

Complete Edit Decision List Management

V-LANITM control of virtually any media
Designed by a professional editor

Full industry compatibility
Coast -to -coast support

r Complete Off -Line and

On -Line systems for

control of up to seven VTRs.

DOS and MS Windowar.

software available

Seteadget Editing Systems

For information, call (818) 508-6966
or Fax requests to (818) 508-8588
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Industry
Briefs

Morgan D. Rees and Bob Titus have
been appointed to positions with BTS,
Simi Valley, CA. Rees is business unit man-
ager. Titus is business unit manager for
digital recorders and telecines.

Samuel Edward (Ed) Hawkins Jr.,
Dean A. Pomeroy and Ronald C.
Frillman have been named to positions
with Harris Allied Broadcast Division,
Quincy, IL. Hawkins is government/con-
sultant relations manager. Pomeroy is
controller. Frillman is manager of market-
ing communications.

Roger C. Cady has been chosen as vice
president of business development for
Dynatech, Burlington, MA.

Dennis M. Houlihan has been named
president of Roland Corporation US, Los
Angeles.

Sean C. Bowers has been appointed as
a sales representative for Computer Con-
cepts' (Lenexa, KS) new Denver office.

Tony Peterman has been promoted to
division manager of the Chicago and Elk
Grove Village, IL, facilities for Allied Film &
Video, Chicago.

Eric Wahlberg has been appointed
Northeast regional sales manager for
Microtime, Bloomfield, CT.

Phil Clement and David C. Cuyler
have been promoted to positions with
Rank Organisation Plc., London. Clement
is president and CEO of Rank Film Labs
(worldwide). Cuyler is president and CEO
of Rank Video Service America.

Mike Kerry and James Griffin have
been named regional sales managers for
Videotek, Pottstown, PA. Kerry is Midwest
regional sales manager, and Griffin is south-
east regional sales manager.

Mark Northeast has been promoted to
district manager of the Canadian prov-
inces for Quantel, Darien, CT.

Bob Festa and Michael Jackson have
been appointed to positions with Holly-
wood Digital, Hollywood. Festa is a color-
ist and Jackson is an editor.

lie Industry Standards have Changed.

Now they re

also available in BLACK.

A lot of microphones have come and gone, but

the Electro-Voice 635A and RE50 have remained

a constant. Until. now.

Don't panic! The 635A and RE50 are still designed

specifically to meet the challenging, "real -world" rigors

of broadcasting on location. The only change is that

both are now available in black, as well as their original

fawn -beige color. Everything else is exactly the same.

Debuting more than two decades ago, field and ENG crews

quickly adopted the 635A and RE50 as industry standards,

instantly recognizing their trendsetting shape and design,

unmatched reliability and clean sound. And they continue to

set the industry standard like no other microphones!

When there is only one chance to get it right,

the 635A and RE50 remain the choice - in black

or beige - no matter the conditions. Ey,
Beam -Voice, Inc., a MARK IV company, 600 Cecil St., [Indianan, MI 49107 616-695-6831 800-234-6831 In Canada: 613-382-2 I a i
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Filters
By Matthey Electronics
 X601: designed for use in space -critical
applications, such as Extended Eurocard
formats; allows greater component inte-
gration than previously possible; avail-
able in fully sealed modules; 100% tested
for user confidence.

Circle (350) on Reply Card

VTR controller
By DNF Industries
 ST100: includes all of the features of the
ST60 VTR controller plus an integral time -

code display, keypad and jogwheel; allows
operator to control D-1, D-2, D-3, Betacam,
Mil, 3/4 -inch, 1 -inch, S -VHS and Hi8 formats
via serial RS -422, using only one controller;
functions also can be customized to meet
clients' exact needs.

Circle (355) on Reply Card

VHF duplet antenna
By Harris Allied
 TAD -HD: newest addition to Deltawing
line; for VHF TV highband applications
through 60kW; can be used on new or
existing towers; cosine version available
for 3 -around towers; cosine squared ver-
sion designed for 4 -around towers.

Circle (351) on Reply Card

ADAT upgrades
By Alesis
 ADAT digital multitrack recorder
upgrades: free upgrade for all ADAT own-
ers who want to make their units BRC
compatible; for more information, contact
Alesis at 1-800-5-ALESIS or 3630 Holdrege
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90016.

Circle (352) on Reply Card

Disk drive
By Driver Software Design
 Disk drive unit: can replace an 8 -inch
drive in the Chyron RGU, 4100, 4100EX,
41000EXB, 4200 character generators; com-
prised of two 5.25 -inch drives, rack, power
supply and cables; pre -assembled; physi-
cally fits into the place of one 8 -inch drive;
allows four on-line floppy dives; allows
storage on both sides of disk.

Circle (356) on Reply Card

New Products
Tetrode
By Thomson Tubes Electroniques
 TH 576: brings increased efficiency to
medium- and short-wave transmitters; in-
cludes Pyrobloc grids; delivers 550kW in
SW and 650kW in MW with an anode effi-
ciency of 90% in the SW and high gain.

Circle (353) on Reply Card

Processing/communication
system
By Remote Monitoring of America
 RemoteLINQ: allows cost-effective, real
time monitoring and analysis of mission-

critical operations at remote locations;
can be attached to almost any standard
analog or digital sensor, gauge or detector;
uses analog and digital signal processing;
encased in a 15.7"x13.8"x6.1" metal box
with a microprocessor and stored logic;
has eight analog and eight digital input
ports (extra ports optional); can hold up
to a megabyte of memory.

Circle (354) Reply Card

Wide-angle lenses
By Fujinon
 A8.5X5.5EVM and S8.5X4.2EVM: hand-
held TV zoom lenses for 2/3 -inch and '/2-

inch cameras, respectively; combine ex-
tremely wide-angle zoom with inner focus,
Aspheric Technology (AT) and a V -Grip
servo design; allow user to adjust zoom
speed in five steps from seven second to
one second wide-to-tele; Electron Beam
Coatings provide substantial reduction in
ghostings and flare.

Circle (361) on Reply Card

Tape products
By Fujinon
 Hi8 M221E videotape: world's first
metal particle (MP) tape that delivers per-
formance equal to metal evaporated (ME)
tape; designed to be used with the hard-
ware's selector switch set in the ME posi-
tion; uses Super Double Coating technolo-
gy; incorporates non-magnetic layer of TI-

TAN FINE particles for its bottom layer and
a high-energy, ultrathin metal magnetic
layer for the top layer.
 M221MP H18 videotape: uses Double
Coating technology; new base film offers
significant reduction in spacing loss and
modulation noise.

Circle (358) on Reply Card

Crimping tool/die kits
By RF Industries
 RFA4005: supplied with one RFA-4005-
020 crimping tool frame and an RFA-4005-
01 die set used to crimp RG58 and 59U,
RG142/U as well as RG8X, proflex and var-
ious video cables; die features a 0.052 -inch
hex cavity to crimp mini -UHF connector
center pins and is the only die of its type;
kit also is supplied with an RFA-4005-02 die
set used to crimp RG8/U, RF213/U and
RF214/U cables as well as the ferrule and
center pin on Belden 9913 cable; /125 -inch
center pin cavity for 9913 also is the only
die of its type in the industry.
 RFA4006: same as RFA-4005, except it is
supplied with two crimping tool frames
rather than one.

Circle (362) on Reply Card

Cabinets
By Zero Stantron
 Cabinet frame wedge: provides users
with increased space for additional equip-
ment storage; available in several 30°and
45° angles as well as several different
heights and depths.

Circle (357) on Reply Card

UHF antenna
By Pesa Micro Communications
 All -band UHF TV emergency anten-
na: easy to transport; quick to install;
panel VSWR is less than 1.10 from 470-
800MHz (CH 14-69); low ripple omnidirec-
tional patterns can be obtained using new
offset techniques; package includes four
all -band panel, all interconnecting cable
and bracketry, a power divider and three
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/8 EIA input connectors with one 5/8 EIA

adapter (six 1/8E1A adapters optional).
Circle (360) on Reply Card

TBC/synchronizer
By Feral Industries
 FERAL EFFECT: compresses video ver-
tically and horizontally; designed for desk-
top video and studio applications; avail-
able as a board -level product that plugs
into any auxiliary slot in either Amiga or
IMB PC, or as a 1-U high, rack -mountable
stand-alone unit; ideal for use with the
Video Toaster or during video broadcast-
ing; features digital comb filtering and true
8 -bit, 4:2:2 processing for high -bandwidth,
high -resolution picture output; accepts
composite and Y/C video.

Circle (365) on Reply Card

Composite video tool
By lilted)
 TV Trigger Mate: provides a stable
trigger for oscilloscopes; can sync on weak
and copy -protected video; works with
NTSC, PAL and SECAM video; offers indi-
vidual line selection and combinations of
four color fields; can trigger on all field and
within a TV scan line in increments of
125ns with a maximum jitter of +/-8ns.

Circle (378) on Reply Card

OCNtIM

ADC

TROMPETER
 Competitive Pricing
El Large Stock
CI No Minimum Order
CI Fast Delivery

CONNECTORS  TOOLS
CUSTOM CABLE ASSEMBLY

PATCH PANELS

X MilesTek
1-800-524-7444

New Products
Video synchronizer
By Pixel Instruments
 VS2100: NTSC and PAL video synchro-
nizer provides transparent synchronizing
of satellite feeds and high -quality micro-
wave links, and retiming of intersuite con-
nections or in-house signal feeds; by oper-
ating without an external reference, it can
be used as a transparent, fixed video delay
for timing and other applications; input
video is 10 -bit oversampled at 40MHz, dig-
itally filtered, processed and D -A convert-
ed at 12 bits; stores eight full fields of 12 -bit
digital video, eliminating the need for a
chroma inverter.

Circle (369) on Reply Card

3-D rendering engine
By NewTek
 Screamer: external rendering engine for
the Video Toaster; includes four parallel
MIPS R4400 64 -bit superpipelined RISC

processors; 150MHz clock speed; program
memory expandable to 1Gbyte; comes with
NTSC video in and out.

Circle (359) on Reply Card

Editing system
By Avid Technology
 Media Composer 1000: digital non-
linear on-line editing system; designed
specifically for corporate TV profession-
als, post -production facilities serving cor-
porate and industrial clients, and indepen-
dent producers to edit and produce mas-
ter programs directly from disk; features
include 60 -field on-line resolution, real time
digital video effects and titling tool, pro-
fessional editing model, finishing -quality
audio, a©d tools to streamline the work
flow process; 3Gbytes of storage; system
includes a Macintosh Quadra 950 with a
230Mbyte internal hard drive; two 14 -inch
multisync monitors; video, advanced JPEG,
audio and SCSI II boards; an effect module;
speakers; cables; and documentation.

Circle (363) on Reply Card

Expandable slee ving
By Techflex
 Flexo: lightweight jacketing for bundling
and pm-Wet-nig wife, Ldbles-and--hose%
braided from high -temperature yarns; ex -

Affordable...
Portable... Power!

BCS: Portable, Hand-held, Powered Coax Cable Stripper
Now there's a faster way to strip coax cable for Trompeter's Tough BNC's!

Easy:

Precise:

Portable:

Powerful:

Fast:

Quick -change cutting heads for 3 -level (Tool Crimp) or 2 -level (Wrench Crimp)
stripping of coax cables (0.D. - .070" to .430") for Trompeter BNC's.

Tool steel cutter blades hardened to Rockwell 64 and precision ground for up to
15,000 strips. Blades Independently adjustable for critical applications.

Lightweight (< 2.25 lbs.), portable driver. Ideal for production and field use.
7.2V Ni-Cad battery (without memory affect) gives up to 250 strips per charge.

Cutter heads rotate at 2,220-2,500 RPM .

2-3 seconds! All cuts made simultaneously. Reduces labor cost.

For pricing and availability contact your Local Trompeter Rep
or call our New 800# for Sales/Service/Technical Support

Quality doesn't cost...
It pays.

31186 La Baya Drive  Westlake Village. CA 9 i 3tz

©TROMPETER

(800) 982 -COAX
Inside California Call...

(800) 655-2028

(818) 707-2020 Fax (818)706-1040

See us at Wescon, Booth #6602-04

Circle (69) on Reply Card
Circle (82) on Reply Card. Send information.
Circle (83) on Reply Card. Call immediately.
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pands up to four times its normal diame-
ter; chemical resistant; flame retardant;
for aerospace, electronics computers, au-
tomotive and industrial applications.

Circle (364) on Reply Card

Software
By CDS
 RFCAD: propagation prediction software
package for PCs; runs under Microsoft
Windows; can plot almost limitless site
propagation and service contour studies
on a single display; computer and device
independent.

Circle (366) on Reply Card

Editing system
By Strassner Editing Systems
 EdiQit: low-cost, high -end kit version of
the SES line of professional editing sys-
tems; fully operational using a standard
mouse -driven interface or an industry-stan-

New Products
dard, color -coded keyboard; uses V -LAN
intelligent control network; fully upgrade-

able to any other SES system; comes with
editing controller software, a V -LAN con-
trol network board set (for two VTRs),
cables, security key and manual.

Circle (367) on Reply Card

Patch panels
By Lemo USA
 LEMO patch panels: designed with push-
pull connectors; 19 -inches long; can ac-
commodate an array of connector designs
from 5011 or 7511 single or multicoaxial/
triaxial inserts to a variety of signal or
mixed insert variations; internal patch
panel linking can be direct or made with
microswitched adapters; individually iso-
lated connections prevent signal crosstalk;
painted satin surface is highly resistant to
abrasion; available in standard black or
gray, or can be heat treated or anodized in

bvs LINEAR KEW' _MS
,iif lel ag IiAiier r broadcast video systems

OPAQUE TO

FIVE MODELS WITH
SYSTEMS FOR

 Downstream
 Frame accurate
 Serial remote
 Key source input
 Preview output
 Key area masking

broadcast

TRANSPARENT INSERTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

FEATURES AND CONTROL
EVERY APPLICATION 1'.77: i
or stand alone

mix to key, fade to black Mit elecontrol  GPI interface
switcher  Key set memory
 Processed black

MASTERK
CONTROLPANEL

video systems ltd.
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1 H8

Telephone: (416) 764-1584 Fax (416) 764-7438

Circle (71) on Reply Card

RUGGED CASES
For Broadcast Equipment

 220 off -the -shelf roto-molded sizes
for fast delivery.

 Expert custom cushioning engineered
for your most delicate equipment.

 Call us for a free color catalog.

HARD/CG
CASESTM

393 North Main Street, So. Deerfield, MA 01373
Tel: (413) 665-2163, Fax: (413) 665-8061

4

other colors.

Circle (371) on Reply Card

Software upgrade
By Avid Technology
 Version 2.0 for Media Suite Pro: in-
cludes new 60 -field option, EDL output
option and new effects, such as motion
control and user -definable picture -in -pic-
ture effects.

Circle (368) on Reply Card

Alarm interface unit
By Critical Designs
RS -1: recognizes alarm codes sent over a
modem and sounds an external (user sup-
plied) alarm; installed between user's
modem and PC/terminal RS -232 serial port;
recognizes a control -G (BEL), and also can
be custom -programmed to recognize any
character or string of characters; reset by
pressing a button on the RS -1 unit or by a
contact closure; user can connect any
alarm system that operates from an open
collector driver.

Circle (370) on Reply Card

Antenna tuning unit
By LBA Technology
TrU-1A: economical AM antenna tuning
unit designed to accommodate lower -pow-
er AM broadcasters; performs all essential
matching functions for typical AM antenna
towers; options include local and remote
RF meters, interlock and lightning protec-
tion systems; operates with series fed or
folded unipole antenna systems; four fre-
quency coverage options accommodate
the entire 540-1,700kHz AM band.

Circle (372) on Reply Card

Software option
By Data Translation
 FX Option: Media 100 software for creat-
ing on-line quality, full -frame video effects
for the Media 100 non-linear environment;
integrated "plug in" architecture (first in-
troduced in Adobe Premiere) with Media
100 proprietary software and hardware
allows users the option to render, play, edit
and record more than 60 existing effect
types as high -quality video.

Circle (373) on Reply Card
Circle (72) on Reply Card
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Condenser mic
By AKG Acoustics
 Vintage TL: new version of the transfor-
merless C414B/TL that includes the cap-
sule from the C12; 1 -inch dual -diaphragm
pressure gradient microphone offers four
polar patterns: cardioid, hypercardioid,
omnidirectional and figure eight; 12.5V/Pa
sensitivity; 12dB/octave, 75Hz or 150Hz
bass cut; -10dB or -20dB switchable pre -
attenuation pad.

Circle (374) on Reply Card

Camera video analyzer
By Sencore
 CVA94 Video Tracker: accurately ana-
lyzes camera video signals with time -sav-
ing digital measurement, waveform and
vector displays, and exclusive special tests
designed for fast camera servicing and
alignment; includes waveform monitor and
vectorscope functions with digital mea-
surements; selectable video inputs com-
patible with composite and high -resolu-
tion Y/C camera outputs.

New Products

Circle (375) on Reply Card

Modular audio console
By Fidelipac
 Model MX18E: available in 8, 10, 12, 14,
or 18 channels; features include fader start,
pre -fader patch points, independent gain
controls for A and B inputs, remote module
on/off, and remote start terminals to sim-
plify installation.

Circle (376) on Reply Card

Expander/gate
By dbx
 274 quad expander/gate: features four
independent channels of expansion or gat-
ing, front panel configurable as four mono,
two mono and one stereo or dual stereo
channels of processing; 3 -LED threshold
status indicator on each channel speeds
setup and provides clear visual indication
of gate operation; features VCA and RMS
detection circuitry.

Circle (379) on Reply Card

Video filters
By KR Electronics
 Low-cost video filters: available in three
performance levels; feature group delay
equalization, flat passband response and
small PCB mount packaging; optional
Sin(X)/X shaping for post D/A conversion;
available in luminance and chrominance
bandwidths.

Circle (380) on Reply Card

Scope/analyzers
By Rohde & Schwarz
 Video/audio TV scope VTA 62: half 19 -
inch width scope; also offers vectorscope
function; can analyze CCVS and compo-
nent signals of the Beta, SMPTE, EBU and
MIlstandards; can monitor phase and lev-
el of audio stereo signals on an audio dis-
play; can display audio and video signals in
any combination; front -panel setting de-
fined by user can be stored and called up
at any time.
 VTA 7x video analyzer series: includes
VTA 71, VTA 72 and VTA 73; ideal for use in
studios, monitoring rooms in research and
development labs or in the test shop; stores
operator -defined test parameters in the
integrated memory or on a PC; two operat-

ing levels provided: level 1 permits display
of waveforms, vectors, pictures and one
SC/H phase; level 2 offers a range of tools
for the development engineer, such as dig-
ital line selects, quad SC/H phase displays,
cursors and digital readouts and a 3-D
display.

Circle (381) on Reply Card

Intensity control
By Frezzolini
 Mini -Fill intensity control: features a
built-in intensity control circuit embed-
ded into the Mini -Fill; intensity control
knob replaces the on -off switch on the
standard Mini -Fill, which is located on the
back of the light; intensity control knob
includes a built-in on -off switch that varies
the intensity of the lamp from 10% to 100%
output.

Circle (377) on Reply Card

Wireless systems
By Shure
 EC series: transmitters/receivers; avail-
able in six lavalier and hand-held configu-
rations; designed to meet the exacting RF
standards of Germany and the United King-
dom; feature a new digitally controlled,
frequency -synthesized design; transmit-
ter features a new PowerGain antenna that
provides up to 10dB more radiated power
than competitive transmitters.

Circle (382) on Reply Card

Audio monitoring units
By Vortex
 PPM -200: available in stereo and mono
versions, with optional 8 -way input switch-
ing; can be supplied as 2U rack -mounted
monitors or as 3U Eurocard modules for
integration in larger audio systems; in-
cludes internal loudspeaker and amplifier,
headphone socket, LED stereo phase and
overload indicator, left/right and sum/dif-
ference PPM monitoring, and VCA-con-
trolled balanced line output drivers.

Circle (383) on Reply Card
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Desktop systems
By Silicon Graphics
 Indy: features its own digital color video
camera, an engaging user environment and
a host of digital media capabilities with
advanced 3-D graphics, imaging and com-
puter performance; supports up to 256Mb
of RAM, 2GB of internal disk storage and
seven fast SCSI -2 devices.
 Indigo, systems: available in three mod-
els: XL, XY, and Extreme; offer users CAD,
chemistry, animation, CASE, visual simula-
tion, professional video and increased pub-
lishing market access.

Circle (384) on Reply Card

User interface
By Silicon Graphics
 Indigo Magic: allows technical and non-
technical users to easily manage comput-
er tasks and manipulate everyday media.

Circle (385) on Reply Card

Earth station equipment
By LNR Communications
 LNR TRAMP: provided as a tripod -
mounted flyaway or a trailer -mounted
drive -away terminal; gives user flexibility
to locate the antenna remotely from the
trailer -mounted electronics for operation-
al or geographical reasons; 2.4M multiseg-

New Products
ment antenna/pedestal meets the need for
transportability and rapid deployment
with minimum manpower; accommodates
worldwide satellite communications
through INTELSAT, PANAMSAT, DSCS/
NATO, regional and domestic satellites.

Circle (386) on Reply Card

Compressor/gate
By dbx
 266 dual compressor/gate: features
two fully independent channels of corn -

EVERYONE'S DOING IT!

824 IMAGE INSERTER
Self contained unit, one rack unit high.
Image size, corner screen to full frame
24 bit true color
Built in linear keyer, 256 step
16 million colors on screen at any time
Resolution 720 x 480
Auto fade In / out
NTSC in / out
Non volatile cmos memory

From the big guys, to the affiliates, all the way
down to the local access channels. Let the
viewer know where the program's coming from!

LOGOS
Images repositionable
24 bit color (paletted)
Built in linear keyer 256 step
Resolution 720 x 480
Auto fade in / out

908P MULTI IMAGE INSERTER
Same as 908 /PAL version pixel resolution
720 x 512

950 MULTI IMAGE/ VBI DECODER
Same as 908 with added ability to execute command
code, embeded within the vertical interval of incom-
ming video signals

824P IMAGE INSERTER
Same as 824 /PAL version, pixel
resolution 720 x 512

808 IMAGE INSERTER

Enables remote control and insertion of
loges at affiliate stations

9000 IMAGE MANIPULATOR
Self contained unit 2 rack units high

Self contained unit, one rack unit high. Mouse/keyboard controlled, menu driven
Image size, corner screen to full frame Floppy drive 3.5" 1.44mb high density
24 bit color (paletted) Full RS232 communications port
Built in linear keyer, 256 step 1 AT/ISA buss exspansion slot
256 colors on screen at any one time,
from a palette of over 16 million colors

NTSC frame capture (256 level grey
scale)

Resolution 720 x 480 24 bit color (paletted)
Auto fade in / out
NTSC in / out

Video manipulation (editing, resizing,
linear keying)

Non volatile cmos memory Catalog and storage to internal hard
drive.

808P IMAGE INSERTER Built in linear keyer 256 step
Same as 808 /PAL version, pixel
resolution 720 x 512

Imports image file formats PCX, IMG,
TIFF, TARGA, BMP, etc.etcl

908 MULTI IMAGE INSERTER
Self contained unit 1 rack unit high
Floppy drive 3.5" 1.44mb high density
Full RS232 communications port
Programmable input port
Mouse controlled/menu driven
Image size corner screen to full frame

(6031893-7707 FAX (603) 893-7714

OPTION 1: 9000 PREVIEW BOARD
Allows full on line editing and switching
between preview and program frames

1,17 Ar_,N
riereqr

systems,bw.
Southeast Salem Business Park
7B Raymond Ave. Unit 8
Salem, NH 03079

pression and gating that can be master/
slave coupled for stereo operation, RMS
detection and VCA technology, and attack
and release circuitry.

Circle (387) on Reply Card

Fiber-optic transmission system
By T -Tech
 Audio -Fiber: complete professional au-
dio transmitter and receiver system for
converting analog signals (95dB range) to
fiber-optic signals and back again; digital
portion of the Audio -Fiber system is de-
signed for four channels; analog circuitry
configuration establishes 4 -channel or 2-
channel operation; applications include
broadcast studio -to -transmitter link, with
lower loss than possible with committed
point-to-point wire line and 100% immuni-
ty to interference, noise and hum pickup;
TV network stereo audio distribution sys-
tems with immunity to hum, interference
and noise pickup.

Circle (388) on Reply Card

Catalog
By Plainview Batteries
 Battery catalog: features standard and
custom miniature rechargeable batteries
(Nickel -Cadmium and Nickel Metal Hy-
dride) in a variety of form factors: axial and

HP TEST &
MEASUREMENT NEWS

FREE SUBSCRIPTION. Four times
a year, HP Test & Measurement News
delivers the first look at the latest from
Hewlett-Packard. Showcasing new
equipment, cataloging new technical
literature, and providing you the hard
information you need to keep up to date.
If there's a product or a technology that

can help you do your job better, you'll see it first in HP Test
& Mesurement News. To order a FREE one-year subscription
from HP, call toll -free 1-800-452-4844, Ext. 7607.

rU HEWLETT
AI PACKARD

Circle (74) on Reply Card

Want more
information on

advertised
products? Use the

Reader Service
Card.

Circle (73) on Reply Card
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radial leads, flat-paks; in Eco-Pak battery
holders with double and single mounting
pins (vertical and horizontal); and 7.2V,
8.4V and 9.6V assemblies; also includes
complete line of button cells in both chem-
istries for custom assemblies and perfor-
mance curves and recommended charge
rates for all products described.

Circle (389) on Reply Card

Circuits
By United Technologies Photonics
 Fiber-optic gyro (FOG) circuits: de-
signed to operate at either 0.8pm or 1.3pm
wavelengths; 0.8pm devices available in
reduced sizes (20mm or 25mm lengths) for
space -limited applications; fabricated from
lithium niobate.

Circle (391) on Reply Card

Computer charger
By Frezzi Energy Systems
 AR124 NP: computer charger stream-
lined for people who use NP1 and BP -90
type batteries between 4.8V to 14.4V, 1-7
Ah; uses ACS; automatic fast charging; re-
covery program brings over -discharged
batteries up to correct voltage for fast
charging; maintains peak voltage level of
batteries for best performance; detects
batteries that have severe faults; compact;

New Products
adjusts to any AC outlet worldwide.

Circle (392) on Reply Card

Digital video power analyzer
By Hewlett Packard
 HP 8992A: features special waveform
math functions that can be used to mea-
sure broadcast transmitter performance
under modern digital -modulation condi-
tions; designed for advanced engineering
work in HDTV broadcast; first product of

Professional
Services

East Coast VideooN-LINystoms
A full service

Company providing... Serving...
 Consultation  Cable Systems
 Engineering & Design  Corporate Facilities
 Installations  Broadcast Facilities
 Training  Teieproduction Facilities

52 Ralph Street, Belleville, NJ 07109 (201) 751-5655

,

C

Radio/Tv Engineering
Company

"Serving Broadcasters over 35 Years"

Coriscatai2i's Norwood J. Patterson, Pre .

1416 Hollister Lane Los Osos. Ca. 93402
Ph. (805) 528-1996 & Fax: (805) 528-1982

CHAN & ASSOCIATES
A Consulting Service for the Professional Audio / Video Industries

Business Development  Marketing  Public Relations  Writing

CURTIS J. CHAN
Principal

2217 Loma Verde Drive, Fullerton, CA 92633 USA
Phone: (714) 447-4993 Fax: (714) 578-0284

NETCOM
STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING FOR AUDIO & VIDEO

TURN -KEY SYSTEMS
DESIGN & DOCUMENTATION

EQUIPMENT SALES
CAD SERVICES

1465 PALISADE AVE., TEANECK, NJ 07666 / 1201) 637-8424

For Classified Advertising or
Professional Services

information
Call Renee Hambleton at

(913)967-1732

JOHN H. BATTISON PE.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD *1
Londonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849

its kind; features screen annotations for
peak and average power; special firmware
measures cumulative probability density
function (CDF).

Circle (393) on Reply Card

Pedestal -mounted fiber-optic
link
By United Technologies Photonics
 Pedestal -mounted multichannel fi-
ber-optic link: for antenna remoting ap-
plications; housed in a compact weather-
proof enclosure; operates reliably over a
wide range of ambient conditions without
a temperature -controlled shelter; rack -
mount version available for indoor use;
designed for antenna farms or for use with
multi -aperture antennas; will transmit at
least eight polarizations at an intermedi-
ate frequency from a low -noise block down -
converter output.

Circle (390) on Reply Card

Radio
By Nucomm
 Mast -mounted radio: no mast head
power amp; no separate power supply
necessary; powered from DC or AC; in-
cludes pan and tile control for Quickset
pan and tilt mast top unit.

Circle (394) on Reply Card

Classified
FOR SALE

SCSRTI SCA card with excellent crosstalk rejection,
$20.00. Superradio lil with advanced IF filter for even
better selectivity, plus SCA, $95.00. Performance guaran-
teed. 1-800-944-0630.

U47's and other NEUMANN Tube or Fet mica for sale.
Reinhard Klippel, Witzlebenstr. 39, D-14057 Berlin. Tel.
030-322-4268, Fax: 030-322-1939. Mitten offers preferred.

TTC SOLID STATE 10 -watt VHF LP TV transmitter with IF
modulator. Excellent Condition. 419-782-8591.

PANASONIC DM7010 MU Camera/VCR Dockable System.
Three 2/3" CCD's, 750 lines, 62db S/N, Digital Processing.
New/Full Warranty. $12,000 ($24,000 retail). Many other
models available. (800) 233-2430.

UHF TV FULL POWER STATION (Puerto Rico) ERP: 1510
KW 31.8 DBK Output Power 28.8 KW -14.6 DBK Call Jofre
(809) 799-6400 FAX (809) 797-2450

ABEKAS A -53D 3D
Special effects generator with warp
effects option installed. Page turns,
twists, bends, etc. Cost $60,000+ Sell
$35,000 or best offer. Mint condition.

SONY BVU-150
3/4" portable VCR (2). Mint condi-
tion w/time code. Cost $8,000 Sell
$2,500 each.

(516) 673-0777
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Classified
FOR SALE

The Broadcast Stor
1. New equipment and

used equipment.
2. Sales Engineers
3. 15,000 pieces of gear
4. Technical Newsletters
5. Buy,con sign, sell, trade

("19 AP fink
NY -212-268-8800 7-

MARAS!

LA -818-551-5858 MICH.

1. Only new equipment
or used equipment

2. Salespersons
3. Limited inventories.
4. Sales pitches
5. Sell equipment only

BCS is changing the way
von buy video equipment

Circle (77) on Reply Card

SONY BVC-10 Betacart $125,000
SONY BVH-3100 1* VTR $26,000
SONY BVH-2500 1' VTR $17,500
CHYRON 4200 Character Generator w/

MGM, 2nd Channel, and either motion or
Chameleon Graphics starting $17K
TEK 110-S Frame Sync $4K
FOR -A FA -420 TBC w/ remote $2K

UTAH SCIENTIFIC boards, chassis, and
remotes for AVS-1B series router.

MICOR VIDEO EQUIP
CHICAGO 312 334 4300

ADIIIIDILINI:14:11:1141M171141111e1W4
TESTS 18% BETTER THAN SONEX!

COSTS LESS! BETTER COLORS! BETTER CUT!

1.800 -95 -WEDGE

Our Factory Direct Cases
prices
can't

Custom
or Stock

be Sizes

beat.

Call for
Catalog. or Quote
Roadie Products, Inc.

800-645-1707
In NY 516-563-1181
Fax: 516-563-1390

CALL US

4

For New and Rebuilt
Radio Broadcast Equipment

HALL
Electronics

(804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail  Charlottesville, Va. 22901

PE4

RS422 VTR REMOTE CONTROL

with TIMECODE DISPLAY & JOGWHEEL

SONY, AMPEX, JVC, BTS
PANASONIC, HITACHI

Low Cost - Lots of features
DNF INDUSTRIES

(213) 650-5256  LA, CA 90069

BE
CLASSIFIEDS

913-967-1732
Ask
for

Renee.

CORD-L01
THE TIES THAT BIND!,,,
More sizes, styles, & colors,
plus custom printing &
fabrication!

TOLEETO FASTENERS
619-426-3725

diEMachine Control
h Patching System

RS -422 NORMALLED PATCHING

'-F° 5161867-8510516/867-8510
Circle (79) on Reply Card

Replace
incandescent

indicator
lamps with

high reliability
LED

equivalents.

Bright LED's
Standard Lamp Bases
 100,000 hour (11 year)

shockproof life
5, 6. 12, 14, 24, 28,
48. 60 and 120 volts.

 Wedge, bayonet, midget
flanged, grooved, telephone
slide, and other bases

 Red, green, yellow;
specials -- warm white, blue.

1;
RIGHT BULB.
RIGHT PRICE.
RIGHT DELIVERY.

LAMP
TECHNOLOGY,
INC.
1645 Sycamore Ave
Bohemia NY 1,716
516-567-1800
Fax: 516-567-1806

1 -800 -KEEP LIT
1061sode NY.

Circle (82) on Reply Card

TRAINING

FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette recorded les-
sons with seminars in Washington, Newark, Philadelphia.
Bob Johnson Telecommunications, Phone (213) 379-
4461.
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NEW FROM
COMTRONIX SYSTEMS, INC.

HIGH PERFORMANCE VHF/UHF

SOLID STATE

AMPLIFIERS
UP TO 200 WATTS PLUS

SEND FOR INFORMATION

TEL 413/785-1313 FAX 413/739-1352

Circle (78) on Reply Card

WHEATSTONE 32x24 Console.
Full patch bay and producer's desk.
Like new cond. Asking $20K.OTARI
MTR-90 II. Mint cond. Asking $31 K.
Call 203-288-9771 Grace Recording.

SOLVE YOUR AUDIO PROBLEMS
ELIMINATE HUM, BUZZ AND

GROUND LOOPS IN 6000 LINES

IL -19 In -Line Transformer $55.50
BROAD FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 20-20 kHz;

LOW DISTORTION; IT REALLY WORKS!
MENTION THIS AD AND RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL

10% DISCOUNT

PREPAID ORDERS RECEIVE A 20% DISCOUNT
AND FREE SECOND DAY FREIGHT

(THIS OFFER AVAILABLE MAY IN OSNIINEARAL US )

CUM

USA AND CANADA ORDERS (800) 634-3457
FAX ORDERS (8001 551 -2740
SESCOM, INC., 2I00 WAAL/ DRIVE
HENDERSON. NEVADA 89015 USA
TECHNICAL HELP (702, 565-35,30
CALL OR WRITE FOR YCUR FREE 56 PAGE AUDIO CATALOG!

SERVICES

9teeleued Puteeceetct, Tom.

Sezeweei tige world coca guality
746calt taut autHee 1940.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE INFORMATION PACKET
1-800-624-7626

75412 Highway 25  Co: ington, 1,A 70433
SOO-624-7626 . 504-893-1243

Pas 504-892-7323

EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Systems or com-
ponents. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT GROUP: the
largest USED equipment dealer in the U.S.A. (214) 869-0011.

Advertise in BE
Classifieds

and see how your money
speaks for you.

Call Renee Hambleton
TODAY!

at (913) 967-1732
or fax

(913) 967-1901



Classified
HELP WANTED

BROADCAST EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY.
Why pay employment agencies big SS to find y, .0 A job or

run up your phone bill making cold calls to see who's hiring?!??
Amongother positions, we list jobs and refer personnel to radio
engineering openings throughout the entire U.S. and it's terri-
tories. which makes us the largest Job listing publication and
referral service In the business. We update our listings daily
and provide a wealth of well organized. useful information on
the positions available. Radio stations and Job seekers leave
job opening and job wanted info. free!

The call's free, check us out!! 1 -800 -922 -JOBS

ELECTRONICS FIELD/SHOP ENGINEER. Swiderski Elec
tronics, Inc. located in the Chicagoland area, is looking for
an Electronics Field/Shop Service Engineer with a min. of
2 years exp. Individual to work with Broadcast/Industrial
'4", & I" VTR's and related equipment. Full time
position. Full company benefits. Send resume & salary
history to: Human Resources Dept., 1200 Greenleaf Ave.,
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. Fax resume to: (708) 364-5019.

COLONIAL BROADCASTING IS ACCEPTING APPLICA-
TIONS for assistant engineer Candidates must have
broadcast technical experience or related electronic train-
ing. Knowledge of computers desirable. Send resume:
WLWI AM/FM, Larry Wilkins, P.O. Box 4999, Montgomery,
AL 36103-4999. Phone number: (205) 240-9274.

FULLTIME ENGINEER needed for UHF network affiliate
located in the recreational South. Applicant should have
UHF XMTR, TCR/Video tape experience. Impressive salary
and benefits package. Send complete work history and
references to: Broadcast Engineering, Dept. 737, P.O. Box
12901, Overland Park, KS 66212-2901. EOE.

WANTED: RENTAL MANAGER/SCHEDULING COORDI-
NATOR for fast -paced video production company
providing location equipment rentals and crew coordina-
tion. Knowledge of state -of -art broadcast equipment
necessary. Location production experience helpful. Send
resume & salary requirements in confidence to: Clark
Production Associates, Inc., 601 N. 6th Street, Allentown,
PA 18102. NO CALLS.

IN TOUCH MINISTRIES, an Evangelical Christian Ministry,
has an immediate opportunity for a Television Mainte-
nance Engineer. The applicant must possess a BS in
electrical engineering with communication emphasis, or
equivalent experience is required. Must be able to trouble-
shoot equipment. Excellent benefits. Salary -
commensurate with education/experience. Send resume
and salary requirements to: In Touch Ministries, 777 W.
Peachtree Street, NW Atlanta, GA 30308. Attn: Ovie Sparks.

COMMUNICATIONS SPEC -DESIGN, develop & manage
installation & maint. of outdoor broadcast racenet system
(incl. audio & video). Provide relief for & improve quality
of existing line networks. Resp. for plant & network maint.
on underground & overhead lines utilizing digital fault
location techniques. Need 4 yrs exp. $2,522/mo. 40 hrs/wk.
Send resume to: Job Service of Florida, 2660 W., Oakland
Pk. Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33311-1347, attn:
.1.0.#FL0891699.

UHF BROADCAST ENGINEER: Religious television net-
work has an immediate opening in Tennessee for an
experienced UHF broadest engineer. Successful candidate
will have experience as a chief engineer in transmitter
maintenance, microwave, translator, as well as the ability
to trouble shoot and repair master control, video tape and
audio production systems. FCC or SBE certifications pre -
(erred. Travel required. Only resumes that include
references and salary histories will be considered. For-
ward to Chief of Staff, P.O. Box 81521. Mobile, Alabama
36689. Equal Opportunity Employer.

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN SHOP/FIELD SERVICE. Im-
mediate opening for a video technician with a minimum
of 2 years experience. Person to service '4", 8mm, '/,"
VTR's and related equipment. Video projector repair and/
or system installation experience a plus. Competitive pay
and benefits. Send resume and salary history to: Engineer-
ing Manager, AVR, 3830 N. 7th St., Phoenix, AZ 85014. EOE.

TOP CHICAGO POST -PRODUCTION HOUSE seeks Video
and Audio Electronic Engineer. Applicants should have an
AS degree in electronics (or equivalent experience) and
hands-on experience with component level repair on
state-of-the-art equipment. System design and installation
experience helpful. Salary comparable to experience. Send
resume to Engineering, P.O. Box 11536, Chicago, IL 60611.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING. Midwest ABC
affiliate, top 50 market, number one station with a strong
commitment to news is looking for someone to lead and
direct the department. Strong technical, administrative,
and communication skills needed. Also studio, ENG and
UHF/VHF transmitter experience required. SBE certifica-
tion a plus. Send resume to: Human Resources, WHAS-TV,
520 W. Chestnut St., Louisville, KY 40202. EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER. WYES-TV, New Orleans, is seeking a
hands-on Chief Engineer. Will be responsible for mainte-
nance, repair, installation and supervision / scheduling of
VHF TV station technical facilities, transmitter and staff.
Minimum 5 years experience: component level mainte-
nance experience, supervisory and budget management
essential. Send resume and salary history to: WYES-TV/
Personnel Office, P.O. Box 24026, New Orleans, LA 70184-
402& No calls. WYES-TV is an equal opportunity employer.

BROaDCaST
enaneeRinG

9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66282
(913) 967-1732 Fax (913) 967-1901

Call Renee Hambleton
for all your advertising needs

Advertising sales offices
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Gordon & Associates
Josh Gordon
210 President Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231
Telephone: (718) 802-0488
FAX: (718) 522-4751
Joanne Melton
Telephone: (212) 332-0628
FAX: (212) 332-0663
888 7th Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10106

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Wooley
Intertec Publishing Corp.
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre,
Clifton Road, Deddington,
Oxford OX15 4TP England
Telephone: (0869) 38794
FAX: (0869) 38040. Telex: 837469 BES G

ENCINO, CALIFORNIA
Duane Hefner
5236 Colodny Avenue, Suite 108
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
Telephone: (818) 707-6476
FAX: (818) 707-2313

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
MC zMagazine Communications Marketing Corp.
Jason Perlman
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 401
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telephone: (310) 458-9987
FAX: (310) 393-2381

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Vytas Urbonas
55 East Jackson, Suite 1100
Chicago, IL 60604
Telephone: (312) 435-2361
FAX: (312) 922-1408

TOKYO, JAPAN
Orient Echo, Inc.
Mashy Yoshikawa
1101 Grand Maison
Shimomiyabi-Cho 2-18
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: (03) 235-5961
FAX: (03) 235-5852
Telex: J-33376 MYORIENT

FREWVILLE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Hartwell, Williamson, Rep. Pty. Ltd.
John Williamson

Conyngham Street
Frewville 5063, South Australia
Phone: 799-522, FAX: 08 79 9572
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS
Renee Hambleton
P.O. Box 12901 Overland Park, KS 66282
(913) 967-1732 FAX: (913) 967-1901

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

Classified advertising now available as Classified Display or By -the -word.
Classified Display: $119 per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1 inch minimum, 10 inches maximum per ad. Blind

ads $40 additional. Reader Service number $50 additional. Spot color available for $95 (color determined by publisher).

By -The -Word: $1.75 per word, per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Blind ads $40 additional. Minimum charge $40 per
insertion. No agency discounts allowed for classified ads.

Contact Renee Hambleton, at (913)967-1732, for information on frequency and pre -payment discounts. To place your classified ad send your
order and materials to Broadcast Engineering, Classified Ad Mgr., P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212-2215.
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Ad Index
Page

Number

Reader
Service Advertiser
Number Hotline

Page
Number

Reader
Service Advertiser
Number Hotline

Abekas Video Systems 19 13 415-369-5111 Leitch, Inc. BC,60 3,40 800-231-9673

Acrodyne Industries, Inc. 83 54 800-523-2596 Logitek 102 65 713-782-4592

Ampex Systems Corporation 9 8 415-367-2011 Maxell Corp. of America 11 9 800-533-2836

Antex Electronics 30 19 213-532-3092 Microtime, Inc. 91 75 800-243-1570

Asaca/Shibasoku Corporation 15 11 213-827-7144 Milestek 105 69 817-455-7444

Audio Precision 13 10 800-231-7350 Neutrik U.S.A. 48 32 908-901-9488

Audio Processing Tech., Ltd. 75 49 232-371-110 NewStar/Dynatech
Video Group 39-42 28 608-273-5828

The Broadcast Store, Inc. 110 77 818-551-5858
Nikon Electronic Imaging 69 46 800 -NIKON -US

Belden Wire & Cable 55 37 800-235-3364
NVision, Inc. 53 35 916-265-1000

Broadcast Video Systems Ltd. 106 71 416-764-1584
Odetics, Inc. 1 4 800-243-2001

Cable Products/Dynatech
Video Group 39-42 27 608-273-5828 Orban, Div. of AKG Acoustics 7 7 510-351-3500

Cablewave Systems 17 12 203-239-3311 Otari Corp. 59 39 415-341-5900

Canare Cable, Inc. 93 57 818-365-2446 Panasonic Broadcast & TV 70-71 800-524-0864

Canon USA Broadcast Lens 31 20 201-816-2900 Pioneer VDR Division 33 21 201-327-6400

Cheetah Systems, Inc. 94 58 800-829-2287 Pirod, Inc. 47 31 219-936-4221

Clark Wire & Cable 96 60 708-272-9889 Pro -Bel, Inc. IFC 1 404-396-1971

Clear-Com Intercom Systems 34 30 510-527-6666 OSI Systems, Inc. 108 73 603-893-7707

Color Graphics/Dynatech R -Columbia Products, Inc. 90 67 708-432-9461
Video Group 39-42 25 608-273-5828

Roland Corp. US 24-25 15 213-685-5141
Comtronics 110 78 413-739-9691

Sennheiser Electronics Corp. 66 44 203-434-9190
DPS 72 47 606-371-5533

Shure Brothers, Inc. 62-63 42 800-25-SHURE
Dolby Labs, Inc. 79 51 415-558-0200

SMPTE 81 53 914-761-1100
Driver Software Design 81 52 918-252-5640

Sony Business & Professional
Dynatech Video Group 39-42 24 608-273-5828 Products Group 48A -L 800 -635 -SONY

EEV, Inc 87 55 800-DIAL-EEV Storeel 96 61 404-458-3280

Electro-Voice 103 76 616-695-6831 Strassner Video Enterprises 102 66 818-508-6966

Enco Systems, Inc. 54 36 800-ENCO-SYS Studio Audio & Video Limited 37 23 313-572-0500

ESE 90 68 310-322-2136 Switchcraft, Inc./Div. Raytheon 77 50 312-792-2700

FM Systems 30 18 714-979-3355 Telex Communications, Inc. 3 5 800-554-0716

Gepco 99 62 312-733-9555 The Austin Company 65 43 213-831-0110

Grass Valley Group 35 22 800-343-1300 Thomson Broadcast 95 80 800-882-1824

Hardigg Industries 106 72 413-665-2163 Trompeter Electronics 105 82,83 818-707-2020

Harris Allied 51 38 800-622-0022 Utah Scientific/Dynatech
Video Group 39-42 26 608-273-5828

Hewlett Packard Video 28,29,108 17,74
Varian Associates Inc. 57 33

HHB Communications Limited 97 81 849-602-144
Vega, A Mark IV Company 27 16 818-442-0782

Hitachi Denshi America 5 6 516-921-7200
Videotek, Inc. IBC 2 800-800-5719

ITS Corp. 52 34 412-941-1500
The Winsted Corporation 99 63 612-944-8556

Intraplex, Inc. 94 59 508-486-3722
WJMK 73 48 407-367-0703

Japan Electronics Show Assoc. 89 56
Zero Stantron Enclosures 101 64 800-821-0019

JEM-FAB Corp. 110 78 516-867-8510
3M Pro AudioNideo Products 67 45 612-733-1959

JVC Professional
Products Co. 21,45 14,29 ....800-JVC-5825 360 Systems 61 41 818-342-3127

Lamp Technology 110 82 516-567-1800
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Fully Loaded
You need equipment that's loaded with useful, convenient features. But it also has to

be affordable. Which is why we design our video and audio equipment to be such a great

value. Take a look at just some of the ways Videotek gives you world class quality

-di

Prodigy- Production/Post Production
Switcher. Ten inputs, 100 event memory, linear key-
ing, stereo audio, multi -level effects, and more. A lot
of brain power in a small package.

AIM
4111111M
RS -103 Series Routing Switchers.
Our versatile 10x1 routing switchers
come with 40MHz bandwidth, remote
and RS -422 control and may be
configured for component and matrix
switching. The RS -103A also gives you
three channel audio -follow -video.

VIDEOTEKTM
A Zero Defects Company

41111111M0
VDP-8400 Frame Store Synchronizer. Our
high performance four -field frame store/synchronizer
is ideal for even noisy feeds from satellite, microwave,
ENG, or remote feeds.

PDG-418 Production/Post Production Switcher. All the
features of our Prodigy: plus 18 inputs, independent control of
downstream keyer and optional border generator.

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 1-800-800-5719 (215) 327-2292 Fax: (215) 327-9295

Circle (2) on Reply Card Prodigy is a trademark of Prodigy Services Company.



A CARD LIKE OUR UTILITY VIDEO DA.
We've put it in our economical MIX BOX to give you the best value off output offered
in a self -powered DA, with looping inputs and 8 outputs of broadcast video.

Excellent VALUE highlights all MIX BOX DAs. These same LEITCH 8 OUTPUT DAs
populate our 19" rack -mount frames and exceed all broadcast industry standards.

Video DAs include utility video distribution, equalization, clipping, delay, and clamping.

Audio DAs have balanced high impedance inputs and a choice of 8 mono or 4 stereo
balanced outputs.

Don't gamble with Quality over Economy; Get both...

PICK A LEITCH DA CARD IN A MIX BOX.

LEITCH
FOR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE, FAX THIS PAGE TO (804) 548-4210.

To receive information by mail, call (800) 231-9673.

LEITCH DAs
STAND ALONE

in a self -powered
MIX BOX!

NAME FAX NUMBER

Leitch Incorporated, 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake. VA 23320 - Tel: (804) 548-2300 or (800) 231-9673 Fax: (804) 548-4088
Leitch Video International Inc., 220 Duncan Mill Road. Suite 301. Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 3J5 - Tel: (416) 445-9640 or (800) 387-0233 Fax: (416) 445-0595

Leitch Europe Limited, 24 Campbell Court, Bramley, Basingstoke, Hants, U.K. RG26 5EG Tel: +44 (0) 880088 Fax: +44 (0) 256 880428
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